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FOREWORD 

It delights me to present the revised Waterberg District Integrated Transport Plan (2014). 

This plan will serve as an aid in facilitating the understanding of how service delivery need 

to be unleashed, particularly in terms of the provision of commuter transport services within 

the Waterberg District Municipal area.  Transport planning remains the key area of the 
municipality’s function, given its central role of enabling various role players to deliver an 

efficient transport service that is customer friendly.  By striving to ensure that there is 

adequate provision of modal facilities, ablution amenities and public transport operating 

vehicles, it is an indication that the Municipality is consistently committed to providing an 

efficient and effective service. 

 

The revised District Integrated Transport Plan covers six local municipalities under the 

jurisdiction of Waterberg District Municipality. The thrust of the plan is to understand the 

travelling public’s needs and aspirations in order to provide transportation services that are 

adequate and appropriate. Over the forthcoming Medium Term Expenditure Framework 

(MTEF), the plan will address an array of infrastructural initiatives in the form of conducting 
feasibility studies with a view to identifying strategic positions for the establishment of multi-

modal facilities and truck stops.  Already there is a study initiated by Transnet to test the 

feasibility of designing and constructing a rail network that will link Lephalale with Ermelo.  

 

The study upon which this plan is grounded has revealed that physical accessibility to most 

of the rural areas within the Waterberg District Municipality poses some challenges. To 
overcome these challenges, the Roads Agency Limpopo has committed a significant 

amount of budget for the construction of roads to make it possible to access rural villages. 

The municipality is committed to ensuring that the needs of all members of the travelling 

public are served, including special needs persons like those who are wheel-chair bound.  

In conclusion, cognisance of the critical role played by non-motorised transport will be taken 

into account. This will be done by crafting a policy to guide animal drawn carts on how to 

obey the rules of the road and also to remain within the legal bounds of the rule of law. 
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GLOSARY OF ACRONYMS 

CITP : Comprehensive Integrated Transport Plan 

CPTR : Current Public Transport Record 

DITP : District Integrated Transport Plan 

DM : District Municipality 

DoT : Department of Transport 

IDP : Integrated Development Plan 

ITP : Integrated Transport Plan 

LDRT : Limpopo Department of Roads and Transport 

LED : Local Economic Development  
LITP : Local Integrated Transport Plan  

LM : Local Municipality 

MEC : Member of the Executive Council (Provincial) 

MTEF : Medium Term Expenditure Framework  

NLTSF: National Land Transport Strategic Framework 

NLTA : National Land Transport Act 
NMT : Non-Motorised Transport 

NRSRA: National Railway Safety Regulator Act 

OLS : Operating License Strategy 

PA : Planning Authority 

PRASA: Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa 

PLTF : Provincial Land Transport Framework  

RAL : Road Agency Limpopo 

SANRAL: South African National Roads Agency Limited 
 
DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL TERMS 
Commuter 
A commuter travels daily, especially by train or car to or from work in the city (Oxford 

Dictionary). This definition does not clarify the position of those who walk to work. 

Furthermore, in South Africa, common usage associates the word commuter with those 

who travel to work by public transport. For the purpose of WDM DITP (2014) a commuter is 

defined as any person who regularly travels to and from work whether on foot or by 

motorised transport.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This summary of the Waterberg District Integrated Transport Plan (2014) clearly provides 

new horizons in integrated transport planning and strives to give a total picture of the 

current status of the contemporary transport system, trends, objectives and proposed 

interventions of transport infrastructural projects within the Waterberg District Municipal 
area. 

 

The main report is organised into eight chapters, the first of which introduces the subject 

matter, which is a perspective of District Integrated Transport Planning. The need for and 

importance of integrated transport planning serves as a point of departure. Of critical 

importance in this first chapter, is the relationship between the District Integrated Transport 

Plan and other statutory plans such as the Integrated Development Plans, Provincial Land 

Transport Framework, National Land Transport Strategic Framework and Provincial Spatial 

Development Initiatives. These statutory plans and legal frameworks’ validity are tested 

against their alignment and keeping with the new legal dispensation in land transport, 

namely “National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009”. In responding to the needs of 

stakeholders during the consultation process, further reports have been generated to 

complement the main report and these are “Data Analysis and Interpretation, Modal 

Integration Strategy, Operating Licence Strategy, Rail network Report and Bus Operations”. 

 
Chapter 2 explicitly articulates the Transport Vision, Mission and objectives of the 

Waterberg District Municipality. The interrelationship or hierarchical structure portrayed by 
the transport vision and objectives at various levels of government are outlined. The 

overarching transport objectives at national level are demand-responsive and customer 

focused. This demonstrates the Department of Transport’s commitment to adhering to the 
“Batho Pele” Principle of Service Delivery. In filtering through both the National and 

Provincial visions down to the municipal operational level, an expression of care and 

responsiveness is emphasised, hence it is articulated as “a caring and responsive 
Municipality with excellent service delivery, sustainable development and prospering 
people’. 
 
Chapter 3 offers details of the Demand and Supply side of information, which was 

previously called Current Public Transport Record (CPTR) and it is referred in this report as 
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a “Transport Register”. Due to the fact that this planning process is that of an “update and 

alignment” rather than an “overhaul planning process”, the description of the transportation 

system register focuses more on the supply side information within the Waterberg District 

Municipality. This refers to inter alia, the status of the rail and road network, road length, the 

location and condition of Modal Facilities. This also hinges on the bus and taxi operations 

which emerge to be the most utilised public transport service in the District. Other modes of 

transport noticeable in the rural areas of the District are the-non-motorised transport such 

as animal drawn carts, bicycles and walking. Passenger rail transport is only available at 

principal stations such as Mokopane. Of critical importance to be noted is that transport for 
persons with special needs is non-existent and a policy to this effect is needed. 

 
Chapter 4 depicts the concept “Operating License Strategy” and focuses on institutions 

established to deal with operating licences at various levels of government. The National 

Public Transport Regulator has been established at national level and consists of 

designated officials of the Department appointed either on a full time or part time basis. The 

core specialised knowledge and experience of such officials taken collectively, should cover 

an integrated mix of disciplines. Section 11(2) of the Act states that the municipality: “must 
receive and decide on applications relating to operating licenses for services wholly 
in their areas of jurisdiction, excluding applications that must be made to the 
National Public Transport Regulator or a Provincial Regulatory Entity”. 

 
Chapter 5 is concerned with a Rationalisation Plan for the Waterberg District Municipality. 

This happens when there is a surplus of legally operated services by operators on a 

particular route. In the event of where an existing non-contracted public transport service is 

no longer required, the Planning Authority must, where possible offer the operator an 

alternative service, or allow the operator to continue providing the service and impose a 
moratorium on the issuing of new operating licences on the route. If there are subsidised 

bus services in the area, a bus Rationalisation Plan must also be prepared. Rationalisation 

Plans will only be required from those Type 2 Planning Authorities with subsidised bus 

contracts operational in their area. 

 
Chapter 6 deals with the transport needs expressed by users as well as various secondary 

data obtained from research reports. An array of strategies is proposed to address such 
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expressed transport needs and requirements. The main transport economic theme 

expressed here is that the user needs are unlimited, while the resources to satisfy those 

needs are limited. The needs are assessed to ensure that the user is given considerable 

latitude of rational choice and preference of the transport system. 
 
Chapter 7 draws a summary of Integrated Transport Plans prepared at municipal level 

within the jurisdiction of the Waterberg District Municipality. It is consequently, a summary 

of the transport implementation budgets and programmes over a five-year period, as 

prepared by all Local Municipalities under the jurisdiction of the Waterberg District 
Municipality. The summary focuses on those local municipal matters that are of importance 

to the District Municipality and to the relevant Provincial Administration for co-ordination 

purposes. The emphasis is therefore on projects, financial and budgetary issues. 
 
Chapter 8 focuses on the projects, programmes and the period over which such 

programmes should be implemented and most importantly, the budget implications. Of 

fundamental importance is the listing of different strategies and projects as developed in 

this current District Integrated Transport Plan.  The identified and prioritised new 

infrastructure development and maintenance projects are aligned with the budgetary 

programme of the Municipality. A budget and programme for a five-year period must be 

prepared of the high priority projects such as the following:  

¡ Musina to Lephalale via Blouberg 
¡ Gauteng –Polokwane High Speed Rail 

¡ Feasibility determination for and project management of the development of a multi 

modal hub / facility in Mokopane. 

¡ Travel Demand Management Strategies with a view to alleviating traffic congestion 

brought about by the proliferation of mining activities in Mokopane.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Waterberg District Municipality (WDM), appointed Infra Africa Investment Holdings 
(Pty) Ltd in December 2013, to review the District Integrated Transport Plan (DITP) as 

required in terms of Section 36 of the National Land Transport Act, Act No 5 of 2009. This 

DITP focuses on public transport, infrastructure such as Modal Facilities and the intensity of 

their utilisation. The review process that was undertaken is divided into three (3) parts, 

namely. Part A, B and C. 

Part A contains the main report which is basically about the review of the entire report 

which entails the amendment of specific sections of various chapters.   

 

Part B captures in detail specific reports that arose as a result of Public Participation and 

consultation requests. This entails reports on Rail Network within the jurisdiction of 

Waterberg District Municipal area, Bus Operations and Modal Integration Strategy and 

Guidelines. 

 

Part C is supplementary in nature because its data complements information collected 

during the process of transport needs assessment. The problems identified during this 

stage are translated into objectives, strategies and eventually precipitates into tangible 

executable projects. These projects are presented in the form of Annexures. 

 

It is worth noting that transport planning is indispensable as it serves as a catalyst for the 

efficient and effective functioning of the transport system. The need for and importance of 

transport planning can be associated with the oxygenated blood system of the society and 

especially that of the economy. This is an appropriate description, as virtually every 

economic activity and most social activities involve the transport of people and goods from 

one place to another in some form or another. 

1.1 The need for Integrated Transport Planning 

An Integrated Transport Planning (ITP) approach is required to ensure that several parts 

and elements of the transport system complement each other so that its total output can 
benefit the end user. The elements to be Integrated in this respect can be considered as 

physical (infrastructure) and operational (vehicles or rolling stock) and are referred to as the 
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“supply” side of the equation. The analysis of these physical or infrastructural facilities 

would cover aspects such as intermodal facilities and transport networks on the one hand. 

On the other hand, the needs of a variety of stakeholders and end users in particular, will be 
assessed and are referred to as the “demand” side. The vehicle or rolling stock operations 

and governing institutions form part of the analysis so that the transport networks can be 

optimally utilised. The ultimate objective of this transport planning process is to ensure that 

these elements are well integrated to provide an efficient transport system that serves the 

transport needs of society at minimal environmental cost. 

1.2 Importance of Integrated Transport Planning (ITP) 

Alongside transport’s contribution to society, through its social and economic benefits, 
transport activities also entail a cost to society, mainly in the form of negative environmental 

impacts. The contribution of transport to climate change is probably the most important of 

these negative impacts, but other impacts such as air pollution are also substantial. Getting 

the right mix of these components is a key element of sustainability. The appropriate 

transport planning intervention in this regard would be a “Comprehensive Integrated 
Transport Plan” which aims at having “a transport system that can generate more of the 

same socio-economic benefits but at a lower environmental cost’ (Givoni and Banister, 

2010:2). 

 

The need for, and comprehensiveness of plans, varies vastly from one area to another and 

thus, distinguishes between three types of municipal transport Planning Authorities (PAs) 

on the basis of the size of their area of jurisdiction and the extent of transport taking place in 
the particular area. The three types of plans are the Comprehensive Integrated Transport 

Plan (CITP), District Integrated Transport Plan (DITP) and Local Integrated Transport Plan 

(LITP).   District Municipalities are categorized in terms of the Minimum Requirements for 

the Preparation of Transport Plans as Type 2 Planning Authority (PA). 

 
Type 1 Planning Authorities are larger municipalities designated by the Department of 

Transport to upgrade their public transport system to a level that is car competitive as part 

of the approved Public Transport Action Plan of March 2007. These authorities have to 

prepare CITPs for which separate guidelines are available. All other DMs are categorized 

as Type 2 PAs and are required to prepare DITPs.Type 3 Planning Authorities are the Local 

Municipalities and they are required to prepare Local Integrated Transport Plans.  The 
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LITPs are the least comprehensive of the three and they are incorporated or summarised 

within the relevant DITPs. 

1.3 Relationship between WDM ITP and other Statutory Plans 

Transport plans and frameworks should in essence be prepared by all three levels of 

Government as mentioned above. Figure 1.1 shows the inter-relationship between the 
National Land Transport Strategic Framework (NLTSF), the Provincial Land Transport 

Framework (PLTF) and the different types of ITPs. 

 

National Land Transport Strategic Framework
(To guide Land Transport Planning Country wide )

Relevant Integrated 
Development Plans

Relevant Integrated 
Development Plans

Relevant Integrated 
Development Plans

CITP prepared by Type 1 PA’s

DITP prepared by Type 2 PA’s

LITP prepared by Type 3 PA’s

Submit to Minister

Submit to 
MEC

Submit to 
MEC

Provincial 
Land Transport 

Framework

To guide land 
transport 
planning 

provincial wide

 

Figure 1.1  Relationship between WDM DITP and other statutory plans 

1.3.1 National 

The NLTSF provides national policy and an overarching transport strategy. It also includes 

national planning initiatives such as the National Transport Master Plan, National Public 
Transport Strategy and Action Plan, National Rail Plan and the National Freight Logistics 

Strategy. 

 

The recent NLTSF is for the period 2006 to 2011, and gives guidance on transport planning 

and land transport delivery by national government, provinces and municipalities. The 

framework also addresses implementation mechanisms and measures for monitoring the 
implementation of the NLTSF by means of key performance indicators. 
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The Waterberg District Municipality’s District ITP and LITP should be in line with the NLTSF 

initiatives and should also take into account the planning initiatives and proposed projects of 

Agencies such as the South African National Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL), Airport 
Company of South Africa (ACSA) and the Road Traffic Management Corporation (RTMC). 

1.3.2 Province 

Each Province prepares a PLTF for a five year period with two primary objectives: firstly, to 

create a strategic framework for developing transport plans with a provincial perspective; 

and secondly, to co-ordinate all the ITPs for the province. 
 

A PLTF must be prepared in accordance with minimum planning requirements as gazetted 

in Regulation Gazette No. 34158, dated 1 April 2011. It is important noting that the PLTF 

must include a chapter on coordination measures and structures, liaison and conflict 
resolution. This chapter must, inter alia, include measures to ensure proper coordination 

between the transport plans of planning authorities, and between planning authorities and 

the province. It should also include a short description of existing and planned liaison 

structures between the province and planning authorities, working groups and coordination 

committees, and their terms of reference. 

 

Section 3(2) of the minimum planning requirements states that in preparing the PLTF,  

The MEC must be guided by the NLTSF. 

• Plans must pay due attention to the development of rural areas; 

• Non-motorised modes of transport must be taken into account; 

• Transport for special categories of passengers must receive special attention. 

• The Integrated transport planning process must be continuous, i.e. plans must be 

updated continuously;  

• The PLTF must be synchronised with other planning initiatives and must indicate 

how it is integrated into provincial transport and land use planning process. 

 

Generally, the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) has the responsibility to coordinate 

the planning processes in the province and, in terms of the National Land Transport Act, Act 

No 5 of 2009, all plans must address: 

• Public transport services operating across the boundaries of PAs; 
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• Road and rail networks; 

• Freight movements; 

• Needs of special categories of passengers; and 

• Rivalry between neighbouring PAs that may result in duplication or over-supply of 

infrastructure and services; 

1.3.3 Municipality 

Each Municipality (Planning Authority) prepares an ITP. Each type of ITP must inform the 

relevant authority’s Integrated Development Plan (IDP), and must be reflected in the PLTF. 

The different types of PAs, the type of ITP to be prepared by each and how the different 
plans relate to each other, is explained below. 

 

Type 3 Planning Authority: 

The Local ITPs are summarised and included in the relevant DITPs. LITPs are not 

submitted directly to the MEC. 

 
Type 2 Planning Authority: 

The completed DITP is submitted to the MEC to be reflected in the PLTF. 

 

Type 1 Planning Authority: 
The Comprehensive ITP is submitted to the MEC to be reflected in the PLTF.  

1.4 Integrating the DITP with other Statutory Planning Initiatives 

1.4.1 National Rail Plan 

The then South African Rail Commuter Corporation (SARCC), currently known as the 
Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA), had since prepared a Passenger Rail 

Transport Plan. Phase I of the plan was focused on agreeing on the broad strategy to be 

followed for the upgrading and improvement of the rail transport system in South Africa. 

Phase II was prepared using a bottom-up approach, where each region of Metrorail 

prepared a detailed regional rail transport plan, in close consultation with the relevant 
municipalities. The regional Phase II plans were integrated into a national plan. This Phase 

II plan was approved by National Cabinet during the first part of December 2006 and was to 

be implemented as from 2007. 
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In order for rail to be truly part of any ITP, it should be given the same attention as any other 

public transport mode in the planning process. A Planning Authority in an area with 

passenger rail services, or which proposes their introduction, should take the lead in 
developing a regional rail plan for its area which will in essence be a rail service 

specification and the identification of any required interventions for the rail corridors, in 

consultation with the PRASA.  

 

In an effort to achieve Integrated planning, Rail Planning Committees were established by 
the then SARCC in each Metropolitan area. The function of these committees were to 

facilitate the development and acceptance of a regional rail plan for a particular area, and 

the negotiation of such a plan with the DoT in order to be taken up in the National 

Passenger Rail Plan. The then SARCC was to retain responsibility for the operational 

planning and implementation of the approved rail services. 

1.4.1.1 Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA) 

The Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa was established in March 2009 in terms of the 

Legal Succession Act, Act No 38 of 2008. This Agency is, in terms of the Public Finance 

Management Act of 1999, listed as a Schedule 3B entity (National Government Business 

Enterprise). The fundamental aim of establishing this entity was to house the operations, 

personnel and assets of the SARCC, Metrorail, Shosholoza Meyl, Intersite Property 

Management Services and Autopax under one corporate body. In the year 2009/10, 
PRASA managed to stabilise and concluded the Phase II of the National Rail Plan and the 

turn-around strategy. 

1.4.1.2 Shosholoza Meyl 

For the WDM, the operation of rail commuter services by Metrorail is non-existent. 

However, Shosholoza Meyl services passes through the WDM but the transport needs of 
main line passengers are not being addressed by this rail service. Over the medium term, 

Shosholoza Meyl aims at focusing on the revitalisation of key routes for mainline passenger 

services to enhance patronage and fare revenue. For this objective to be realised, an 

integrated approach is sought where the District Municipality (DM) would be able to present 

a plan with respect to the utilisation of rail services as a mode of choice. 
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1.4.1.3 South African National Roads Agency (SANRAL) 

The South African National Roads Agency was established in terms of the South African 

National Roads Agency Limited and National Roads Act, Act No 7 of 1998. It is listed as a 
schedule 3A (National Public Entity) in terms of the Public Finance Management Act of 

1999. The Agency is responsible for the existing national road network of 16 170 km, with 

an estimated asset value of over R220 billion. 

 

The main activities of the Agency relates to financing, managing, controlling, planning, 
developing, maintaining and rehabilitating South Africa’s national road network, as provided 

for in the South African National Roads Agency Limited and National Roads Act of 1998. 

1.4.2 Integration with IDP 

The local government sphere must prepare a 5-year IDP as part of an integrated system of 

planning and delivery, which serves as a frame for all development activities within the 

municipal area and which accordingly informs: 

• the annual budget of the municipality; 

• the budgets and investment programmes of all sector departments (national and 

provincial) which implement projects or provide services within the municipality; 

• the business plan of the municipality; 

• land-use management decisions; 

• economic promotion measures; 

• the local authority’s organizational set-up and management systems; and 

• the monitoring and performance management system. 

 
The linkages between the spheres of government should follow the principle of “mutual 

information flow and checks and balances”. The IDP with attached sector specific plans 

according to requirements has to be submitted to the MEC for local government for 

assessment. This planning system will ensure that municipal planning and sectoral planning 

are: 

• informed by the same legal and policy frameworks and macro strategies; 

• mutually inform each other, and 

• inform budgets and business plans of municipalities, provincial and national 
departments. 
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1.4.3 The DITP in relation to the IDP process 

Table 1.1, derived from the IDP Guide Pack as published by the Department of Provincial 

and Local Government (DPLG), provides an overview of what the ITP section of the IDP 
should include and address. 
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Table 1.1  ITP Contents for Various IDP Phases 

IDP 
PHASE DESCRIPTION ITP SECTION SHOULD INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 

I Analysis 

o Provide a summarized assessment of the status 
quo of transport.  

o Identify the key priority issues/ problem 
statements relating to transport and discuss 
briefly the nature/ dynamics/ causes of these 
priority/ problem issues. 

II Strategies 
o Identify mid-term objectives for each priority issue 

identified in Phase 1 and then develop strategies 
(strategic options) for each priority issue.  

III Projects 

From the abovementioned strategies, identify projects 
and for each project compile a project proposal which 
specifies the following: 

o Project objectives and indicators for achieving 
these objectives; 

o Project outputs, targets and locations; 
o Project tasks/ activities, responsible agencies and 

timing; 
o Project costs including budget estimates and 

sources of finance; 
o Remarks, if any. 

IV Integration 

Work with the IDP Steering committee to ensure that 
projects: 

o Are in line with strategic guidelines, objectives 
and resource frames; 

o Reflect people’s priority needs; 
o Are planned in a cost-effective manner; 
o Can be implemented in a well coordinated 

manner; and 
o Revise project proposals, if required. 

V Approval o Part of the IDP approval process by Council. 
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1.5 Liaison between WDM and other Planning Authorities 

WDM was established in terms of the Constitution (Constitution Act No. 108 of 1996, as 

amended) as well as the Municipal Demarcation Act and the Municipal Structures Act.  

Among its functions is municipal planning and municipal public transport services.  

Emanating from the mandate of the Constitution the Municipal Structures Act (No. 117) of 
2003 was developed and state in section 81(1)(a) that DMs should prepare Integrated 

Development Plans (IDPs). WDM municipality is classified as a Type 2 Planning Authority 

and it is therefore required to prepare a DITP.  

 

According to Figure 1.2, the roles and responsibilities of the Official in charge of Transport 

at the WDM need to ensure the following: 

• Public transport facilities of all modes are of acceptable standards for the travelling 

public; 

• Intermodal facilities and public transport networks are optimally utilised; 

• Vehicle operation frequencies should be within the public transport operation norm; 

• Frequent meetings with public transport operators with a view to plan efficient 

passenger transport operations 

• Facilitation and coordination of all Local Integrated Transport Planning within the 

jurisdiction of WDM; 

• Liaison and planning with neighbouring DMs with a view to enhancing Inter-

Municipal and Provincial Public Transport operations; 

• Frequent liaison with the Integrated Development Planning steering Committee with 

a view to effecting inputs on transport related matters; and 

• Frequent liaison with the Limpopo Department of Roads and Transport (LDRT) on 
public transport planning matters.  
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Figure 1.2  Liaison between WDM and other Planning Authorities 

The Official in charge of transport in Waterberg needs to ensure the efficient coordination of 

the LITPs from respective local municipalities as shown in Figure1.2. Type 3 Planning 

Authorities are the Local Municipalities and they are required to prepare Local Integrated 

Transport Plans. The LITPs are the least comprehensive of the three and they are 

incorporated or summarised within the relevant DITPs. 

1.6 Liaison between WDM and adjacent Municipalities 

Section 19(1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No. 5 of 2009 further states  
“where there are significant movements between two or more adjacent 

municipalities, they may establish an inter-municipality forum in terms of section 28 

of the Intergovernmental relations Framework Act, 2005 (Act No. 13 of 2005) to 

coordinate their functions in terms of this Act and to ensure that their Integrated 

transport plans take account of such movements”. 
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Due to the fact that there are significant transport movements between the WDM and the 

Province of Gauteng (City of Tshwane) and the North West (Bojanala District Municipality), 

it makes it justifiable to establish an inter-municipality forum to ensure that the ITPs of such 
adjacent municipalities take account of the public transport movement density. 

1.7 Waterberg Population Statistics 

WDM includes the local municipalities of Thabazimbi; Modimolle; Lephalale; Mookgophong; 

Mogalakwena; Bela-Bela. The District Municipal area is mostly rural, and a lesser 

percentage of the population resides in urban areas. The population of WDM is 

approximately 679 336, and the approximate population per Local Municipality is in Table 

1.2 . 

Table 1.2  Waterberg Population Statistics 

Municipality Total area in 
km2 

% of total Population % of total 

Bela-Bela 3406 8 66500 10 
Lephalale 13784 31 115 767 17 
Modimolle 4678 10 68 513 10 
Mogalakwena 6166 14 307 682 45 
Mookgophong 5689 13 35 640 5 
Thabazimbi 11190 25 85 234 13 
Waterberg 49750 39 679 336 13 

Source: Adapted from Waterberg Spatial Development Framework (2013) 
 
The preparation of this DITP is the responsibility of the WDM and should be within the 

requirements as contained in the Limpopo Provincial Land Transport Framework. The 

planning costs for the preparation of the DITPs are incurred by the District itself and should 
approach the Province for the reinforcement of capacity when a need arises.  An agreement 

to this effect should be entered into with the Province on the basis that the DITP will be 

prepared in accordance with the Minimum Requirements for the Preparation of an ITP as 

gazetted, and within the agreed programme. The WDM should in essence take an 

undertaking to facilitate the preparation of the LITPs within the area of its jurisdiction. 
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1.8 Proposed Integrated Transport Steering Committee 

Section 16 (1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No. 5 of 2009, states:  
“A planning authority may establish a land transport advisory board with 

representation from government and the private sector, to advise it in relation to land 

transport matters”. 

 

It is proposed that the Integrated Transport Steering Committee for WDM be constituted as 

follows: 

i. Representative from IDP Subcommittee X1 (Chairperson); 

ii. Representative from Local Economic Development (LED) sub-committee X1 (Deputy 

chairperson); 
iii. Senior Transport Officer WDM X 1 (Secretary); 

iv. Representative from each Local Municipality X 6;  

v. Ex-Officio member of Limpopo Roads and Transport; and 

vi. Representative from the private sector. 

 

The proposed coordination structure or committee should contribute towards the provision 

of effective, transparent, accountable and coherent integrated transport planning within the 

Province of Limpopo and WDM in particular. The establishment of this structure would be in 

line with Chapter 4 of the Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000) which provides for 

community participation. It is required that every municipality develops a culture of 

municipal governance that complements formal representative government with a system of 
participatory governance. Municipalities should further encourage and create conditions for 

local community participation in the preparation and review of their Integrated Transport 

Plans. 

 

It can be concluded that the Limpopo Provincial Land Transport Framework must have a 
chapter on coordination measures and structures that serve to guide District Municipalities 

on transport planning matters.   
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1.9 Location of WDM in relation to Limpopo Province’s Spatial Development 
Initiative 

The spatial distribution of flagship projects from the economic development strategy and the 

settlement clusters from the Spatial Rationale reveals three development corridors in the 

Limpopo province. These development corridors are the Trans-Limpopo Corridor along the 
N1 national road bisecting the Province, the Dilokong Corridor from Polokwane through 

Sekhukhune District and the East West Corridor from Polokwane via Lephalale to 

Botswana. Figure 1.3 shows the position of WDM in relation to Limpopo Province’s Spatial 

Development Initiative. 

 

Figure 1.3  Location of WDM in Relation to Limpopo Province’ spatial development 

The crafting of the then Integrated Transport Plan was preceded by the data collection 

process called “Current Public Transport Record” and the aim of the process was to have 

an idea as to what was the current situation in the District in terms of the public transport 

movement. Based on the preliminary findings of the recent Waterberg Spatial Development 
Framework (2013), Waterberg is earmarked as one of the strategic transport network hub of 

the future. In brief, the District Municipality has potential spatial development initiatives that 

are available to trigger potential demand for transport in the area.   
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1.10 Chapter Layout 

 

Chapter 1- Deals with the introduction to District Integrated Transport Planning (DITP) 

 

Chapter 2-Sets the scene for the District Municipality by outlining the Vision, Mission and 
Strategic Objectives. 

 

Chapter 3- Presents the status quo of the transport system in Waterberg and is referred to 

as the “Transport Register”. 

 

Chapter 4-Introduces what is referred to as the Operating License Strategy (OLS) 
 

Chapter 5- Gives a Rationalisation Plan 

 

Chapter 6 - Deals with the identification and assessment of transport needs 

 

Chapter 7- Summarises the status of all Local Integrated Transport Plans (LITP’s) within the 

jurisdiction of the Waterberg District Municipality 

 

Chapter 8- Deals with the funding strategy and implementation programme and budget. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TRANSPORT VISION AND OBJECTIVES 

(Nations with a vision of their own future are powerfully enabled. Those without vision are at 

risk) (Charlton, 1993:50)  

1. INTRODUCTION

2. TRANSPORT VISION AND 
OBJECTIVES

3. TRANSPORT REGISTER

5. RATIONALISATION PLAN 6. TRANSPORT NEEDS4. OPERATING LICENCE 
STRATEGY

7. SUMMARY OF LITP’s 8. FUNDING STRATEGY & 
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

 
Schematic Chapter Outline 
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2 INTRODUCTION  

The success of this District Integrated Transport Plan (DITP) depends on setting out a clear 
vision, specific aims and objectives for the Waterberg District Municipality (WDM). Simply 

stated, a Vision is a picture, target or goal of the future that is realistic, credible and 

consequently better than the present. It can be referred to as a commonly shared view of 

future conditions. Before a vision for the Waterberg District Municipality can be outlined, it is 

appropriate to understand the stand point of the Constitution of South Africa with respect to 

transport planning. The Constitution sets out the division of responsibility between the 
different spheres of government. Specific functions are identified in Part B of Schedule 4 

and 5 of the Constitution as the competence of municipalities. In particular, Schedule 4, 

Part B, includes the Functions of “Municipal Planning” and “Municipal Public Transport”, 

Schedule 5, Part B, lists “Municipal Roads” and “Traffic and Parking” as Municipal 

Functions. 

 

The Constitution recognizes the principle of subsidiarity and requires in Section 156, the 

assignment of Functions in Schedules 4 and 5 to the lowest sphere where such functions 

can be most effectively administered. A municipality therefore has the constitutional 

responsibility to carry out planning for any function assigned to it, including the planning of 

transportation infrastructure, systems and services which it is responsible for.  
 

The success of this DITP will depend entirely on a positive support of the WDM’s Transport 

Vision. The vision should in essence reflect the future of the DM and should inspire each 

official to commit themselves to action. 

2.1 Purpose of vision 

The purpose of a vision is to create an attractive future that motivates people and enables 

individuals to find their own roles within the organisation, and which helps the people to 

engage in a creative and purposeful venture. A vision further helps to get the people’s 
attention and to provide a sense of focus as to where the organisation is going. 

 

The vision statement for transportation in a transport area should be formulated within the 

framework of the White Paper on National Transport Policy, 1996 as well as any other 
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approved national and provincial transport policy, where this is available, and local policy 

and strategies. 

 

Figure 2.1: Inter-Sphere Transport Planning Relation 

The Estimates of National Expenditure (2014) explicitly point out the total budget that has 

been made available for Integrated Transport Planning at national level. The allocation is in 

response to the Vision, Strategic objectives and strategies crafted at national level 

stretching over the Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) of 2014/15. Figure 2.1 

sketches the inter-sphere transport planning relation showing how National Transport Vision 

influences strategic objectives and strategies throughout the provincial level and down to 

the district municipality level of government.   
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2.2  Hierarchy of Transport Vision 

 

Figure 2.2 Hierarchy of Transport Vision 

2.3 National Transport Vision 

The Vision for SA transport is of a system, which will: 

Provide safe, reliable, effective, efficient, and fully Integrated transport 
operations and infrastructure which will best meet the needs of freight and 

passenger customers at improving levels of service and cost in a fashion 
which supports Government strategies for economic and social development 
whilst being environmentally and economically sustainable. 

2.3.1 National Transport Objectives (ITP for 2014 MTEF) 

The purpose is to manage and facilitate national strategic planning for new projects, 

formulate national transport policy and strategy, coordinate international as well as inter-

sphere relations. 
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2.3.1.1 Customer-based Strategic Objectives 

To ensure that passenger transport services address user needs, including those of  

• Commuters;  

• Pensioners; 

• the elderly; 

• scholars; 

• the disabled; 

• tourists; and  

• long distance passengers. 

 

The overriding national policy principle states that transport users should not spend more 

than 10 percent of their disposal income on transport.   

2.3.2 National Transport Strategies 

• Increase rail efficiencies and ensure the seamless and Integrated movement of 

cargo by developing appropriate corridor mapping tools; 

• Develop appropriate institutional and regulatory frameworks that will enhance and 

promote the participation of the second economy players in the mainstream 

economy; 

• Encourage private sector participation and investment by developing policies to 

address transport planning and freight logistics; 

• Support an effective and efficient transport system by developing a transport 

performance indicator database.  

• Improve the impact of transport projects by coordinating and managing the total 
lifecycle of projects and maintaining effective monitoring, evaluation and reporting 

systems on an ongoing basis.  

2.3.3 National Rail Transport Objectives 

• Direct effective and sustainable rail transport and freight rail movement based on 

competition and private sector participation by providing a policy and regulatory 

environment. 
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• Close collaboration with stakeholders resulting in an increase in cargo moved by 

branch lines to 8 million tons. 

• Promote local rail industry development by progressively increasing local content 

over the procurement period in the manufacturing or assembly of rolling stock and 

rail infrastructure. 

2.3.4 National Road Transport Objectives 

• Facilitate the rehabilitation of roads by supporting the upgrading of 2156km of coal 

haulage roads; 

• Improve the condition of provincial roads by reducing those in poor condition through 

a targeted maintenance program across Provinces; 

• Contribute to halving unemployment by promoting industry development and labour 

intensive methodologies to create 70,000 fulltime equivalent jobs in the roads sector. 

• Support the implementation of the road infrastructure strategic framework by 

ensuring the use of updated road asset management systems in all provinces. 

• Improve rural access to road transport by assisting municipalities in developing non-

motorised infrastructure in 21 District Municipalities.  

2.3.5 National Roads Agency Limited Strategic Objectives 

SANRAL’s principal tasks are to: 

• Strategically plan, design, construct, operate, rehabilitate and maintain South 

Africa’s national roads in order to mobilise our economy. 

• Generate revenues from the development and management of its assets. 

• Undertake research and development to enhance the quality of life of all South 

African citizens, with particular emphasis on their social and economic well-being. 

• Advise the Minister of Transport on matters relating to South Africa’s roads, and  

• Finance, plan, construct, provide, operate and maintain roads in neighbouring 

countries upon request from the Minister of Transport and in agreement with the 

respective countries. 

 

These are in line with the strategic objectives of SANRAL, as defined in its strategic vision, 

that is: 

• The management of a national road network ensuring best value for money. 
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• To continuously improve the efficiency of business practices. 

• To maintain market confidence. 

• To carry out Government’s targeted programmes to better the life of all citizens. 

• Safer roads for all. 

• To work in cooperative partnership with road users, transport providers, relevant 

authorities and the private sector. 

• To be a good employer managing SANRAL’s business efficiently and effectively and 
to seek continuous improvement. 

• To achieve international best practices. 

• To encourage innovation in knowledge and practice. 

• To research, discover and excel. 

• To market our solutions to road users. 

2.3.6  National Public Transport Objectives and Strategies 

• Improve public transport access and reliability by developing norms and standards to 

support the development of Integrated public transport networks; 

• Ensure efficient and effective public and tourism transport by establishing the 

National Public Transport Regulator as required by the National Land Transport Act 
of 2009; 

• Increase the equity ownership and broad based black empowerment in the public 

transport sector by implementing the industry development model to empower taxi 

operators; 

• Align and integrate the taxi recapitalisation programme with national and provincial 

rail services, metropolitan rapid public transport corridor services and provincial bus 

services by redefining the taxi recapitalisation 

• Ensure Integrated and optimised public transport services by facilitating the 

development of integrated rapid public transport networks and feeder and distribution 

systems. 

2.4 Provincial Transport Vision 

 
”Quality transport infrastructure and services for all” 
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2.5 Transport Mission Statement for the Limpopo Province 

To develop, co-ordinate, implement, manage and maintain an Integrated and sustainable 

multi-modal transport system and appropriate infrastructure by: 

• Effectively and optimally utilising and developing available resources; 

• Encouraging and providing a safe transport environment for all users; 

• Planning and facilitating transport infrastructure provisioning and operations; and 

• Being transparent, accountable, and responsible. 

 

The Limpopo Department of Roads and Transport (LDRT) strive to address the problems 

identified by the Moving South Africa Strategy Document (1999) which states:  

…“The South African transport system is inadequate to meet the basic accessibility 

needs (to work, health care, schools, shops), and many developing rural and urban 

areas. In order to meet basic accessibility needs, the transport services offered must be 

affordable to the user. The transport system will aim at minimising the constraints to the 

mobility of passengers and goods, maximising speed and service, while allowing 

customers choice of transport mode or combination of transport modes where it is 

economically and financially viable to offer a choice of modes. This demands a flexible 

transport system and transport planning process that can respond to customer 

requirements, while providing on-line information to the user to allow choices to be 

made. It also requires infrastructure to be tailored to the needs of the transport operators 

and end customers”. 

2.6 Provincial Transport Objectives 

The Limpopo Provincial Transport Objectives are: 

• To develop, co-ordinate, implement, and manage an Integrated, multi-modal 

transport system; 

• To act as a catalyst for social upliftment and economic growth; 

• To ensure that the system is balanced, equitable, and non-discriminatory; and 

• To ensure that the system is reliable, effective, efficient, safe, accessible, affordable, 

and environmentally friendly  
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2.6.1 Provincial Transport Strategies 

The Limpopo Provincial Transport Strategies are as follows: 

• Ensure that rail efficiencies and seamless Integrated movement of cargo are 

increased by developing appropriate corridor mapping tools; 

• Develop appropriate institutional and regulatory frameworks that will enhance and 

promote the participation of the SMMEs and BEE in transportation projects;  

• Encourage private sector participation and investment by developing policies to 

address transport planning and freight logistics; 

• Support an effective and efficient transport system by developing a transport 

performance indicator database.  

• Improve the impact of transport projects by coordinating and managing the total 

lifecycle of projects and maintaining effective monitoring, evaluation and reporting 

systems on an ongoing basis.  

2.6.2 The Customer-based Strategic Objectives 

To ensure that passenger transport services address user needs, including those of  

• Commuters;  

• Pensioners; 

• the elderly; 

• scholars; 

• the disabled; 

• tourists; and  

• long distance passengers.  

 
The overriding National Policy Principle states that transport users should not spend more 

than 10 percent of their disposal income on transport.  

 

2.6.3 Rail Transport Objectives 

• Direct effective and sustainable rail transport and freight rail movement based on 

competition and private sector participation; 
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• Close collaboration with stakeholders resulting in an increase in cargo moved by 

branch lines; and 

• Increase the mobility and accessibility of rail transport by establishing inter-modal 

facilities and enable the local government sphere to execute integrated transport 

planning. 

2.6.4 Road Transport Objectives 

• Facilitate the rehabilitation of roads by supporting the upgrading of coal haulage 

roads; 

• Improve the condition of provincial roads by reducing those in poor condition through 

a targeted maintenance program across Provinces; 

• Contribute to halving unemployment by promoting industry development and labour 

intensive methodologies to create fulltime equivalent jobs in the roads sector; 

• Support the implementation of the road infrastructure strategic framework by 

ensuring the use of updated road asset management systems in the Limpopo 

Province; and 

• Improve rural access to road transport by assisting municipalities in developing non-

motorised infrastructure.  

2.6.5  Roads Agency Limpopo Strategic Objectives 

• Ensuring the continuous maintenance of the road network through routine 

maintenance; 

• Resurfacing; 

• Strengthening and improvement contracts; 

• Use of a comprehensive asset management system through which all project 

budget allocations occur; 

• Ensuring that the optimum maintenance strategy is selected for each road section; 

• Ensuring that the road network is maintained at an adequate level of service for the 

funding available; and 

• Institute prudent spending policies for administrative and overhead costs.  
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2.6.6 Public Transport Objectives and Strategies 

• Improve public transport accessibility and reliability by developing inter-modal 
facilities at strategic positions to facilitate seamless and integrated public transport 

systems; 

• Ensure efficient and effective public and tourism transport by establishing the 

Provincial Regulatory Entity as required by the National Land Transport Act of 2009; 

• Increase the equity ownership and broad based black empowerment in the public 

transport sector by implementing the industry development model to empower 20 

percent of taxi operators; 

• Align and integrate the taxi recapitalisation programme with national and provincial 

rail services and provincial bus services; and 

• Ensure Integrated and optimised public transport services by facilitating the 

development of integrated rapid public transport networks and feeder and distribution 

systems in the District Municipality of Limpopo.  

2.7 District Municipality Vision for the 

The Vision of the Waterberg District Municipality is:  
“To be a caring and responsive Municipality with excellent service delivery, 
sustainable development and prospering people”.  

2.8 Mission of the Waterberg District Municipality 

The Mission of the Waterberg District Municipality is:  
The Waterberg District Municipality will through an inclusive and participatory 

process;  

“establish the needs of its community and by striving to render effective, 

efficient, and sustainable services, while facilitating socio-economic 
development in order to ensure a better life for all”. 

2.8.1 District Transport Objectives 

• To find alternative funding sources for economically non-viable routes; 

• To provide safe learner transport; 

• To provide public transport on pension pay-out days;   
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• To provide transport that is suitable for the physically challenged;  

• To have emergency transport on call; 

• To maintain all district roads to acceptable pavement conditions; 

• To improve the district road network to address accident hot spots, to improve 

traffic flow and to give preference to public transport where appropriate; 

• To maintain public transport facilities to high levels of cleanliness and to maintain 

the condition of infrastructure at acceptable engineering and architectural 

standards;   

• To construct new, or to upgrade existing public transport facilities in relation to the 

need and demand for additional capacity; 

• To upgrade the status of pedestrians in certain areas of a town through the 

provision of safe crossings and sidewalks; 

• To encourage non-motorised transport projects such as the Bicycle 

Empowerment Network; 

• To appoint a transport planner for the WDM, who should ensure that statutory 
transport planning requirements are fulfilled and who can manage transport 

funding. 

• Job creation through the development of the transport system; 

• To make the transport system easily accessible for tourists and visitors to the 

district; and 

• To promote BEE and SMME development in the planning, maintenance and 

upgrading of the transport system.  

2.8.2 District Transport Strategies 

• Regulate and control the public transport system; 

• Provide public transport options for rural communities; 

• Upgrade and maintain transport infrastructure (roads and public transport 

facilities); 

• Promote non-motorised transport; 

• Improve and integrate transport planning; 

• Develop transport as an economic growth tool; 

• Safety; speed, time; 

• Operate an Integrated transport system; 
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• Public transport system subsidized and also making use of commercial contracts; 

and 

• Law enforcement in relation with operating licences. 

2.9 Transport Policy Principles in the Limpopo Province 

• Social needs and Priorities – emphasis should be placed on the social needs of 

the disadvantaged communities, especially those in rural and other under-

developed areas; 

• Role of Government and the Private Sector – The limited ownership profile of the 

transport providers requires restructuring in order to broaden and democratise the 

current dispensation. There is need to ensure wider participation by the 

disadvantaged communities in the provision and maintenance of the transport 
system;  

• Economic – the transport sector should be aimed at increased employment of the 

workforce;  

• Financial Framework – the extent of subsidisation for public transportation and 

funding for infrastructure, and the priority and funding balance between them; 

• Financial Framework – the affordability problem for both the passengers in terms 

of fare levels and for the Government in terms of the budget requirements; and 

• Land Transport service provision – Subsidised services or any transport service 

for which public transport permits are required, should only be within the 

framework of an approved transport plan.  

2.9.1 Limpopo Integrated Rural Development Framework 

One of the mechanisms to achieve sustainable modal integration is to ensure that the 

provision of public transport is business driven and based on sound business principles. 
 

Rural areas are defined as the sparsely populated areas in which people farm or depend on 

natural resources, including the villages and small towns that are dispersed through these 

areas. They include the large settlements in the former homelands created by Apartheid 

removals, which depend for their survival on migratory labour system and remittances. They 

are characterised by high level of poverty and economic underdevelopment. These areas 

should serve as the immediate focus of rural development. 
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The Poverty Report (1998) reveals that in the Limpopo Province, almost 18-percent of the 

people live in rural areas and live below the poverty line. 
 

Access to quality employment is a paramount aspect towards sustainable livelihoods and 

thereby reducing poverty and inequality. The lack of access to physical infrastructure such 

as electricity, clean water, proper roads and housing are closely linked to poverty. 

2.9.2 Strategies Based on Policy 

• Provide effective financial and economic support to public transport; 

• Promote the most cost-effective mode of transport; 

• To introduce subsidy mechanisms that will encourage the business sector to create 

employment opportunities closer to residential areas; 

• Implement measures to promote shorter travelling distances; 

• Implement incentives to operators for affordable tariffs; 

• Focus on prioritised economic activity nodes and transport nodes in the transport 

plans; 

• Identify minimum service levels of the public transport services serving economic 

activity nodes; 

• Identify and award sustainable bus contracts; 

• Use financial and economic support measures to promote sustainability in the bus 

industry; 

• Develop a holistic and Integrated funding strategy focusing on maximising the 

transport budget from the Provincial allocation, and by achieving efficiency gains 

through better utilisation of available funds; and 

• Explore the possibility of additional funding sources.  

2.9.3 Capacity and Skills Development 

• Training of officials in Integrated Transport Planning and Land Use Planning; 

• Recruitment of Transport Planners and Engineers; and 

• Procurement of consulting engineering services for consistent and continuous advice 

and random projects.  
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2.9.4 Address Service Backlog 

• Motivate subsidised public transport coverage in the WDM with the objective of 
reducing the cost of travel; 

• Install public transport infrastructure such as shelters in inter-modal facilities; and  

• Upgrade road infrastructure and streets between residential and business nodes.  

2.9.5 Road Safety 

• Develop a Central Communications Centre for Incident Management; 

• Road Safety audits; 

• Addressing hazardous locations; 

• Motivate law enforcement at strategic locations; and 

• Education and communication campaigns.  

2.10 Conclusion 

It can be concluded that the National Transport Vision makes particular emphasis on the 

user requirements that should be provided by the transport system at all spheres of 
government. The WDM takes cognisance of the safety and reliability aspect emphasised by 

both the National and Provincial level of government. However, the Municipality commits 

itself to “a caring and responsive Municipality with excellent service delivery, sustainable 

development and prospering people”. An efficient and effective transport system should be 

customer centred, “put people first” or adopt the “Batho Pele Principles” and be able to 

address the needs of customers such as:  

• commuters,  

• pensioners,  

• the elderly,  

• scholars,  

• the disabled,  

• tourists, and  

• long distance passengers.  
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The vision can be as vague as a dream, or as precise as goal or mission statement. As long 
as it serves the original purpose of “getting people’s attention and focusing the attention on 

the future in a way that energises them” then it is the right thing to do! (Charlton, 1993:51) 
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3 INTRODUCTION  

This section of the District Integrated Transport Plan contains a brief description of the 
Transportation System/register in the WDM. The major public transport services relevant to 

the investigation are bus and taxi operations, and are addressed in detail in the 

Rationalisation Plan and Operating License Strategy respectively.  There are no commuter 

rail services in the Waterberg District Municipality.  The Integrated Transport Plan under 

review will be valid for the period from 2014 to 2019, and the five-year implementation plan 

and budget will be reviewed annually.  The information was obtained from the Current 
Public Transport Record (Transport Register) data collected in December 2013 and other 

statutory planning documents from the Waterberg District Municipality. This section of the 

District Integrated Transport Plan contains a brief description of the public transport system 

(supply and demand) in the Waterberg District Municipality area of jurisdiction. It is worth 

noting that this section does not attempt to duplicate the Transport Register but presents a 

synthesis of the outcome derived from each modal facility in a summarised format.  

3.1 Road Network Status Quo 

Roads in the Waterberg District Municipality are adequately connected with National, 
Provincial, and District Roads. The primary route network includes the N1, N11, R518, 

R572, R33, R510, R516, and the R101. However, there is no direct route connecting the 

Limpopo Province and the North-West Province. There is concern on the rapidly degrading 

of many roads due to the increasing economic activities in the District (increase in heavy 

vehicles with mining materials), and a lack of maintenance and rehabilitation.  
 

In addition to the above roads, the local access roads are gravel and predominantly utilised 

by buses and taxis. The condition of these roads is below standard. They require 

upgrading, improved storm water management, lighting, parking, and other road furniture. 

There are also internal village streets and these are generally in a bad state. Once the 

major roads have undergone general upgrading, attention can be given to the upgrading of 
the minor roads. The WDM provides a budget in the IDP for roads but it is not based on a 

road prioritisation plan and management system.  
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There is no pavement management data, traffic data, etc. to prioritise the upgrading of 

roads. However, the Road Agency Limpopo (RAL), South African National Roads Agency 

Limited (SANRAL), Limpopo in Motion, Limpopo 2020 Infrastructure Study, Public Transport 
Plan, and correspondence with the Transport Forum realised a list of roads that should be 

prioritised. 

 

WDM has a total road distance of 21 938km of which only 16% or 3 555km are surfaced. 

However, most of the roads in the proclaimed towns are surfaced but are not necessarily in 
a good condition. Unpaved roads in rural towns and most of the district roads are in a 

relatively good condition. One should note the fact that there are a number of road building 

and surfacing projects in progress. This will improve accessibility and mobility of people in 

general. 

Table 3.1  Road length and surface 

 Paved Unpaved Total: 
 Km % km % km % 
Thabazimbi  573 23% 1 916 77% 2 490 100% 
Mookgophong 413 17% 1 998 83% 2 411 100% 
Mogalakwena  787 12% 5 571 88% 6 357 100% 
Modimolle  403 15% 2 349 85% 2 753 100% 
Lephalale  944 16% 4 976 84% 5 920 100% 
Bela Bela  434 22% 1 572 78% 2 006 100% 
WDM total  3 555 16% 18 383 84% 21 938 100% 
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3.1.1 Transport Network in the Waterberg District Municipality 

 

Figure 3.1  Transport network in the Waterberg District Municipality  

The N1 links the municipal area to key axis through the province linking all centres North 

and South of the WDM area. The fact that the N1 bypasses the main urban centres, 

excludes the municipal area from fully benefiting from passing traffic although it remains the 

key national and regional links to the eastern part of the district area. The N11 passes 

through Roedtan (Mookgophong Local Municipality) and then Mokopane, thus providing an 

important link with the north western part of the province and Botswana. The road is 

gradually building up traffic density whichmay impact heavily on the corridor due to the 

proliferation of mines around Mokopane. The route carries a substantial number of heavy 

vehicles which causes problems in Mokopane. There is a proposal to reroute the N11 past 

Mokopane. The link between Modimolle, Vaalwater and Lephalale is substandard in terms 

of its function as a major link from the N1 to Lephalale. The extent of heavy vehicles that 
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services the development in Lephalale causes problems and leads to deteriorating road 

conditions and dangerous driving conditions. The conditions on this road can largely be 

attributed to the bad condition of the link to Lephalale via Thabazimbi over Brits (Madibeng) 
and Beestekraal. This link should be a logical route to serve the western parts of the area 

but it is substandard and cannot fulfil its function. It is not within the ambit of the WDM to 

resolve these issues but they should put pressure on the Provincial Road Agency to 

address this matter in cooperation with their counterparts in Gauteng.  

3.1.2 Corridors 

In the interest of regional development, the Province has initiated the Spatial Development 

Initiatives (SDI) to attract infrastructure and business investments in economically potential 

areas.  Corridors are spatial areas that offer advantages to mining, manufacturing and other 

businesses. The most important development corridor is the East-West and Rustenburg 

SDI which are closer to Waterberg. 

 

Within the Waterberg District Municipality area, there are a number of corridors found in 

Lephalale and Mogalakwena. Within the municipal areas there are business investment in 

the sector of platinum and coal mining. The business investments that exist within the area 

require investment in road infrastructure as there will be increase in activities. 

Table 3.2  Public Transport Corridors in the Waterberg District Municipality 

Local 
Municipality Town  Corridor 

Length 
Lephalale Kopanang R561  Setateng to Kopanang 40km 
  R572 Rietfontein to                

Kopanang 
60km 

  Marapong to Kopanang 27km 
Mogalakwena Mokopane N11  Tshamahansi to Mokopane 25km 
Mogalakwena Mokopane Mahwelereng to Mokopane 6km 
Mogalakwena Mokopane R518  Mmalepetleke to Mokopane 25km 

 
The Spatial Development Initiative does not only entail the domestic spatial element but 

also a Southern African Development Community (SADC). According to the Local 

Economic Growth and Development Plan (LEGDP), the most attractive form of investment 
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in this context would be the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). The marketing of the Province 

and the District may attract foreign investors to come and build a social and economic 

infrastructure.  

3.2 Main Public Transport used in Limpopo 

In generic terms, a public transport service can be viewed as a system set up to convey 
people by using dedicated resources (infrastructure and vehicles). The most important 

distinguishing feature of public transport is that it is accessible to everyone, thus it excludes 

systems targeted to specific groups such as school transport or services for company 

employees.  

 
The three main modes of transport used by households in Limpopo are Taxis (45,5%), 

Buses (22,6%) and Walking (16,3%). This does not necessarily mean that these are the 

preferred modes due to the fact that they have limited latitude of rational modal choice. An 

important mode of transport that needs to be resuscitated and encouraged is passenger 

train services which are currently operating at a minimal level of 1 percent (1%).  

Table 3.3  Main modes of transport used 

LIMPOPO TRAIN  BUS TAXI CAR/BAKKIE TRUCK WALK OTHER 
% MODE 
USED 

1,0 22,6 45,5 6,7 7,1 16,3 0,8 

Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 
 

When viewing the operation of public transport within the context of the entire Waterberg 
District Municipal area, the mobility of communities is a serious concern. Car ownership in 

the rural areas of the District is low and commuters would ideally depend on public transport 

such as trains, buses and taxis for mobility if made available. The other modes of transport 

that are being widely used are Light Delivery Vehicles (LDVs), donkey carts, bicycles and 

walking. Due to a limited choice of the availability of modes of transport, taxi operations 

emerge to be the most utilised public transport service in the District.  
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3.3 Bus Operations in the WDM 

Bus companies and sole proprietors who operate small fleets were contacted. Although 

some operators have operating permits, their services are by and large unscheduled. The 

information requested from bus operating companies is as follows: 

• List of routes; 

• Timetables; 

• Vehicle registration numbers; 

• Passenger statistics; and 

• Tariff information. 

 
The road conditions are generally very poor, especially in the rural areas. Most villages in 

the Mogalakwena and Lephalale Local Municipalities are not accessible during wet 

weather. Such road conditions are a critical factor on the operating life of the rolling stock, 

operating costs, and level of service to the passenger. 

 

The Waterberg District Integrated Transport Plan (2011) indicates a total of 9 bus terminals 
as reflected in Table 3.4: 

Table 3.4   Total number of bus terminals per local municipality 

Local Municipality 
Total Number 

of Bus 
Terminals 

Total Number of 
Formal Bus 
Terminals 

Total Number of 
Informal Bus 

Terminals 
Bela-Bela 1 0 1 
Modimolle 1 0 1 
Mookgophong 0 0 0 
Mogalakwena 4 1 3 
Lephalale 3 2 1 
Thabazimbi 0 0 0 
Total 9 3 6 

Source: Waterberg District Integrated Transport Plan (2011) 
(See Part B for Bus Report) 
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3.4 Rail Transportation 

At present no commuter rail transport services are in operation in the Waterberg District 

Municipality.  The whole rail network in the Province is owned by Transnet Freight Rail 

formerly known as Spoornet, serving only long distance passengers. The infrastructure is in 

relatively good condition and the rail stations in Mogalakwena, Modimolle, Bela-Bela and 
Pienaarsrivier are the main stations serving mainline passengers. The following lines cover 

the district: 

• Modimolle - Mabatlane line.The line from Modimolle to Mabatlane covers a 

distance of 74 kilometres. This railway line had been traditionally used for the 
transportation of agricultural produce. Utilising the line for tourism should be 

considered more especially that there has been some interest expressed in the 

past to operate a steam train; 

• Mookgophong - Zebediela line. The line from Mookgophong to Zebediela covers 

a distance of 84 kilometres and was used in the transportation of agricultural 
produce and citrus fruit such as oranges. In addition, passengers were often 

transported over weekends by special trains from Johannesburg; 

• Northam - Thabazimbi and Lephalale line; 

• Northam to Thabazimbi is a distance of more or less 46 kilometres. There are 

mining shafts near the following halts and stations: 

• Northam; 

• Tussenin; 

• Chromedale; and  

• Thabazimbi. 

 
(See Rail Network Report in Part B) 

 

3.5 Light Delivery Vehicles (LDVs) 

Light Delivery Vehicles (LDVs) are generally used as public transport in many areas of 

Waterberg District Municipality, especially in remote rural areas and farming areas, such as 

Mookgophong, GaSeleka and Steilloop. LDVs may be used as means of transport for 
learners, but they have been rejected in some municipalities within the Waterberg District 

Municipality, particularly in Mogalakwena. The concern has been that, the safety features of 
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this means of transport are not meant for the conveyance of passengers. When an accident 

happens, the situation becomes horrible as there are no air bags and safety belts available. 

The suggested option was to subsidise learners who use either taxis or buses. However, 
LDVs may be used for conveying agricultural produce, not people. 

3.6 Non-Motorised Transport (NMTs) 

In some areas NMTs are used as an alternative mode of transport, especially in areas such 

as Mokopane, Steilloop, Modimolle, Bakenberg, Moshate and Tshamahansi etc. It should 

be noted that in some parts of the Waterberg District Municipality the NMTs are informally 

recognised as a mode of transport that can potentially provide feeder and distribution 

service in an inter-modalism fashion. It emerged during the consultation workshops that 
these modes of transport play a significant role in conveying goods and people and that it 

should be fully incorporated into the transport system of the district. However, there is a 

need for policy and strategy to promote the use of these modes. 

3.7 Metered Taxi operations 

Metered taxi operations have been identified as one of the significant operations in some 

municipalities such as Mogalakwena, particularly because of their complementary role they 

could play in providing transport during awkward hours. Trains from Gauteng and the 

surroundings drop people very early in the morning and late in the evenings. As a result, 
other unofficial transport providers take advantage and charge poor passengers 

unreasonable fares as they (passengers) are stranded at that time. What frequently 
happens is, they either pay unreasonable amounts or they do not reach their 
destinations. Other Municipalities reject such operations, particularly in Thabazimbi. More 

information still needs to be gathered on meter taxi operations for inclusion in this District 

Integrated Transport Plan. 

3.8 Learner Transport 

At present there is official public transport system for learners available in certain 
municipalities which include Modimolle, Lephalale, Bela-Bela and Thabazimbi Local 

Municipalities. Urban learners rely on walking as a mode of transport and most of them 

make use of private transport.  
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What came out consistently in relation to leaner transport is that: 

a) transport for learners should be affordable and subsidised;  

b) public transport be made accessible to enable learners reach the educational 
institution at the right time; 

c) non-motorised transport for learners be implemented; 

d) They rejected LDVs as means of transport for learners; and 

e) reduce the distance learners have to walk to and from school 

f) provide safe, reliable and affordable transport for learners. 

3.9 Transport for Persons with Special Needs 

Based on the Professional Team’s observation during data collection; the current public 
transport system in WDM does not seem to be user-friendly for persons with special 
needs.  The general lack of public transport infrastructure in the area is the main reason for 

this problem.  It may even be stated that there are basically no amenities available for 
persons with special needs at each Modal Facility surveyed.  

 

The following are the specific principles and objectives that have to be achieved as part of 

the development of a strategy for addressing the needs of Persons with Special Needs: 

g) Proper information systems and communication structures (before and during 

the journey); 

h) Specialist transport services (e.g. dial-a-ride type services); 

i) The design of vehicles/rolling stock so as to allow for Persons with Special 
Needs (special and normal vehicles); 

j) Special care during the design of public transport facilities, including ablution 

facilities; 

k) Ensuring access to public transport facilities and vehicles for the mobility 

impaired; and 

l) Creating institutional and financial support to Persons with Special Needs. 

3.10 Taxi Operations (Transport Register) 

From the public transport planning perspective, mainly focusing on the Limpopo Province 
as a whole, there has been an upward trend in the use of public transport. Over the years, 

dating back from 2003 – 2013, the three modes of transport that have been showing a 
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consistent growth in providing services to the travelling public are shown in Table 1 

hereunder.  

Table 3.5 Historical usage of public transport in Limpopo 

LIMPOPO TAXIS BUSES TRAINS 
Period  2003 2013 2003 2013 2003 2013 

Percentage usage of modes 62,7 78,4 23,8 41,5 0,3 1,1 
Percentage growth / decline  16  18  1 

Adapted from: NHS  (2013) 
 

As shown in Table 3.5, the percentage usage of the taxi industry by the travelling public in 

Limpopo was reported as 78,4% in 2013. The research, which entails the data collection, 

analysis and interpretation, focuses on taxi operators operating from the Waterberg District 

Municipal area. The Professional Service Providers collected data from selected intermodal 

facilities of the Waterberg District Municipality which are Mogalakwena, Mookgophong, 

Modimolle, Bela-Bela, Lephalale and Thabazimbi. The analysed and interpreted data will 

enable the Operating Licence Issuing Authorities to arrive at a well-informed rational 

decision in terms of whether to issue or not to issue any operating license to a specific 
operator. It will also help in the capacity planning of both existing and future modal facilities. 

3.10.1 Methodology 

A number of Intermodal Facilities were randomly selected from all six Local Municipalities of 

Waterberg namely, Mogalakwena, Mookgophong, Modimolle, Bela-Bela, Lephalale and 

Thabazimbi. Vehicle counting was done in selected modal facilities and this data serves as 

input to the utilisation intensity of each modal facility surveyed as well as the road network 

under analysis. The physical structures of these modal facilities as well as mandatory 

amenities such as toilets were also assessed.  

 

i. Data Collection Instruments 

Three sets of Data Collection Instruments were crafted to collect primary data at intermodal 

facilities and they are attached as follows: 

Annexure 1: Public Transport Infrastructure Inventory Form 
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Annexure 2: Rank Utilisation 

Annexure 3: Route Utilisation 

ii. Scope of Intermodal Facilities Covered 

Table 3.6   Data Collection Schedule 

LOCAL 
MUNICIPALITY 

02/12/2013 03/12/2013 04/12/2013 05/12/2013 06/12/2013 

MOGALAKWENA      
Mokopane/Shoprite      
Mokopane Caltex      
      
MOOKGOPHONG      
Mookgophong      
      
LEPHALALE      
Lephalale Town       
Lephalale/Boxer      
      
MODIMOLLE      
      
      
      
BELA-BELA      
Sunvalley      
Letlhabile      
Bela-Bela Town      
      
THABAZIMBI      
Northam      
Thabazimbi      

 

iii. Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The analysis and interpretation of the collected data aims at presenting the nature and 

status of intermodal facilities, which means that it should be known whether these facilities 

are informal or formal. If formal, the condition of the shelters and ablution amenities are the 

critical mandatory aspects to be given attention. These aspects are demonstrated in the 

form of pictures which depict the condition, lack of and availability of each of these 

mandatory amenities.  

 

The second phase of analysis is based on the data collected by means of Annexure 2 

(Modal Facility Utilisation Questionnaire). These graphical interpretations portray the extent 

and intensity to which intermodal facilities are being utilised. Simply stated, the analysis 
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strives to determine whether there is adequate static capacity to accommodate the total 

fleet operating from each Intermodal Facility.  

The third phase of the analysis presents Tables capturing the extent to which the public 
transport road network is being utilised. The output of this analysis could serve as input to 

the model adopted for the issuing of operating licences.  

3.10.2  Mogalakwena Local Municipality 

The town of Mogalakwena Local Municipality has two formal Taxi Modal Facilities that were 

surveyed. These are Mokopane Shoprite Modal Facility and the one located at the Caltex 
Filling Station at the corner of Nelson Mandela and Thabo Mbeki drive. The analysis entails 

the condition of the physical structure of the Modal Facility as well as the availability / non-

availability of ablution amenities. 

3.10.2.1 Mokopane Shoprite Modal Facility 

iv. Physical  Structure 

 

Figure 3.2  Mokopane / Shoprite Modal Facility 

Figure 3.2 depicts the Mokopane / Shoprite Taxi Modal Facility which serves a variety of 

long distance destinations. The physical structure is fairly well established but lacks 

adequate capacity to accommodate feeder operating vehicles. The parking space for 

private vehicles as seen from Figure 3.2 is outside the Modal Facility’s jurisdiction and 

parking cannot be controlled.  A capacity feasibility study is urgently sought to identify 
adequate space for the establishment of a Multi-modal Facility. 
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v. Ablution Amenities 

      

Figure 3.3  Mokopane Shoprite Modal Facility: Ablution Amenities 

When considering the volume of taxi transport users during peak time, two ablution 

amenities at this Modal Facility cannot be adequate. Based on the observation, it is evident 

that these amenities lack routine maintenance. A hard service Facility Management 
Strategy intervention is urgently sought to keep the amenities fully functional and user 

friendly. 

vi. Modal Facility Utilisation 
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Figure 3.4  Mokopane / Shoprite Modal Facility Utilisation 

Figure 3.4 depicts the vehicle movement patterns in Mokopane/Shoprite Modal Facility. It is 

evident that this facility is under-utilised in the morning,  with a minimum of only two 

vehicles moving out of the facility within the first hour (06h00-07h00). By mid-day, the 

number of outbound vehicles had risen to 62 within a period of one (1) hour. vehicles per 

hour and continued to rise until it reached a peak of 90 vehicles an hour during the time 
period, (16h00-17h00). These patterns come as no surprise since passengers are dropped 

off at different destinations in the morning and use this common facility when travelling back 

home.  A total of about 703 vehicles utilised the facility within the time period 06h00 to 

18h00. 

vii. Route Utilisation 

Table 3.7  Mokopane (Shoprite) to Bakenburg 

Route Bakenberg 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 21 5 7 6 39 

Percentage 54% 13% 18% 15% 100% 
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Table 3.8  Mokopane (Shoprite) to Germiston 

Route Germiston 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 1 7 8 

Percentage 0% 0% 13% 88% 100% 

 

Table 3.9  Mokopane (Shoprite) to Hammanskraal 

Route Hammanskraal 
    

Waiting Time 
0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 1 1 0 2 4 

Percentage 25% 25% 0% 50% 100% 
 

Table 3.10  Mokopane (Shoprite) to Johannesburg 

Route Johannesburg 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 7 2 1 7 17 

Percentage 41% 12% 6% 41% 100% 
 

Table 3.11  Mokopane (Shoprite) to Lebowa West 

Route Lebowa West 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 17 8 1 4 30 
Percentage 57% 27% 3% 13% 100% 
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Table 3.12  Mokopane (Shoprite) to Mapela 

Route Mapela 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 108 8 4 1 121 

Percentage 89% 7% 3% 1% 100% 
 

Table 3.13  Mokopane (Shoprite) to Molekane 

Route Molekane 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 19 7 2 6 34 

Percentage 56% 21% 6% 18% 100% 

 

Table 3.14  Mokopane (Shoprite) to Nylstroom (Modimolle) 

Route Nylstroom 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 4 2 4 5 15 

Percentage 27% 13% 27% 33% 100% 

 
Table 3.15 Mokopane (Shoprite) to Polokwane 

Route Polokwane 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 4 3 4 2 13 

Percentage 31% 23% 31% 15% 100% 
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Table 3.16 Mokopane (Shoprite) to Pretoria 

Route Pretoria 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 1 1 2 4 

Percentage 0% 25% 25% 50% 100% 

 

Table 3.17 Mokopane (Shoprite) to Zebediela 

Route Zebediela 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 1 1 0 9 11 

Percentage 9% 9% 0% 82% 100% 
 

3.10.2.2 Mokopane Caltex Modal Facility 

viii. Physical Structure 

 

Figure 3.5  Mokopane (Caltex) Modal Facility 
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Figure 3.5 depicts the Mokopane / Caltex Taxi Modal Facility which serves a variety of local 

distance destinations. The physical structure is non-existent and what is disturbing is that 

operating vehicles often hinders the efficient flow of vehicles trying to drive-in for fuelling 
their vehicles. The parking space for operating vehicles as seen from Figure 3.5 is 

inadequate. A capacity feasibility study is urgently sought to identify adequate space 
for the establishment of a Multi-modal Facility. 

ix. Ablution Amenities 

 

Figure 3.6   Mokopane (Caltex) Modal Facility: Ablution Amenities 

When considering the volume of taxi transport users during peak time, three (3) ablution 

amenities at this Modal Facility cannot be adequate. Based on the observation, it is evident 
that these amenities lack routine maintenance. A hard service Facility Management 
Strategy intervention is urgently sought to keep the amenities fully functional and user 

friendly. 
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(iii) Modal Facility Utilisation 

 

Figure 3.7  Mokopane (Caltex) Modal Facility Utilisation 

Figure 3.7 (iii) reflects the utilisation of Mokopane / Caltex Modal facility. Typical of modal 
facilities in town, this facility is under- utilised in the morning with no vehicles leaving the 

facility during the time period 06h00-08h00 and only one vehicle during the time period 

09h00-10h00. The number of outbound vehicles then increased steadily from 10 vehicles 

per hour in the time period 09h00-10h00 to 67 vehicles per hour in the time period 14h00-

15h00. There was then a rapid rise with 128 vehicles per hour during the time period 

15h00-16h00 and reaching a peak of 186 vehicles per hour during the time period 17h00-

18h00. It is clear that this facility cannot accommodate all these vehicles during peak hours 

as some were seen parked along the streets and inside the filling station premises. 

x. Route Utilisation 

Table 3.18   Mokopane (Caltex) to Extension 14 

Route Extension 
14     

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 22 14 1 2 39 

Percentage 56% 36% 3% 5% 100% 
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Table 3.19  Mokopane (Caltex) to Ga Madiba 

Route Ga Madiba 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 2 9 5 5 21 

Percentage 10% 43% 24% 24% 100% 
 

Table 3.20  Mokopane (Caltex) to Hospital View 

Route Hospital 
View     

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 19 15 5 5 44 

Percentage 43% 34% 11% 11% 100% 

Table 3.21  Mokopane (Caltex) to Letsatsing 

Route Letsatsing 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 2 5 0 2 9 

Percentage 22% 56% 0% 22% 100% 

Table 3.22  Mokopane (Caltex) to Moshate 

Route Moshate 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 3 6 4 6 19 

Percentage 16% 32% 21% 32% 100% 
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Table 3.23  Mokopane (Caltex) to Outline 

Route Outline 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 13 10 5 3 31 

Percentage 42% 32% 16% 10% 100% 
 

Table 3.24   Mokopane (Caltex) to Phadula 

Route Phadula 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 3 5 0 5 13 

Percentage 23% 38% 0% 38% 100% 
 

Table 3.25   Mokopane (Caltex) to Sekgakgapeng 

Route Sekgakgapeng 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 3 6 3 3 15 

Percentage 20% 40% 20% 20% 100% 
 

Table 3.26  Mokopane (Caltex) to Tshamahansi 

Route Tshamahansi 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 6 8 6 4 24 

Percentage 25% 33% 25% 17% 100% 
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Table 3.27  Mokopane (Caltex) to Mahwelereng Zone 1&2 

Route Zone 1& 2 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 48 16 2 1 67 

Percentage 72% 24% 3% 1% 100% 
 

3.10.2.3 Mogalakwena Summary 

 

Figure 3.8  Mogalakwena Summary of Vehicle Distribution 

Figure 3.8 depicts the total number of outbound vehicles for the two modal facilities, 

Mokopane / Caltex and Mokopane / Shoprite. Mokopane / Caltex registered 738 outbound 
vehicles while Mokopane / Shoprite registered 703 giving a total of 1441 vehicles during the 

time period 06h00-18h00. This high utilisation suggests the need for a well-structured 

intermodal facility in Mokopane. While the construction of an intermodal facility can be taken 

as a long term project, the existing modal facilities should be well maintained. 
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3.10.3  Mookgophong Local Municipality 

3.10.3.1  Mookgophong Modal Facility 

xi. Physical Structure 

 

Figure 3.9  Mookgophong Modal Facility 

xii. Ablution Amenities 

   

Figure 3.10 Mookgophong Modal Facility Ablution Amenities 
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xiii. Modal Facility Utilisation 

 

Figure 3.11  Mookgophong Modal Facility Utilisation 

Figure 3.11 shows the utilisation of Mookgophong modal facility. The facility is clearly 

underutilised with no vehicles departing the facility during the first three hours, i.e 06h00-

09h00. The number of outbound vehicles then ranged from 1 to 7 vehicles per hour in the 

time interval 06h00-16h00.  It reached a maximum of 16 vehicles in the time interval 16h00-

17h00 and then dropped to15 vehicles in the time interval 17h00-18h00. A total of 63 
vehicles utilised this facility, which is quite a relatively low level of utilisation.  

 

During an interview with the operators, it was found that this facility falls under no particular 

Taxi Association. This together with the lack of economic activities in the area might be 

some of the reasons behind this low level of utilisation. 
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xiv. Route Utilisation 

Table 3.28  Mookgophong to Local Operation 

Route Local         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ 
Min 
Poor 

Total 

No. of Vehicles 9 13 5 4 31 

Percentage 29% 42% 16% 13% 100% 
 

Table 3.29 Mookgophong to Zebediela 

Route Zebediela         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ 
Min 
Poor 

Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 0 4 4 

Percentage 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 
 

3.10.3.2  Mookgophong Summary 

Since there are no Taxi Associations that are officially assigned to be in charge of the 

Mookgophong Modal Facility, one cannot make any inferences based on the data collected, 

however this data highlights the fact that urgent intervention by the municipality is needed. 

During an interview with some of the stakeholders, it was discovered that during peak 

periods, (Easter in particular) busses park near this facility for rest and refreshments and 

this disrupts the traffic flow around this area. A dedicated facility for such should be 

considered. 
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3.10.4  Modimolle Local Municipality 

3.10.4.1 Modimolle Modal Facility 

xv. Physical Structure 
 

 

Figure 3.12  Modimolle Modal Facility 

The structure as seen in Figure 3.12 is in good condition and seems to be serving transport 

users reasonably well. The location and static capacity of the facility are adequate and there 

seems to be enough buffer capacity in case of increase in demand. The facility looked clean 

and well maintained though the operators complained about the inconsistencies of the 

service providers responsible for the maintenance of the facility. 
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xvi. Ablution Facilities 

 

Figure 3.13  Modimolle Ablution amenities 
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Figure 3.14  Modimolle Ablution amenities 

The ablution facilities are in no working condition, yet people continue to use them. 

There are severe leakages which are alleged to have existed for years and this 

may have a significant effect on the municipal water account. Lack of privacy is 
also a concern as all toilets are not fitted with doors but they continue to be in use 

despite that. One of the peculiar issues is that one still has to pay to be allowed to 

use this facility despite its unacceptable condition. 
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xvii.  Modal Facility Utilisation 
 

 

Figure 3.15  Modimolle Modal Facility Utilisation 

Figure 3.15 shows the outbound vehicles from Modimolle Modal Facility. The facility is 

operational from around 09h00.  It is mainly used by commuters in the afternoon as evident 

in Figure 3.15. A minimum of 4 vehicles was recorded during the time period 09H00-10H00. 

The number of outbound vehicles then rose rapidly to reach a peak of 32 vehicles in the 
time period 12h00-12H59 before dropping to 13 vehicles in the time period 13H00-13H59. 

There was then a rapid rise until reaching a peak of 40 vehicles in the time period 15H00-

15H59. 39 vehicles were recorded in the time period 16H00-16H59 and then 17 in the time 

period 17H00-17H59. A total of 188 vehicles departed this facility in the time period 09H00-

18H00.     

 

xviii. Route Utilisation 

Table 3.30 Modimolle to Katsibane 

Route KATSIBANE 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 min 
Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 1 0 0 5 6 

Percentage 17% 0% 0% 83% 100% 
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Table 3.31  Modimolle to Marapyane 

Route MARAPYANE 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 min 
Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 0 3 3 

Percentage 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 
 

Table 3.32  Modimolle to Phahameng 

Route PHAHAMENG 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 min 
Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 5 4 1 6 16 

Percentage 31% 25% 6% 38% 100% 
 

Table 3.33   Modimolle to Phomolong 

Route PHOMOLONG 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 min 
Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 16 5 4 5 30 

Percentage 53% 17% 13% 17% 100% 
 

Table 3.34  Modimolle to Vaalbank 

Route VAALBANK 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 min 
Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 0 7 7 

Percentage 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 
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3.10.4.2  Modimolle Town Modal Facility (Long Distance) 

xix. Physical Structure 

 

Figure 3.16  Modimolle Long distance physical structure 

 

Figure 3.17  Modimolle (Long distance Ablution Amenities) 
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3.10.5 Bela-Bela Local Municipality 

3.10.5.1 Sun Valley Modal Facility 

xx. Formal structure 

 
There is no formal structure 

xxi. (ii ) Ablution amenities 

 

No ablution amenities 
 

xxii. Modal Facility Utilisation  
 

 

Figure 3.18  Sun Valley Modal Facility Utilisation 

Figure 3.18 reflects the frequency of outbound vehicles from Sun-valley Modal Facility. The 

facility is under-utilised in the morning and during the day. There were no outbound vehicles 

recorded during the time interval 06h00-08h00 and during the time interval 08h00-15h00 

the number of outbound vehicles ranged from 8vehicles per hour to just 18 vehicles per 

hour. There was a rapid rise during the time interval 15h00-16h00 with the outbound 

frequency reaching a maximum of 65 vehicles per hour. It then dropped to 57 and 50 
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vehicles per hour in the time intervals 16h00-17h00 and 17h00-18h00. This is a clear 

indication that this facility is mainly used in the afternoon by people travelling from work, 

school, etc. this pattern also show the lack of economic activities during the day. 
Route Utilisation 
 

Table 3.35  Sunvalley to Town 

Route Town 
    

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 25 12 3 2 42 

Percentage 60% 29% 7% 5% 100% 
 

3.10.5.2 Letlhabile Modal Facility 

xxiii. Physical Structure 

 

Figure 3.19  Bela-Bela Township (Letlhabile) 

There is no formal structure. Taxis depart from the supermarket shown in Figure 3.19 
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xxiv. Ablution Amenities 

 

No ablution amenities 

 

xxv. Modal Facility Utilisation 

 

Figure 3.20  Letlhabile Modal Facility Utilisation 

Figure 3.20 shows the hourly frequencies of outbound vehicles at Letlhabile Modal Facility. 

The facility is under- utilised in the morning with no vehicles leaving the facility during the 

time interval 06h00-07h00. The frequency then increased from 10 vehicles per hour during 

the time interval 07h00-08h00 to 25 vehicles per hour during the time period 10h00-11h00. 

The frequency remained at 25 vehicles per hour until 14h00 before dropping tom 21 and 19 

vehicles per hour during the time intervals 14h000-15h00 and 15h00 respectively. The 

facility is closed after 16h00. . A total of 185 vehicles departed the facility during the time 
interval 06h00-16h00. It is relatively a small number indicating that the facility is under-

utilised. 
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Table 3.36  Letlhabile to Town 

Route Town         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 16 20 3 1 40 

Percentage 40% 50% 8% 3% 100% 

3.10.5.3 Bela-Bela Town Modal Facility 

 

xxvi. Physical Structure 

 

 

Figure 3.21   Bela-Bela Town 
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xxvii. Ablution amenities 
 

xxviii. Modal Facility Utilisation 
 

 

Figure 3.22  Bele-Bela Modal Facility Utilisation 

 

Bela-Bela Town modal Facility is utilised throughout the day as Figure 3.22 shows. It had a 

morning peak of 57 vehicles per hour during the time interval 09h00-10h00 and an 

afternoon peak of 46 vehicles per hour during the time interval 14h00-15h00.   Unlike most 

modal facilities in town, this facility is also utilised in the morning. The reason for this might 

be that Bela-Bela is a small town which cannot cater for everyone in its surrounding. Some 

people then travel to other major cities like Pretoria and to neighbouring towns for work. A 
total of 363 vehicles utilised this facility on that day. 

xxix. Route Utilisation 

Table 3.37  Bela-Bela to Cyferskuil 

Route Cyferskuil 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 2 5 2 5 14 

Percentage 14% 36% 14% 36% 100% 
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Table 3.38  Bela-Bela to Hammanskraal 

Route Hammanskraal 
   

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 1 2 3 

Percentage 0% 0% 33% 67% 100% 
 

Table 3.39 Bela-Bela to Lebotlwane 

Route Lebotlwane 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 3 5 7 15 

Percentage 0% 20% 33% 47% 100% 
 

Table 3.40  Bela-Bela to Local 

Route Local 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 120 10 4 2 136 

Percentage 88% 7% 3% 1% 100% 
 

Table 3.41  Bela-Bela to Marapyane 

Route Marapyane 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 2 2 0 7 11 

Percentage 18% 18% 0% 64% 100% 
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Table 3.42   Bela-Bela to Nylstroom 

Route Nylstroom 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 1 0 1 5 7 

Percentage 14% 0% 14% 71% 100% 
 

Table 3.43  Bela-Bela to Pankop 

Route Pankop 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 0 5 5 

Percentage 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 
 

Table 3.44 Bela-Bela to Thabazimbi 

Route Thabazimbi 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 1 0 0 2 3 

Percentage 33% 0% 0% 67% 100% 
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3.10.5.4 Bela-Bela Local Municipality Summary 

 

Figure 3.23   Bela-Bela Vehicle Distribution Summary 

3.10.6 Lephalale Local Municipality 

3.10.6.1 Lephalale Town Modal Facility 

xxx. Physical Structure 

 

 

Figure 3.24  Lehalale Modal Facility (Ellisras Local Taxi Association) 
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xxxi. Ablution Amenities 

 

Figure 3.25   Lehalale (Ellisras Local Taxi Association ablution amenities) 

xxxii. Modal Facility Utilisation 

 

Figure 3.26  Lephalale Modal Facility Utilisation 

Lephalale/Town Modal Facility is utilised throughout the day as Figure3.26 shows. A 

minimum frequency of 19 vehicles per hour occurred during the time interval 08h00-09h00 

while the maximum frequency of 41 vehicles per hour was reached during the time interval 
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14h00-15h00. A total of 316vehicles utilised the facility during the time interval 06h00-18h00 

with an average frequency of 26 and a slight hour-to-hour variation. This frequency is quite 

reasonable since the facility only serves people travelling to and from Marapong.  

xxxiii. Route Utilisation 

Table 3.45  Lephalale to Marapong 

Route Marapong 
    

Waiting Time 
0 to 10 min 

(Very 
Good) 

10 to 20 
min (Good) 

20 to 30 min 
(Fair) 

30+ Min 
(Poor) Total 

No. of 
Vehicles 130 2 1 1 134 

Percentage 97% 1% 1% 1% 100% 
 

3.10.6.2 Lephalale/Boxer Modal Facility 

xxxiv. Physical Structure 

 

Figure 3.27  Boxer Modal Facility physical structure 
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xxxv. Ablution Amenities 

 

 

Figure 3.28  Lephalale Boxer Ablution amenities 

 

xxxvi. Route Utilisation 
 

 

Figure 3.29 Lephalale Boxer Modal Facility Utilisation 
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Lephalale/Boxer is the busiest modal facility in Lephalale and it is utilised throughout the 

day. It is taken as a common place for departure for people moving out of Lephalale to 

various destinations including the surrounding villages of Lephalale. A total of 631 vehicles 
departed from this facility during the time interval 06h00-18h00. The frequency for the 

outbound vehicles reached a maximum of 72 vehicles per hour during the time interval 

08h00-09h00 and an hourly average of 53 vehicles. This is a relatively high level of 

utilisation suggesting a need for a common intermodal facility. 

xxxvii. Route Utilisation 

Table 3.46  Lephalale to Johannesburg 

Route Johannesburg 
   

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
(Very Good) 

10 to 20 
min (Good) 

20 to 30 
min (Fair) 

30+ Min 
(Poor) Total 

No. of 
Vehicles 0 0 2 2 4 

Percentage 0% 0% 50% 50% 100% 
 

Table 3.47 Lephalale to Mokopane 

Route Mokopane 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of 
Vehicles 1 0 1 5 7 

Percentage 14% 0% 14% 71% 100% 
 

Table 3.48  Lephalale to Polokwane 

Route Polokwane 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of 
Vehicles 0 0 0 6 6 

Percentage 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 
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Table 3.49  Lephalale to Pretoria 

Route Pretoria 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of 
Vehicles 0 0 1 3 4 

Percentage 0% 0% 25% 75% 100% 
 

Table 3.50  Lephalale to Ga-Seleka 

Route Ga-Seleka 
    

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of 
Vehicles 26 20 3 1 50 

Percentage 52% 40% 6% 2% 100% 
 

Table 3.51  Lephalale to Shongwane 

Route Shongwane       

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of 
Vehicles 16 8 3 7 34 

Percentage 47% 24% 9% 21% 100% 
 
  

Table 3.52  Lephalale to Steilloop 

Route Steinloop         

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 1 0 2 3 

Percentage 0% 33% 0% 67% 100% 
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3.10.6.3 Lephalale Local Municipality Summary 

 

Figure 3.30  Lephalale Vehicle Distribution Summary 

3.10.7 Thabazimbi Local Municipalit 

3.10.7.1 Thabazimbi Modal Facility 

xxxviii. Physical Structure 

 

Figure 3.31  Thabazimbi Physical Structure 
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xxxix. Ablution Facilities 

 

 

Figure 3.32  Thabazimbi Ablution amenities 

 

Figure 3.33  Thabazimbi Ablution amenities 
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xl. Modal Facility Utilisation 
 

 

Figure 3.34 Thabazimbi Town Modal Facility Utilisation 

Figure 3.34 shows the frequencies of outbound vehicles at Thabazimbi / Town Modal 

Facility. This facility is under-utilised in the morning with no vehicles in the time interval 

06h00-09h00.  The frequencies of outbound vehicles reached a maximum of 34 vehicles 

per hour and an average of 14 vehicles per hour. This is a relatively small number but yet 

reasonable given the magnitude of the facility. It also shows that there is in general a low 

demand perhaps because the facility is situated in a suburb where most people are 

motorists. 

xli. Route Utilisation 

Table 3.53 Thabazimbi to Local 

Route Local         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 11 4 2 6 23 

Percentage 48% 17% 9% 26% 100% 
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Table 3.54 Thabazimbi to Makopa 

Route Makopa         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ Min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 0 3 3 

Percentage 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 
 

3.10.7.2 Northam Modal Facility 

 

Figure 3.35 Northam Modal Facility Physical Structure 

 

xlii. Northam Ablution Facility 
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Figure 3.36  Northam Modal Facility (Ablution amenities) 

 

xliii. Modal Facility Utilisation 
 

 

Figure 3.37 Northam Modal Facility Utilisation 

Figure 3.37 shows the utilisation of Northam Modal Facility. This facility is utilised from 

around nine o’clock in the morning until late in the evening. The frequencies of outbound 

vehicles started at 31 vehicles per hour in the time interval 09h00-10h00 and varied 

between 30 and 42 vehicles per hour during the time interval 09h00-16h00 with slight hour-
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to-hour variations. It then reached a maximum of 47 vehicles in the time interval 16h00-

17h00 before reaching a minimum of 22 vehicles per hour in the time interval 17h00-18h00. 

The facility is utilised throughout the day because of economic activities during day. People 
travelling to the mines of Thabazimbi and other destinations outside Thabazimbi benefit 

from this facility. 

 

xliv. (iii)Route Utilisation 

 

Table 3.55 Northam to JHB/PTA/Brits 

Route JHB/PTA/Brits       

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 1 0 3 4 

Percentage 0% 25% 0% 75% 100% 
 

Table 3.56   Northam to Latina 

Route Latina         

WaitingTime 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 0 5 5 

Percentage 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 

 
Table 3.57 Northam to Lerome / Dikweipi 

Route Lerome/Dikweipi       

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 3 7 7 5 22 

Percentage 14% 32% 32% 23% 100% 
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Table 3.58   Northam to Mlanjedichaba 

Route Mlanjedichaba       

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 1 3 7 11 

Percentage 0% 9% 27% 64% 100% 
 

Table 3.59  Northam to Moruleng 

Route Moruleng         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 11 17 6 1 35 

Percentage 31% 49% 17% 3% 100% 
 

Table 3.60  Northam to Phadi 

Route Phadi         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 7 9 7 3 26 

Percentage 27% 35% 27% 12% 100% 
 

Table 3.61  Northam to Platina 

Route Platina         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 0 0 1 7 8 

Percentage 0% 0% 13% 88% 100% 
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Table 3.62  Northam to Rustenburg 

Route Rustenberg       

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 1 0 0 1 2 

Percentage 50% 0% 0% 50% 100% 
 

Table 3.63 Northam to Schilpadnest 

Route Schilpadnest       

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 26 15 4 1 46 

Percentage 57% 33% 9% 2% 100% 
 

Table 3.64  Northam to Sefikile 

Route Sefikile         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 11 17 4 3 35 

Percentage 31% 49% 11% 9% 100% 
 

Table 3.65 Northam to Swartklip 

Route Swartklip         

Waiting Time 0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 
min Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of Vehicles 1 17 4 4 26 
Percentage 4% 65% 15% 15% 100% 
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Table 3.66 Northam to Thabazimbi 

Route Thabazimbi       

Waiting 
Time 

0 to 10 min 
Very Good 

10 to 20 min 
Good 

20 to 30 
min Fair 

30+ min 
Poor Total 

No. of 
Vehicles 1 0 0 5 6 

Percentage 17% 0% 0% 83% 100% 
 

 

3.10.7.3  Thabazimbi Local Municipality Summary 

 

Figure 3.38  Thabazimbi Vehicle Distribution 

The Modal facilities at Thabazimbi are well utilised and have got the right infrastructure. 

From Figure 3.20 it is clear that Northam Modal Facility has the highest proportion (79%) 

while Thabazimbi had only 21%. Thabazimbi Modal Facility is located in a suburb where 

most people are motorists, hence this low proportion whereas Northam Modal Facility is 
located where people rely mainly on taxis as a mode of transport.     
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3.11 District-wide Taxi Operation Summary 

Within Waterberg District Municipality, there are several factors determining the nature, the 

distance, and utilisation of routes and operational methods of the taxi industry. Among other 

factors is the location of towns and villages, dominant economic activities in the area and 

employment status within Waterberg District Municipality.  As a result of these factors, 
operation of the taxi industry in certain areas and the type of service provided are irregular – 

i.e. use is sometimes made of certain routes as a result of demand and the pavement 

conditions of the road. In mining areas such as Northam and Thabazimbi for example, 

certain routes particularly the long distance routes are provided on certain Fridays, month-

end and long-weekends. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OPERATING LICENCE STRATEGY 

1. INTRODUCTION

2. TRANSPORT VISION AND 
OBJECTIVES

3. TRANSPORT REGISTER

5. RATIONALISATION PLAN 6. TRANSPORT NEEDS4. OPERATING LICENCE 
STRATEGY

7. SUMMARY OF LITP’s 8. FUNDING STRATEGY & 
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

 
 

Schematic chapter outline 
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4 INTRODUTION 

An operating licence is defined in terms of section 50(2) of the National Land Transport Act, 
Act No.5 of 2009 as a document “authorising the vehicle to which it relates, to operate more 

than one service or type of service“.  A strategy on the other hand is interpreted differently 

by different people and Mello (2011:127) defines it as “an Integrated, overarching concept 

of how the business will achieve its objectives”. In the case of Waterberg District 

Municipality (WDM), in dealing with an operating licence strategy, the question would be, 

how would one go about in ensuring that operating licences are issued to the right 
applicants or prospective operators at the right time? This brings about the intervention of 

Section 20(1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 which prescribes the 

competencies of persons required to manage a Public Transport Regulator.   

4.1 Purpose of Operating Licence Strategy 

The primary purpose of an Operating Licence Strategy is to set out the Municipality’s 

policies and strategies in relation to: 

• The role of each mode for different areas, routes and corridors; 

• The circumstances under which the operation of the preferred mode of public 

transport should be allowed; 

• The number of operating licences that should be allowed for each area or route; 

• The adequacy of public transport facilities within the area; and 

• The conditions which should be imposed in respect of operating licences. 

4.2 Issuing of an Operating Licence 

Section 62(1) states that an Operating Licence may only be issued if the applicant: 

• Has applied in terms of this Act and applicable provincial laws 

• Has furnished a valid tax clearance certificate from the South African Revenue 

Service certifying that his, her or its tax affairs are in order. 

• Has signed the statement to the effect that he or she will comply with labour laws in 

respect of drivers and other staff, as well as sectoral determinations of the 

Department of Labour. 

Has submitted a current roadworthy certificate, which was issued for the vehicle not earlier 

than the prescribed point in time, or a duly certified copy of such a certificate, as well as 
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proof that the vehicle is properly licensed and has a national information system model 

number allocated to it. 

• In the case of renewal, transfer or amendment, has returned the previous licence 

issued for the same service to the entity issuing it. 

 

Has submitted proof of insurance cover as prescribed has submitted any other proof, 

information or document as prescribed or required by the relevant entity. 
 

An operating licence must contain the prescribed particulars, and the Minister may 

prescribe that a tag, electronic card or other device or equipment be issued with an 

operating licence and kept in or on the vehicle, as well as an issuing fee for the licence or 

such tag, card, device or equipment.      

4.3 Application Process 

An Operating Licence must only be issued on application made in terms of this Act by the 

National Public Transport Regulator, a Provincial Regulatory Entity or a Municipality to 

which the Operating Licence function has been assigned, as the case may be, after 

considering all the factors mandated by the Act.   

4.3.1.1 Application for new Operating Licences 

In the case of where an applicant desires to operate an Inter-Provincial Service or a Tourist 

Transport Service as depicted in Figure 4.1, such an applicant must apply to the National 

Public Transport Regulator for the necessary Operating Licence. In the case of where a 
person wishes to undertake an intra-provincial service taking place in the area of the 
municipality to which the operating licence function has been assigned, or starting in the 

area of that municipality and also taking place in the area of another municipality, then an 

application must be lodged to the municipality so assigned with the responsibility of issuing 

Operating Licences. 
 

Where a transport plan shows a need for additional services, other than tourist transport 
services on a route or routes in its area, the municipality to which the Operating Licence has 

been assigned may invite applications for Operating Licences to provide those services. 
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Figure 4.1  Application process 

4.3.2 Cross Border Permit Application Process 

In dealing with International Permits, the Cross Border Road Transport Agency (CBRTA) 
features into the equation. An application for the conveyance of goods or passengers 

across the South African Borders must be directed to the Cross Border Regulatory 

Committee of the CBRTA. If more than one permit has to be issued in respect of the same 

vehicle, the holder of the permit must be the same person. 
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Figure 4.2  Cross Border Permit Application Process 

4.3.2.1 Regulatory Committee 

The Regulatory Committee must be furnished with the completed passenger lists as 

prescribed, in respect of the previous permits which were held by the applicant. 

• The need for the particular service must be determined, taking into account the 

available transport facilities. 

• Determine whether the applicant operates from the address furnished by him or 

her. 

• Determine the ability of the applicant to provide the particular service. 

• Determine whether it will be expedient in the public interest to grant him or her, 

across-border permit. 

4.3.2.2 Consultation process 

The manner in which all stakeholders should be involved in the process of issuing a permit 

must be described. The public participation process must allow for adequate advertising  in 

the provincial gazette, and allow existing operators adequate opportunity to make 

representations should they feel that their rights are being affected; 
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4.3.2.3 Temporary replacement of vehicle as applicable to Cross Border 

In the event of a breakdown en route, a driver must be allowed to complete the specific 

journey with another vehicle on the authority of the permit issued to the vehicle which had 
broken down. 

The driver must make a sworn declaration regarding the nature of the breakdown, and 

where the broken down vehicle can be inspected. The sworn declaration must be carried on 

the replacement vehicle. 

The permit holder or the driver must allow any road transport inspector to inspect the 
broken down vehicle at the place where the latter vehicle is. 

4.3.2.4 Standard permit conditions as applicable to cross border operation 

The following standard conditions apply to a permit: 

• A permit shall be valid for the use of one vehicle at one time. 

• A permit shall be used only by the authorised carrier to whom it is issued and shall 

not be transferrable. 

• The original permit and passenger list shall be carried on the vehicle and, on 

demand, shall be shown to the appropriate Authority. 

• A carrier of one contracting party shall not convey passengers between two points in 

the territory of other contracting party or between a point in the territory of the latter 

contracting party and a third State. 

• Transport operations undertaken in terms of the authority of this permit shall be 

subject to the application of restrictions and control imposed under national laws and 

regulations on grounds of environmental protection, public health road traffic or of 

veterinary or pathological reasons or the levying of dues changeable by virtue of 

such laws and regulations of a contracting party. 

• All vehicles used in terms of this permit shall be suitable and roadworthy for the 

transport or operations for which they are licensed. 

• A certificate of roadworthiness of fitness issued in the territory of one contracting 

party shall be valid in the territory of the other contracting party. This shall not, 

however, prevent the checking of a vehicle’s roadworthiness or fitness by the 

competent inspection authorities at any time.   
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4.3.3 Interaction between public transport and cross-border road transport 

Section 75(1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 states 

Where on trips involving cross-border road transport, an operator both picks up and 
drops off passengers within the Republic, either on the outward or return journey, 

that operator must be in possession of the necessary operating licence as required 

by this Act for the vehicle, in addition to any permit required by the Cross-Border Act.  

Section 75(2) states 

No one may drop off passengers at or near an international border, where it is clear 
that such passengers intend to cross the border into another state, and no one may 

pick up passengers at a near such a border where it is clear that those passengers 

come from another state having crossed such border into the Republic, unless that 

person is the holder of the necessary permit required by the Cross-Border Act. 

Section 75(3) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 states 

In any prosecution in terms of this Act, where an operator has picked up or dropped 

off passengers within two kilometres of any international border post, that operator 

will be presumed to be undertaking cross-border road transport, unless the operator 

proves the contrary in the prescribed manner. 

Section 75(4) of the National Land Transport Act N.5 of 2009, states 

Where the regulatory committee defined in section 1 of the Cross-Border Act is 

considering an application for a permit where ranks or terminals in the Republic will 
be used, that committee must allow relevant planning authorities the opportunity in 

the prescribed manner, to comment on the use of those facilities. 

4.4 Application for Railway Safety Permits 

The National Railway Safety Regulator Act, Act No.16 of 2002 hereinafter referred to as the 

(NRSRA) requires the Railway Safety Regulator to determine the form, content and manner 

of submission of a Safety Management System Report. The Act requires all Railway 

Operators to apply for a safety permit which should be issued by a Railway Safety 
Regulator (RSR) after ensuring that all the requirements for the issuance are complied with. 

There are categories of operators for which Safety Permits may be issued and these are; 

• Network Operator 

• Train Operator 

• Station Operator 
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• A combination of two or three of them 

There are different types of Safety Permits which are required for different applications and 
these are; 

• Temporary Safety Permit 

• Construction Train Safety Permit 

• Test and Commissioning Safety Permit 

• Safety Permit (for normal operations) 

4.5 Applicants for Operating Licences 

All applicants for Operating Licences are required in terms of the National Land Transport 

Act, Act No. 5 of 2009, to do the following: 

• Produce valid Tax Clearance Certificate 

• Has furnished a valid tax clearance certificate from the South African Revenue 

Service certifying that his, her or its tax affairs are in order. 

• Has signed the statement to the effect he or she or it will comply with labour laws in 

respect of drivers and other staff, as well as sectorial determinations of the 

Department of Labour. 

• Has submitted a current roadworthy certificate, which was issued for the vehicle not 
earlier than the prescribed point in time, or a duly certified copy of such a certificate, 

as well as proof that the vehicle is properly licensed and has a National Information 

System Model number allocated to it. 

• In the case of renewal, transfer or amendment, has returned the previous licence 

issued for the same service to the entity issuing it. 

• Has submitted proof of insurance cover as prescribed. 

• Has submitted any other proof, information or document as prescribed or required by 

the relevant entity. 
An operating licence must contain the prescribed particulars, and the Minister may 

prescribe that a tag, electronic card or other device or equipment must be issued with an 

operating licence and kept in or on the vehicle, as well as an issuing fee for the licence or 

such tag, card, device or equipment. 
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4.6 Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) 

As a point of departure, the Association must identify a need and supported by the District 

Integrated Transport Plan processed data: ie  

• Modal Facility Utilisation Information 

• Route Utilisation Statistics / Frequency Level of Vehicles Operating from a particular 

Intermodal Facility 

• The Static Capacity and Status of the Intermodal Facility 
After having scrutinised the District Integrated Transport Plan, the Waterberg District 

Municipality, as a Type 2 Planning Authority, is empowered in terms of Section 55(2) which 

states, “The Planning Authority must in the prescribed format: 

(a) Indicate whether there is a need for the service on the route or routes or in the area 

or areas in terms of its Integrated Transport Plan or not, and, if there is a need for 

such service, direct the National Public Transport Regulator or a Provincial 
Regulatory Entity to grant the Operating Licence and make any recommendations it 

considers fit regarding conditions to be attached to the Operating Licence, having 

due regard to its Integrated Transport Plan, and its Integrated Transport Plan is not 

yet finalised or is inadequate, it must take the decision based on due inquiries and 

investigations carried out by it and 
(b) Submit such response to the National Public Transport Regulator or a Provincial 

Regulatory Entity, as the case may be within the prescribed period or the period 

stipulated in the notice. 

4.6.1 Practical example in the application for operating licence 

Let us assume that Mogalakwena Local Municipality has been designated as a Type 3 

Planning Authority to issue Operating Licences. If a need arises at Mogalakwena to issue 

an operating licence to operate minibus services from Mokopane Modal Facility to various 

destinations, the Association operating from that particular Modal Facility must identify a 

need to do so. This should be confirmed by the District Integrated Transport Plan 

Information showing the extent to which the intermodal facility is being utilised.  

4.7 Operating licences for public transport services provided for in transport plans 

After having submitted an application to the National Public Transport Regulator or 

Provincial Regulatory Entity as illustrated in Figure 4.1, it is for the said entity to consider 
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any of the submitted applications for the granting, renewal, amendment or transfer of an 

Operating Licence, other than a tourist transport service or charter service, and other than a 

contracted service.  It must by notice in the prescribed manner inform all Planning 
Authorities in whose areas the services will be operated of the application with the request 

to give directions with regard to the application based on its Integrated Transport Plan 

within the period stated in the notice. 

4.8 Regulatory function of Waterberg District & Local Municipalities 

The Waterberg District Municipality or Local Municipalities under its jurisdiction may be 

allowed to execute an Operating Licence Strategy. The execution of this function is 

supported by Section 18 (1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009, which set 
out regulatory functions of the municipalities with respect to the execution of an Operating 
Licensing function. Section 11(2) of the Act states that the municipality “must receive and 

decide on applications relating to Operating Licenses for services wholly in their areas of 

jurisdiction, excluding applications that must be made to the National Public Transport 

Regulator or a Provincial Regulatory Entity”.(See Figure 4.1 of this report titled 

“Application process for the issuing of Operating Licenses”) 

4.9 Decisions taken by Municipalities on the issuing of Operating Licences 

Section 18 (2), (3) and (4) respectively states,  

• In considering applications regarding operating licenses, such municipalities must 

in terms of services provided in terms of their Integrated Transport Plan, apply that 

plan and give due regard to the relevant Provincial Land Transport Framework. 

• Such a municipality may give notice in the prescribed manner that it will no longer 
receive applications for operating licenses for new services except in accordance 

with invitations given by it for specified services on specified routes or in specified 

areas in accordance with its Integrated Transport Plan, either for the purpose of 

concluding a contract or because those routes or areas are already adequately 

served. 

• Such a municipality may, in appropriate cases, make inquiries or hold hearings to 

enable it to perform its functions contemplated in this section, and also has the 

prescribed powers. 
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For the purposes of dealing with the issuing of operating licences from the Waterberg 

District Municipality to the City of Tshwane, Capricorn, Sekhukhune and Bojanala District 

Municipalities, there has to be an inter-municipality forum in place and this is supported by 
Section 19(1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No. 5 of 2009.  

4.10 Decisions taken by Municipalities (Operating Licenses for Buses) 

Section 55(3) states, “where the public transport requirements for the particular route or 

routes are adequately served by an existing public transport service of a similar nature, 

standard or quality provided in terms of a commercial service contract or subsidised service 

contract or in terms of operating licences as shown by its integrated transport plan, the 

planning authority must direct the National Public Transport Regulator or a Provincial 
Regulatory Entity to refuse the application. 

4.10.1  Operating licences for contracted services 

Section 56(1) states that where a contracting authority has concluded a negotiated contract, 

subsidised service contract or commercial service contract with an operator, the relevant 

regulatory entity, must issue to the operator an operating licence for each vehicle involved 

in the contract, or where the operator already has an operating licence for such a vehicle, 

such entity must amend the operating licences if necessary to accommodate the services in 

the contract. 

The authority conveyed by an operating licence must be made specific to the contract and 

be for the validity period of the contract, but an operating licence may authorise services in 

addition to those stipulated in the contract. Where a contract is amended so as to change 

the authority conveyed by the operating licences, or to extend the duration of a contract, the 
relevant regulatory entity must amend the relevant operating licences accordingly. 

4.10.2 Application with respect to operating licences for non-contracted services 

Section 57(1) states that where an application is made to the National Public Transport 

Regulator, for the granting, renewal, amendment or transfer of an operating licence in 

respect of a non-contracted service other than a tourist transport service, it may grant or 

refuse it after having considered: 

(a) In the case of a service shown in an integrated transport plan, the directions of the 

planning authority. 
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(b) Whether the vehicle or type of vehicle by means of which the service is to be 

operated is suitable for that purpose. 

(c) The availability of ranks, terminals or other facilities, based on the recommendations 

of the relevant planning authority or other information at its disposal. 

(d) The existence of any relevant by-law, regulation, prohibition, limitation or restriction 

(e) Whether the applicant has any previous conviction for an offence relevant to the 

operation of public transport services, or of a prescribed type. 

(f) The ability of the applicant to operate the service for which the operating licence is 

sought, in a manner satisfactory to the public. 

Section 57(2) provides “where an application is made to a municipality to which the 

operating licence function has been assigned for the granting, renewal amendment and 

transfer of an operating licence in respect of a non-contracted service, it: 

(a) Must refuse the application if granting it would contrary to the relevant integrated 

transport plan 

(b) May grant or refuse it after having considered: 

(i) Whether the vehicle or type of vehicle by means of which the service is to be 

operated, is suitable for that purpose. 

(ii) The availability of ranks, terminals or other facilities 

(iii) The existence of any relevant by-law, regulation, prohibition, limitation or 

restriction. 

(iv) Whether the applicant has any previous conviction for an offence relevant to 

the operation of public transport services or of prescribed type 

(v) The ability of the applicant to operate the service for which the operating 

licence is sought, in a manner satisfactory to the public. 

(vi) Recommendations or documents duly submitted with the application by the 

applicant or any other interested party. 

Section 57(3) states “where an application is made to a Provincial Regulatory Entity for the 

granting, renewal, amendment or transfer of an operating licence in respect of a non-

contracted service, it must refuse the application, if granting it would be contrary to the 

directions of the relevant planning authority or authorities based on their integrated 

transport plans. 

 

Section 57(4) pronounce that the Minister may make regulations prescribing that types of 

applications specified in the regulations must be submitted to stakeholder forums or other 
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persons or entities for their comments, and that the relevant entity must consider those 

comments before it takes a decision. 

 

Section 57(5) provides that the entity granting an application for the granting, renewal, 

amendment or transfer of an operating licence may do so subject to any conditions, 

determined by it, that are not inconsistent with this Act or with relevant Provincial laws or 

transport plans, and must do so where such conditions have been stipulated by the 

planning authority based in its integrated transport plan. Such condition may state a 

maximum number of passengers that may be carried in the vehicle, even if the capacity of 

the vehicle is greater.  

4.11 Maximum validity period of operating licences 

An operating licence is valid for a maximum period of seven years. Operating licences must 

be granted for a fixed period determined by the entity granting them, where applicable 

based on the direction of the planning authority. In determining the validity period of 

operating licences for non-contracted services, the following must be considered: 

• Current and envisaged trends in utilisation on the route or routes, or, where 

applicable, in the area concerned. 

• The efficiency of the proposed services in meeting user needs 

• Where applicable, the likelihood that in future the service may no longer be required 

in terms of the integrated transport plan 

• The likelihood that the service may become the subject of a commercial service 

contract or a subsidised service contract. 

4.12 Renewal amendment or transfer of operating licence or permit 

Section 58(1) states that the holder of an operating licence issued by a regulatory entity 

may apply to whichever of those entities that issued the licence for renewal, amendment or 

transfer of the operating licence. 

 

Section 58(2) provides that where an operating licence or permit was issued by a Provincial 

Operating Licensing Board or other competent entity before the date of commencement of 

this Act, the holder may apply for renewal, amendment or transfer thereof to the relevant 

entity.  
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4.13 Publication of decisions 

Section 59(1) provides that regulatory entities must, in the prescribed manner, give notice of 

receipt of an application for or in connection with an operating licence, except a decision to 

replace a vehicle and in that notice state the prescribed particulars and allow interested 

persons an opportunity to comment and make representations within the prescribed period. 

 

Such entity must duly consider all comments and representations received that are daily 

submitted and are relevant in dealing with the application. Where no relevant and 

substantial objections are received in respect of an application, it may be disposed of 

summarily and where such objections are received the entity must request further 

information or hold a hearing in the prescribed manner before taking a decision on the 

matter. 

4.14 Special events 

No person may undertake a public transport service to or from a special event except in the 

course of operating a courtesy service or tourist service that complies with the Act. In the 

case of where a temporary operating licence is issued to operate special events, it may be 

issued only for one particular special event and for a period that is not longer than the 

duration of such event, including time needed for preparing for it before the event and 

transporting passengers to airports, stations and other transfer facilities after the event. 

A temporary operating licence must: 

• Specify the special event and the date or dates on which it occurs 

• Where feasible, state the route or routes on which the transport to and from the 

special event may be provided 

• Where appropriate specify the terminals, ranks or stopping places that may be used. 

A temporary operating licence may be issued with a special distinguishing mark which must 

be affixed to the vehicle to which the licence relates in the prescribed manner for the 

duration of the public transport to and from the special event. 

4.15 Authority conveyed by operating licence 

An operating licence does not authorise the holder to undertake transport on or over a road 

if it is unlawful to do so in terms of any other law, nor does it exempt the holder from the 
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obligation to comply with any requirement or condition imposed by or in terms of any law, 

licence or permit issued by any other competent authority.  

4.16 Persons who may hold operating licences 

Section 64(1) states that an operating licence may only be issued to and held by the person 

registered, in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, as the owner or operator of the vehicle, 

as defined in that Act, and specified in the operating licence. Where an operating licence 

relates to a contracted service, an operating licence may be issued to the subcontracted 

operator only if: 

• The subcontracted operator is the registered owner or operator of the vehicle used 

for that service on behalf of the operator party to the contract 

• That vehicle is specified in the operating licence as the vehicle to be used for 

operating that service. 

4.17 Long distance services 

Section 65(1) says  

…if approved by the planning authority, an entity granting an operating licence may 

authorise the vehicle specified in that licence to be operated for a long distance 

service, despite the fact that the vehicle is specified in the operating licence to be 

used for a service provided for in an integrated transport plan. The planning authority 

may not grant such an authorisation where the operation of the long distance service 

will or is likely to be detrimental to the operation of the services provided for in that 

ITP. 

In the case of an application for the granting, renewal or amendment of an operating licence 

relating to a long distance service, due regard must be heard to the provisions of any 

integrated transport plan, where they are relevant, and to any applicable provincial laws, 

and it must be subject to: 

• The extent to which the service to be provided is necessary or desirable in the 

public interest 

• The requirements of the public for the service along the route or routes on which or 

the area in which the applicant proposes to operate. 

• The existing transport facilities available to the public on that route or those routes 

or in that area 
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• The need to ensure co-ordination of all forms of transport, including transport by 

rail, to achieve an economically sound balance between the transport modes, with 

due regard to the public interest. 

Operating licences for long distance services other than charter or tourist transport services 

must specify the authorised origin and destination points, the ranks or terminals for the 

picking up and dropping off of passengers and any other points along the route or routes 

where passengers may be picked up or dropped off. 

4.18 Metered taxi services 

Section 66(1) states that “in the case of a metered taxi service,  

• The entity granting the operating licence may specify an area for picking up 

passengers 

• If the operating licence or permit specifies such an area, the vehicle may leave that 

area if, on the return journey, it is to carry the same passengers that it carries on the 

outward journey or if the vehicle is to return empty. 

• The vehicle may pick up passengers outside of that area if the fare is pre-booked 

and the passengers will return to such area. 

• Any particular journey may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the 

fare for that journey has been agreed upon before the journey begins, but the meter 

must be kept running for the information of passengers. 

4.19 Charter services 

Section 67(1) states that an operating licence may authorise the holder to undertake pre-

booked charter services in the areas or zones as specified by the entity granting the 

operating licence, which may or may not be in addition to other services authorised by that 

licence. If the operating licence specifies an area for picking up passengers, such a vehicle 

may: 

• Leave the area or zone described in the operating licence if, on the return journey, it 

is to carry the same passengers that it carries on the outward journey or if the vehicle 

is to return to that area empty. 

• Pick up passengers outside that area or zone if the fare is pre-booked and the 

passengers will return to such area. 
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Where application is made for an operating licence for vehicle hires with drivers as charter 

services, the entity granting the operating licence must evaluate whether the services 

should rather be provided as metered taxi services, and, if it grants the application for a 

charter service, should attach appropriate conditions. 

4.20 Staff services 

Section 68(1) provides that the Minister may, prescribe the circumstances in which an 

operating licence is required for staff services. In the case of staff services to be provided 

on a regular basis, the operating licence must specify the route, routes or area authorised. 

4.21 Lift clubs 

Section 69(1) provides that the Minister may make regulations on the requirements to 

qualify for a lift club, or operating such clubs, including, but not limited to: 

• The requirement that written confirmation from the employer or other 

documentation must be kept in the vehicle. 

• The requirement that lift clubs must be registered with planning authorities or other 

entities 

• Requirements relating to insurance. 

Such regulations may relax the requirement that each member of the lift club must take a 

turn to convey the others, if sufficient safeguards are provided to prevent abuses and 

protect passengers. 

4.22 Tuk-tuks 

A Tuk-tuks is a motorised three-wheeled cabin cycle for private use and may be used for 

hire. In terms of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009, Section 70(1) provides 
that 

…Tuk-Tuks may be used for public transport services where relevant transport plans 

allow for this. Where a tuk-tuks is so used, the operating licence must stipulate the 

urban route, road network or area on or within which it must operate, as shown in the 

relevant integrated transport plan, and a maximum speed of operation. 

In the event a Tuk-Tuks is considered for use within the Capricorn District Municipality, the 
operating licence must stipulate the route within which such Tuk-Tuks should operate and 

prescribe the maximum permissible speed of operation. 
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4.23 Adapted light delivery vehicle 

The larger part of the Waterberg District Municipality is comprised of rural areas and 

operators of public transport vehicles may experience the problem of accessing some of 

these rural areas. In this case, adapted light delivery vehicles may be used and this is 

provided in Section 71 of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 where it states 
that “adapted light delivery vehicles may be used for public transport services in a particular 

area in prescribed circumstances where there is no other appropriate or acceptable public 

transport, and subject to prescribed conditions”.  

4.24 Transporting of scholars, students, teachers and lecturers 

In the event where a need to transport scholars, students teachers and lecturers arises, 

within the Waterberg District Municipality, Section 72(1) of the National Land Transport Act, 

Act No.5 of 2009 can be applied and is outlined as follows, 

…where a public transport service is dedicated to transporting scholars, students, 

teachers or lecturers, the Minister may prescribe regulations on special requirements 

for those services, including, but not limited to: 

• Requirements for supervision of scholars 

• Special requirements for drivers 

• Requirements for insurance 

• Documents that must be kept in the vehicle and special vehicle markings or livery 

• Requirements that drivers of other vehicles must stop those vehicles in the vicinity 

of vehicles loading or offloading scholars or students. 

4.25 SUMMARY 

The Operating Licence Strategy and Rationalisation Plan in this report are carried out 

simultaneously, since they are closely related and simply address different aspects of the 

planning for the public transport network. The role of each mode should be based on the 

network planning carried out for the Rationalisation Plan. The role of a mode depends 

largely on the demand on a certain corridor or route – generally, the higher the demand, the 

larger the means of transport used. However, population densities should be taken into 

account in rural areas. Although the number of people to be transported may be fairly high, 

the settlements may be so widely dispersed or relatively inaccessible, that a number of 
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smaller vehicles may be a more effective option than having fewer larger vehicles. The 

accessibility of the settlements will also influence the type of mode and vehicle used. A low 

floor bus, for instance, is completely unsuitable for use on an unpaved road. 
 

With respect to regulation and the number of operating licences to be issued, national policy 

is currently one of competition for a route rather than on a route. The application of this 

policy is relatively clear in the case of tendering for a contract. However, it is less clear 

when it is applied to unsubsidised, un-contracted services. The approach has largely been 
one of registering existing operators and converting permits to operating licences. If there 

are still too many operating licences issued for the demand on a route or corridor, it is not 

apparent how this can be effectively dealt with other than through natural attrition – 

operators leaving the industry and subsequently no additional operating licences being 

issued. The other option would be to offer operators compensation for their operating 

licences. In terms of current planning requirements, it is clearly crucial that operating 

licences have a period of validity attached to them.  

 

It is also not always evident who should be awarded a new operating licence. Currently it 

largely works on a “first-come, first-served” basis, as long as basic requirements are met. If 

a planning authority wants to award new operating licences to those operators who provide 

the best level of service, this may have to be done through a commercial contract by asking 
operators to tender for the operating licences on the basis of what level of service they are 

prepared to offer for the licence (no subsidy would be involved). There are currently no 

known examples of this being applied in South Africa and the precise legal implications may 

need to be checked. 

 
The sophistication of the regulatory system applied to provide the required public transport 

network also needs to be balanced with law enforcement capabilities. There is little point, 

for instance, in developing a complicated contracting system that requires intensive 

monitoring in inaccessible rural areas with few enforcement resources. 
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5 INTRODUCTION 

In any public transport competitive battleground where the routes are almost saturated, 
Section 39(1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 intervenes as a relief to 

empower the planning authority where possible to: 

(a) Offer the operator an alternative service, or 

(b) Allow the operator to continue providing the service and impose a moratorium on the 

issuing of new operating licences on the route. 

 
If required, i.e. if there are subsidised bus services in the area, a Bus Rationalisation Plan 

must also be prepared. Rationalisation Plans will only be required from those Type 2 

Planning Authorities with subsidised bus contracts operational in their area. 

The Rationalisation Plan aims to: 

• Rationalise subsidised services by minimising competition between subsidised 

services, including services across the borders of Planning Authorities; 

• Determine how subsidies should be minimised, but – where subsidies are 

necessary – where and to what extent these should be paid;  

• Promote competitive bidding for contracts; 

• Ensure that routes and route networks are utilised optimally so as to meet 

passenger need; and 

• Facilitate the future development of the public transport system. 

5.1 Contents of the Rationalisation Plan 

In the event of where a Rationalisation Plan is prepared for the Waterberg District 

Municipality, it must include at least the following information: 

• Introduction: A description of the area and nature of the public transport services 

under consideration; 

• Assessment: An assessment of status quo information as contained in the 

Current Public Transport Record (Transport Register), the Operating Licence 

Strategy and the Subsidy Information System (SUMS) to identify services, routes 

and trips to be targeted for rationalisation; 

• Policy framework: Policies relating in particular to: the packaging of subsidised 

services contracts; rail concessions and contract terms; subsidy policy; levels of 
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service; land use development; modal integration and special categories of 

passengers, must be outlined; 

• Rationalisation and restructuring: A preferred set of proposals must be developed 

on how to restructure the identified services earmarked for rationalisation. All 

such proposals must be assessed with respect to possible impacts on subsidies, 

other services and modes, facilities, as well as user convenience and quality of 

service. A perspective on the future development of the public transport system 
must be provided; 

• Stakeholder consultation: The manner in which all stakeholders were involved in 

the process of preparing the Rationalisation Plan must be described. The public 

participation process must allow for adequate advertising of the draft plan, and 

allow existing operators adequate opportunity to make representations should 
they feel that their rights are being affected; 

• Implementation: This should be a description of the manner in which the Ratplan 

is to be implemented; and 

• Financial: Any financial implications of the implementation of the Ratplan must be 

documented, including funding sources and budget. 

 

In line with current national policy, as outlined in the Cabinet-approved Public Transport 

Strategy and Action Plan (March 2007), it is suggested that a Rationalisation Plan should 

be prepared irrespective of whether or not there are subsidised services currently in the 
District. The rationale for this is that simply rationalising existing subsidised services serves 

only to perpetuate the status quo. Furthermore, if no subsidised services were to exist, then 

no further consideration would be given to the overall public transport network and the need 

for subsidies within the network. It is also recommended that the Rationalisation Plan 

should be carried out simultaneously with the Operating Licence Strategy. 
 

Subsidies should be applied to those areas and services in the District identified as being in 

need of subsidies in terms of the national and provincial subsidy policy. The first step 

should therefore be to ensure familiarity with this subsidy policy. Aspects such as capital 

(e.g. vehicle) versus operating subsidies versus investment in public transport infrastructure 

should be considered. 
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The second step is to develop a network of public transport routes and corridors for the 

District that will serve the main passenger demand. In the case of rural areas, this demand 

may be quite widely dispersed and the necessary road infrastructure may not always exist. 
It is also unlikely that subsidised rail services are provided in many Districts. Nevertheless, 

potential demand needs to be identified even if it is not currently being served. The 

proposed public transport network (rail and road-based, trunk and feeder routes) should be 

mapped on a Geographic Information System (GIS). Existing public transport routes, 

including subsidised routes, should also be mapped on the GIS and a gap analysis carried 
out of both the public transport coverage and the coverage provided by the subsidised 

services.  

 

The proposed public transport network should be sized sufficiently to allow for the services 

to be broadly costed. Acceptable fare levels should be determined and a revenue flow 

analysis conducted. The difference between the estimated service costs and revenue will 

indicate the need for subsidy. 

 

Depending on the subsidy policy, e.g. subsidy being aimed at the poorest households, 

decisions should be made on the areas/ corridors / routes to be subsidised. Caution should 

be exercised if the policy states that there should not be subsidisation of parallel services or 

modes. It must, firstly, be clearly determined whether any parallel services are in fact 
parallel (i.e. serving exactly the same origin-destinations), and not simply running parallel 

for a portion of the corridor or route. 

 

The public transport services should be packaged into corridors/ routes and contracts. 

Those contracts that are to be subsidized should be identified and prioritized. The contracts 
should be drawn up and let in terms of the existing legislative requirements. It must be 

remembered that subsidy is at this stage managed by the provinces with funding provided 

by the Department of Transport. Therefore, the province should be involved in making 

decisions at all stages related to subsidized services.  

5.2 Involvement of Municipalities in Public Transport Services 

Section 45 of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009, states that no Municipal 

Operator may tender for any commercial service contract or subsidised service contract, 

unless it is financially ring-fenced in the prescribed manner and it complies with the other 
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requirements prescribed by the Minister. A Municipality may not use its Municipal Fund to 

subsidise a Municipal Operator unless that body is a juristic person separate from the 

Municipality and the subsidies are paid in terms of a subsidised service contract concluded 
between the Municipality and such Municipal Operator.  

5.3 Negotiated contracts 

Section 41 states that contracting authorities may enter into negotiated contracts with 

operators in their areas, once only, with a view to: 

• Integrating services forming part of integrated public transport networks in terms of 

their integrated transport plans 

• Promoting the economic empowerment of small business or of person previously 

disadvantaged by unfair discrimination 

• Facilitating the restructuring of a parastatal or municipal transport operator to 

discourage monopolies 

5.4 Subsidised service contract 

The contracting authorities must take steps within the prescribed period and in the 
prescribed manner before expiry of contracts to put arrangements in place for the services 

to be put out to tender so that the services can continue without interruption. Section 42(4) 

provides that only a contracting authority may enter into a subsidised service contract with 

an operator, and only if the services to be operated in terms thereof, have been put out to 

public tendering and awarded by the entering into of a contract in accordance with 
prescribed procedures and in accordance with other applicable national or provincial laws. 

5.5 Rationalisation of existing services 

Section 47 of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 provides that all permits 

issued for a definite period remain valid but lapse when that period expires provided that if 

such a permit is still valid on a date calculated as seven years from the date of 

commencement of this Act, it will lapse on that date. All permits issued for an indefinite 

period remain valid, but lapse seven years after the date of commencement of this Act, but 

the holder may apply within that period for its conversion to an operating licence to the 
entity that is responsible for receiving applications for operating licences for the relevant 

services. 
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5.6 Rationalisation of existing scheduled services 

Where a permit authorises scheduled services provided for in a contract between a 

contracting authority and the permit holder, the contracting authority and permit holder, the 

contracting authority must request the relevant regulatory entity to: 

• Cancel the permit and issue an operating licence for the vehicle specific to the 

contract, where appropriate in consultation with other relevant planning authorities. 

• Cancel any permit of that holder authorising services on routes in the area on an un-

contracted basis, and not carry forward such authorisation to the operating licence. 
No contract may be awarded to an operator for scheduled services unless all permits and 

operating licences of that operator have been rationalised. 

5.7 Rationalisation of Minibus Taxi-Type Services 

Permits issued for minibus taxi-type services remain valid. The holder of a permit or 

operating licence for a vehicle authorising minibus taxi type services who has not yet done 

so may apply in the prescribed manner for recapitalisation of the vehicle and may choose 

either to: 

• Leave the industry, in which case the Department must cancel the permit or 

operating licence 

• Acquire a new compliant vehicle that has the same passenger capacity as the 

vehicle specified in that permit or operating licence, or not more than 20 percent 
variance, in which case the operator shall be entitled to an operating licence for the 

new vehicle authorising the same services on submission of a valid tax clearance, 

and such operating licence must specify in detail the route or routes to be operated, 

which must be those operated by the operator for the period of 180 days prior to the 

date of application. 

 

Any permit or operating licence authorising minibus taxi type services issued for an 

indefinite period, or issued for a definite period that has not yet expired, must lapse seven 

years after the date of commencement of this Act. 

5.8 Summary 

The Rationalisation Plan remains a means by which the public transport competitive 

landscape can be restored. It serves as a catalyst for order and helps public transport 
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operators to portray their professional posture. The principal aim of the Rationalisation Plan 

is to minimize competition between subsidised services, including services across the 

borders of planning authorities. Most importantly, a Rationalisation Plan should assist in 
determining how subsidies should be minimised more especially where subsidies are 

necessary. At this stage, subsidies are managed by the province with funding provided by 

the Department of Transport. It is therefore crucial that the province be involved at all 

stages in making decisions related to subsidised services.  
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6 INTRODUCTION 

The science of Transport Economics dictates that the user needs are unlimited, while the 
resources to satisfy those needs are limited. This chapter attempts to identify the transport 

needs of transport users and such needs are assessed to ensure that the user is given a 

considerable latitude of rational choice and preference of the transport system. More often 

than not, transport problems of the present often seem so overwhelming that it seems 

pointless to talk about transport planning for the better future. However difficult, it is vital to 

look beyond the present circumstances and ensure that strategies are set in place to 
overcome current identified transport problems and issues. 

 

The Public Transport Strategy 2007–2020 outlines a Vision for Public Transport legacy for 

South Africa and firstly, the strategy aims at developing a system that places over 85% of a 

Metropolitan City’s population within 1km of an Integrated Rapid Public Transport Network 

(IRPTN) or feeder corridor. Secondly, the strategy aims at achieving a modal shift of 20% of 

car work trips to public transport networks.  

6.1 Demand needs 

6.1.1 IDP Informants 

The Waterberg District Municipality’s Integrated Development Plan has superficial 

information with respect to Integrated Transport Planning. Local Municipalities under the 

jurisdiction of the Waterberg District Municipality have inadequate technical capacity to 

manage the Local Integrated Transport Planning process. This means that there is a critical 
need to build Transport Planning technical skills at Local Municipal level.  

6.1.2 Existing statutory planning informants 

The National Land Transport Strategic Framework lists the needs of special categories of 

passengers and a need for non-motorised transport. Derived from the 2012/13 provincial 

budget, job creation through road and transport infrastructure became the order of the day.  

 
(i) National Household Survey General Transport Problems 
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As revealed by the National Household Survey (2013), the travelling public in Limpopo has 

elicited an array of problems related to their daily travel. Table 6.1 portrays general 

problems as perceived by transport users in Limpopo as well as the rest of South Africa. 

Table 6.1 General Problems 

TRANSPORT 
RELATED PROBLEMS 

% Problems 
Limpopo 

% 
Problems 
RSA 

COMMENTS 

No transport problems 17,1 13,5 Monitor satisfaction level 
Poor conditions of roads 13,7 9,4 Identify roads that need 

maintenance 
Unacceptable Driver 
Behaviour 

1,8 4,0 Customer service training 

Overload  3,3 3,5 Intensify regulatory control 
Congestion  1,2 2,8 Introduce TDM Strategies 
Crime  0,9 2,5 Initiate JOC Strategy 
Toll fees 0,2 0,8 Create awareness of 

tolling 
Parking  0,3 0,4 Introduce parking 

strategies 
Other  0,5 1,2 Explore other issues 
Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 

 
Based on Table 6.1 it is evident that although the majority of respondents (17,1%) in 

Limpopo and (13,5%) in the rest of the Republic of South Africa responded by saying that 

they encountered no transport problems, 13,7% had problems with the condition of the road 

infrastructure in Limpopo. When viewing at the same problem country-wide the percentage 

of respondents declined to 9,4%. This indicates that on average Limpopo has a critical 

problem with regard to the poor conditions of the roads infrastructure.  
There is a critical need to provide adequate inter-modal facilities to ensure that the 

travelling public enjoys comfort and convenience throughout their travel value chain. Within 

the Waterberg District Municipality, the provision of inter-modal facilities should be given the 

priority it disserves as it was part of the recommendations highlighted in the previous 

2011/12/13 Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF).  
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xlv. Problems related to the taxi industry in Limpopo 

At both national and provincial level, 9,2% of the travelling public perceive taxis as too 

unaffordable. This means that there is no value for the money that they spend for conveying 

them from point A to B. In Limpopo, 3,2% of the travelling public perceive taxi driver 
behaviour as unacceptable while at national level 6,9% of the travelling public is of the view 

that there is no improvement in addressing these issues. 

In Limpopo, 8,8% responded by saying that taxis are not always available at specific times 

when needed. At national level 6,5% of the respondents are of the view that taxis are not 

always available at specific times when needed. This means that there has to be customer 

needs analysis to ensure that taxis are supplied to specific areas where they are needed 
the most. 

 

While 5,9% of the travelling public in Limpopo are of the view that the boarding place of 

taxis is too far, only 4,3% at national level had the same perception. This means that there 

is a need to redesign the routes or conduct a feasibility study for determining the ideal multi-
modal facility to ensure that the transport system is easily accessible. While 3,4% of the 

respondents in Limpopo stated that there were no taxis available, 2,6 country-wide also had 

the same view that taxis are not available when needed. This means that the regulatory arm 

should be intensified to ensure that operating licenses are issued to areas where there is a 

need or demand for transport. 

Table 6.2  Problems related to Taxis 

TRANSPORT RELATED 
PROBLEMS 

% 
Problems 
Limpopo 

% 
Problems 
RSA 

COMMENTS 

Taxis too expensive 9,2 9,2 Augment services to offer 
value for money 

Reckless driving by taxi 
drivers 

3,2 6,9 Intensify regulatory control 

No taxis at specific times 8,8 6,5 Regulate taxi operations 
Taxis too far 5,9 4,3 Redesign routes  
No taxis available 3,4 2,6 Regulate taxi operations 
Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 
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xlvi. Problems related to buses in Limpopo 

In Limpopo, 9,7% of the respondents were of the view that buses were not available at their 

respective areas when needed, while 16,3% country-wide were of the same view that buses 

were scarce. The solution to this problem is to ensure the customer needs surveys are 
conducted and expand services to where they are needed the most.  

More or less 12% of the respondents in Limpopo could not access bus transport at specific 

times and places. At national level 5,9% had the same view that buses are not available at 

specific times when needed. There is a critical need for a customer needs assessment 

strategy to ensure that buses are supplied to the right places at the right time. 

Table 6.3  Problems related to buses 

TRANSPORT RELATED 
PROBLEMS 

% 
Problems 
Limpopo 

% 
Problems 
RSA 

COMMENTS 

No buses available 9,7 16,3 Regulate bus operations 
No buses at specific times 12,0 5,9 Intensify regulatory control 
Buses too far 4,2 2,5 Redesign routes  
Buses too expensive 1,8 1,9 Augment services to offer value 

for money 
Reckless driving by bus 
drivers 

1,9 1,8 Intensify regulatory control 

Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 

xlvii. Problems related to trains 

When respondents were interviewed in Limpopo regarding the problems they encountered 

with passenger train services, 0,3% was of the view that there were no trains available in 

their area. On the other hand the national response regarding the unavailability of trains 

was 1,2%. This means that the awareness of the availability of passenger train transport 
should be intensified if service loyalty is to be regained in Limpopo as well as on a national 

scale.  

 

For those who confirmed the availability of trains in their respective areas, 0,1% was of the 

view that passenger trains are not reliable in Limpopo while the national response about the 

same issue was 1,2%. Theoretically, rail transport is known for its reliability because of its 
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exclusive right of way as compared to road based transport. There has to be a rigorous 

service differentiation strategy that would attract potential passenger train users. 

Among the interviewees Limpopo, 0,1% was of the view that trains were too far from their 
place of residence while on the national scale 0,8 confirmed the remoteness of train 

stations. The analysis of these responses suggests that there is a need to explore the 

usage of feeder and distribution services. This brings about the validity of introducing a 

modal integration strategy to ensure a seamless transport system as well as reducing the 

travel time. 
In terms of viewing the scarcity of trains at specific times as a problem, 0,1% in Limpopo 

viewed it as a problem while on the national scale 0,6% had the same comment. It appears 

that the respondents had a need for rail transport at specific times probably to satisfy their 

commuting needs to work. This calls for an exploratory prefeasibility study for a commuter 

rail passenger service in specific areas of Limpopo. 

In terms of the affordability of a passenger train service in Limpopo, 0,1% of the 

respondents were of the view that trains were too expensive while on a national scale 0,2% 

had the same perception. There is a need to embark on an aggressive marketing 

communication strategy with a view to positioning the passenger rail transport industry. 

Table 6.4  Problems related to trains 

TRANSPORT RELATED 
PROBLEMS 

% 
Problems 
Limpopo 

% 
Problems 
RSA 

COMMENTS 

No trains available 0,3 1,2 Indeed trains are not 
available in LP 

Trains are not reliable 0,1 1,2 General perception 
nowadays 

Trains too far 0,1 0,8 Rail network far from 
residential area 

No trains at specific times 0,1 0,6 No trains when needed 
Trains too expensive 0,1 0,2 Expensive when not 

coordinated 
Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 

xlviii. Dissatisfaction level with minibus taxi services in Limpopo 

According to Table 6.5, respondents were given the opportunity to express their 

dissatisfaction level based on the user requirements as listed between 2003 and 2013. 
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What appears to be concerning is that the condition of modal facilities and ablution 

amenities is the main dissatisfying factor. This is not coming as a surprise because most of 

the amenities visited at the modal facilities in the Waterberg municipal area were not in 
good condition.   

Table 6.5  Dissatisfaction level with mini bus taxi services in Limpopo 

SERVICE ATTRIBUTES 2003 2013 COMMENTS  
Distance between Modal Facility / route 
& home 

12,1 23,7 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Travel time by taxi 14,3 1,2 Decreased 
dissatisfaction 

Security on the walk to / from the taxi 
rank 

8,4 21,6 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Security at the taxi ranks 7,8 19,4 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Security on the taxis 7,4 16,7 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

The level of crowding in taxis 7,4 19,4 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Safety from accidents 7,5 23,9 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Frequency of taxis during peak period 9,5 20,0 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Frequency of taxis during off-peak 
period 

9,2 21,8 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Waiting time for taxis 10,7 28,6 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Taxi fares  9,5 34,1 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Facilities at the taxi ranks, eg toilets, 
offices 

10,4 38,0 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Roadworthiness of taxis 8,1 25,1 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Behaviour of the taxi drivers towards 
passengers 

7,9 20,2 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Taxi Service overall 7,7 21,0 Increased 
dissatisfaction 

Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 
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xlix. User requirements as prioritised by users in Limpopo 

According to Table 6.6, transport users rate the travel time and cost very high in Limpopo. 

At the same time they would like to have a mode of transport that is flexible with a high 

degree of safety, comfort and accessibility. The modal facilities should be secured with 
Time Tables displayed for the convenience of all transport users. The attitude of drivers 

towards transport commuters needs to improve. 

Table 6.6User requirements as prioritised by users in Limpopo 

USER REQUIREMENTS LIMPOPO RSA COMMENTS 
Travel time 34 32,5 Need for Modal Integration Strategy 
Travel cost 28,5 26,2 Need for Modal Integration Strategy 
Flexibility 9,9 9,2 Need for Modal Integration Strategy 
Safety from accidents 6,5 8,7 Need for frequent driver & vehicle test 

for roadworthiness 
Comfort  6,2 5,9 Need for Modal Integration Strategy 
Reliability  3,6 5,0 Need for Modal Integration Strategy 
Distance from home to 
transport 

5,2 4,3 Need for Modal Integration Strategy 

Security from crime 1,1 2,4 Need for JOC /  Security Management 
Strategy 

Drivers attitude 2,6 3,3 Need for Customer Services Training 
Time table not available 1,2 0,6 Need for Modal Facility Management 

Strategy 
Other  1,1 1,8 Need for Modal Integration Strategy 
 100 100  
Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 

l. Critical user requirements 

The most critical user requirements that were prioritised in Limpopo are travel time, travel 

cost and flexibility as shown in Table 6.7. Of critical importance to take note of is that safety 

remains the first consideration in all the user requirements that should be advanced to 

every customer. For the travel time and cost to be combined and thereby creating flexibility 

in the transport system, there has to be a modal integration strategy. It therefore goes 

without saying that the Waterberg District Municipality should craft a modal integration 

strategy to ensure that the user requirements are complied with. 
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Table 6.7 User requirements as prioritised by users 2013 

 Travel time Travel cost Flexibility  
LIMPOPO 34,0 28,5 9,9  
NATIONAL 32,5 26,2 9,2  

Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 

6.1.3 School attendance and need for learner transport 

 

Figure 6.1 School attendance per District Municipality 

Source: Stats S.A (2011)  

Figure 6.1 depicts a positive trend of school attendance in Limpopo. Of worth noting is that 

Waterberg reflects the lowest school attendance rate in Limpopo. This is a serious concern 

and the implication of this is that the provision of learner transport could be inadequate to 

serve as an added motivational tool to enhance school attendance. A need for learner 

transport is therefore a strategic must within the Waterberg District Municipality. 

6.1.4 Transport Vision 

The Vision for the Waterberg District Municipality was outlined in Chapter 2 of this District 

Integrated Transport Plan as 
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“To be a caring and responsive Municipality with excellent service delivery, 

sustainable development and prospering people” 

6.1.5 Transport Mission 

The reason for the District Municipality’s existence is to embark on an inclusive and 

participatory process: 
…“establish the needs of its community and by striving to render effective, efficient, 

and sustainable service, while facilitating socio-economic development in order to 

ensure a better life for all” 

6.2 Supply needs 

6.2.1 Public Transport Infrastructure 

Objective 1: Develop guidelines for public transport facilities based on passenger 

demand taking into account the available infrastructure and considering both 

Provincial and National Guidelines for providing Public Transport Facilities 

 

Objective 2: Plan, design and implement public transport infrastructure based on 

these guidelines. The provision of public transport infrastructure must be based on 

the passenger demand at the different public transport facilities 

6.2.2 Planning and Development 

Objective 3: Identify and agree to the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders 

with regard to infrastructure provision, funding, policy development, operation and 

maintenance. 

 
Objective 4: Implement the DITP and ensure the integration and alignment with 

other statutory plans, land use planning and other relevant future developments. 

 

Objective 5: Facilitate and ensure the implementation of the operating license 

strategy developed by WDM to ensure a safe, reliable, effective and efficient public 

transport service. 
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Objective 6: Agree on the scope and extent of additional studies required while 

improving and implementing the DITP. 

 

Objective 7: Ensure that modal and land use integration takes place in the planning 

of public transport services and infrastructure. 

 

Objective 8: Investigate the needs of special categories passengers and non-

motorised transport options to make sure that their needs are also addressed. 

6.2.3 Road Infrastructure 

Improve the accessibility to the public transport service by investing in road infrastructure 

especially in rural and deep rural areas.   

Objective 9: Conduct corridor studies to provide detail information on the current 

conditions of infrastructure and future demand for transport, public transport and 

freight. 

 

Objective 10: Ensure continuous upgrading and maintenance of all road and Public 

Transport infrastructure to increase the accessibility to public transport service for all 

users in the Waterberg District Municipality.  

6.3  Public Transport Demand, Safety and Education 

Ensure safe, secure, reliable, affordable and sustainable public transport service based on 

public transport demand. 

 
Objective 11: Promote proactive law enforcement at provincial and local government 

level to reduce illegal operations and improve road safety to all road users. Encourage 

the upgrading and maintenance of public transport vehicles. 

 

Objective 12: Re-investigate road user education and develop a policy and strategy to 

restart this process not only for public transport operators, but also for the non-

motorised, animal-drawn transport in particular. Such an initiative should be driven by 

the Limpopo Provincial Department of Roads and Transport and be implemented 

throughout the province.  
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6.4 Dynamic, long term, sustainable, multimodal transport system 

6.4.1 Safety 

In the operation of every transport system, safety remains the most indispensable 

requirement to be complied with. In a multimodal transportation system, safety should be 

standardised to manifest itself throughout the entire travel value chain. The provision of a 
seamless transportation system will require a fundamental overhaul of the transport 

equipment of various modes of transport involved in the value chain. For example when a 

passenger boards a business class of a particular airline, such a passenger expects a 

quality service compatible with that of an airline when changing over to another mode of 

transport. In the case of where a transfer is done to a bus mode of transport, the type of bus 
(seat configuration and other quality aspects) should be compatible with that of an airline. In 

a nutshell, the level of quality should be perceived as one regardless of the mode of 

transport used.  

6.5 Public Participation 

A series of workshops were conducted with the following critical stakeholders: 

• Limpopo Provincial Department of Roads and Transport 

• Bela-Bela Local Municipality 

• Mookgophong Local Municipality 

• Mogalakwena Local Municipality 

• Thabazimbi Local Municipality 

• Department of Education 

Table 6.8 Schedule of Public Participation meetings 

NATURE OF PARTICIPATION DATE 
Inception Meeting  
Workshop Chapter 1, 2 & 3 with stakeholders 07 February 2014 
Workshop Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6 20 May 2014 
Workshop with Operators 03 June 2014 
Presentation at the economic summit Chapter 8 09 October 2014 
Presentation and submission to council  
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6.6 Needs derived from the status quo 

The transport needs listed below are derived from the status quo analysis and strives to: 

• Identify the different problem areas through the analysis of the Transport Register.  

• Public Transport Facilities were found to be in poor condition and lacking proper 

amenities, requiring maintenance and upgrading; 

• Inadequate storm-water system resulting in flooding of facilities;  

• No provision for non-motorised transport at Modal Facilities, resulting in unsafe 

travel. 

• Poor access roads in the District. 
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7 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is a summary of the transport implementation budget and programmes over a 
five-year period, as prepared by all local municipalities under the jurisdiction of the 

Waterberg District Municipality (WDM) The summary focuses on those municipal matters 

that are of importance to the District Municipality (DM) and to the Limpopo Department of 

Roads and Transport (LDRT) for co-ordination purposes. The emphasis is therefore on 

projects and financial and budgetary issues. The chapter also attempts to pinpoint potential 

significant funding gaps that might exist to finance important projects. 

7.1  Summaries of Local Integrated Transport Plans 

All local municipalities under the jurisdiction of the WDM were analysed individually with 
respect to their compliance with National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009. The Act 

requires the Local Municipalities to prepare the Local Integrated Transport Plans. Such 

plans are then incorporated into the Integrated Development Plans and further submitted to 

the DM for incorporation into the DITP. 

7.1.1 Modimolle Local Municipality 

 
Local Integrated Transport Plan Schematic outline 
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7.1.1.1 Introduction 

Modimolle is the administrative capital of the Waterberg Region and consist of three 

settlements, namely, Modimolle, Mabatlaneand Mabaleng. The municipality is more or less 
155km South West of Polokwane and 149km East of Lephalale, it is gradually growing as a 

commercial centre and currently exports grapes, peaches and watermelon. The local 

municipality has no LITP. However, the Spatial Development Framework (SDF) and 

Integrated Development Plan (IDP) of the municipality reflect issues that are of relevance to 

transport planning. 

7.1.1.2 Transport Status Quo 

In terms of transport infrastructure, the R33 (Nelson Mandela Drive) remains the dominant 

spine along which the town traditionally developed. The Central Business District (CBD) 

exhibits a strong linear pattern and there are some business developments along the R101 

(Thabo Mbeki Street) North of the R101`s intersection with the R33. The fact that business 

development failed to penetrate along other main arterials is a reflection of the dominance 

of the R101 and lower levels of traffic carried by the other major routes. 

 

From the transportation planning perspective, Section 37(4) of the National Land Transport 

Act, Act No.5 of 2009 states: 

“a person must not transport dangerous substances in the area of a planning 

authority except on a route so designated and indicated in an Integrated transport 
plan, where such a route has been determined and published”. 

 

It is therefore crucial that a study be conducted to determine and designate a route for the 

transportation of dangerous substances in the area of Modimolle Local Municipality. The 

gap identified with respect to this aspect in the municipality is that the road signs displayed 
are silent about warning dangerous goods carriers about their being prohibited from 

entering the municipality or Central Business District. 

 

The main railway route from Johannesburg to Musina passes through this local 

municipality. The Modimolle station used to cater for passenger services coming from 

Gauteng en-route to Mookgophong, Mokopane, Polokwane and visa-versa. The current 
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condition of this station indicates that it could have the potential to be revitalised to serve 

passengers once again.  

Although land use studies conducted in the past reflect that the main railway line could 
remain a strong barrier for development to the East, in terms of planning of transport 

infrastructure, a developmental opportunity can be exploited within the vicinity of the railway 

station. This could be in the form of inviting foreign investors to embark on what is referred 

to as station concessioning. This is a Public-Private Partnership initiative concept that 

allows investors to finance, develop and operate the station and the surrounding 
environment. Should the municipality consider development in this area, it should consider 

doing detailed studies of assessing the feasibility of various investment models. 

7.1.1.3  Transport Needs Assessment 

The municipality is strategically located adjacent to the N1, which links Gauteng and 

Limpopo Province. The R33 is a freight corridor that connects the East and the Wes. It is 

used to a large extent, by trucks passing through Modimolle to Lephalale Local Municipality. 

The road is very narrow and many accidents have occurred due to the high truck traffic 

density. However the Road is currently in the process of being changed to a national road 

and is being upgraded. 

 

The R101 is a mobility link that connects the South to the East and trucks are restricted to 

use this road. A fine of R10 000 is being stipulated for non-compliance.Truck driving from 
Bela-Bela to Modimolle use Eersbewoon road pass through Modimolle town and then 

proceed to Mookgophong or Polokwane using the R101. 

 

Modal facilities 

In as far as public transport is concerned the Modimolle Local Municipality has four Modal 
facilities, one in Vaalwater (Mabatlane), two in Modimolle town and one in Phagameng. The 

distance from Phagameng to Modimolle Central Business District is about 3km by which 

some people prefer to walk to town. There is currently no taxi rank in Alma (Mabaleng) and 

most of the people make use of lifts from private car owners. Public transport to Alma from 

Modimolle town is currently being challenged by the District road condition. The two access 

roads to Mabaleng are district roads and currently gravel roads. The railway link from 
Modimolle to Mabatlane is currently closed and was previously used to transport agricultural 

produce. 
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7.1.1.4 Transport Improvement Proposals 

Due to the lack of local integrated transport plans in the Modimolle Local Municipality, no 

transport improvement proposal has been submitted for consideration, yet there is a critical 
need identified for upgrade of a Vehicle testing station, which is situated in 

Modimolle/Phagameng. There is also a need for the establishment of a satellite/mobile 

leaners licensing facility to serve Mabaleng and Mabatlane. 

 

Although emergency services and firefighting is captured in the Integrated Development 
Plan 2011/12 as a function of the Waterberg District Municipality, the Modimolle Local 

Municipality is still responsible for providing areas that need to be improved to render it 

more establish personnel in Mabatlane to provide the service. 

7.1.1.5 Implementation Budgets and Programmes 

Numerous transportation system gaps and areas of improvements have been identified. 

However, these gaps need to consolidate in a framework that contains specific transport 

infrastructural projects that will be implemented in the next three years. Such a framework 

should essentially be in place to link specific spending objectives with their associated 

costs. The municipality has eight wards and eight ward committees that meet on a monthly 

basis. These ward committees represented by their councillors should participate in this 

local Integrated transport planning. 

 
The Modimolle Local Municipality, could, by virtue of the provision of section 11(2) of the 

National Land Transport Act, receive and decide on the application relating to operating 

licenses for services wholly in their areas of jurisdiction, excluding applications that must be 

made to the National Public Regulator or Provincial Regulatory Entity. Most importantly, 

officials with appropriate skills should be appointed and assigned to perform an operating 
license function. 
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7.1.2  Mookgophong Local Municipality 

 
Local Integrated Transport Plan Schematic outline 
 

7.1.2.1  Introduction 

The vision of Mookgophong Local Municipality is: 
“Together we promote and sustain a good quality of life to our people” 
VALUE SYSTEM 

• Tšhomišano/Samewerking/Co-operation; 
• Acceptance of Diversity; 
• Accountability; and  

• Batho Pele Principles 
The Mission states: 

“We pledge to deliver a safe, planned environment and a cost-effective quality 
service with the involvement of the community” 

The LM does not have an ITP and the IDP is silent about public transport related issues. 
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7.1.2.2 Transport Status Quo 

The IDP (2010/11) for Mookgophong Local Municipality States: 
“Due to the small nature of the towns it is not economic to run massive public 

transportation system. There is therefore no internal bus system running in all of the 

small towns in the Municipality. All major public transportation in the area is sourced 

from long distance transportation such as buses and taxis that are passing through 

the area to other major destinations such as Polokwane to the north and Gauteng to 

the south.” 

 

In as far as rail transport is concerned, there is a dormant branch line originating from 

Mookgophong station to Zebediela. There is also an active main line linking Mookgophong 

with Modimolle southerly direction and with Mokopane northern direction. Although currently 

used, the Mookgophong station is not in good condition and needs to be repaired in order 

to become a better station.  

7.1.2.3 Transport Needs Assessment 

The IDP 2010/11 has the roads and storm water project as priority 2. The objective stated in 

this regard is as follows: 

• To upgrade roads and storm water drainage system to effective disperse of storm 

water without damage to properties and inconveniencing communities in the urban 

areas of Mookgophong; and 

• To improve parking facilities 

7.1.2.4  Transport Improvement Proposal 

The local roads in the Municipality are wide enough to allow for future road widening with 

the average street reserve of 18 meters wide. Table7.1 is a summary of all the roads and 

their respective width and service conditions. 
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Table 7.1  State of roads and storm water 

Extension  Standard 
Naboomspruit town  
Naboomspruit Ext.1 Good, street reserve 18,89m wide. Fully surfaced roads. 
Naboomspruit Ext.2 There is however, inadequate internal storm water 

control, 
Naboomspruit Ext.3 especially during heavy rainfall 
Golf Park Township  
Mookgophong Ext.4 All roads still gravelled & no internal storm water 

 

Roads in the Mookgophong Township are all surfaced. However, in the newer extensions 
not all roads are surfaced. All internal roads in the Roedtan are gravelled. The Provincial 

roads that traverse the area are the only roads which are tarred in the town and are in good 

condition. The gravel roads in the town are maintained every 3 8months or after heavy rain 

falls. 

7.1.2.5 Implementation Budgets and Programmes 

The Integrated Development Plan 2010/11 has identified Mookgophong Township 
Extensions 2,3 and 5 as areas that need immediate attention in terms of maintenance. 

However, it is important that the Mookgophong Local Municipality prepares a detailed Local 

Integrated Transport Plan so as to ensure that all transport related issues receive the 

attention they deserve.  
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7.1.3  Mogalakwena Local Municipality 

 
Local Integrated Transport Plan Schematic outline 

7.1.3.1  Introduction 

Mogalakwena Integrated Development Plan 2010/11 acknowledges the fact that an 

“Integrated Transport Plan” is an indispensable statutory sectoral plan that must be 

prepared and updated annually. However, the plan is silent about making budgetary 

provision for the preparation of the local integrated transport plan. 

7.1.3.2 Transport Status Quo 

The preliminary data collected based on the transport infrastructure within the jurisdiction of 

the Mogalakwena local municipal areas shows that there is a need to carry out detailed 

local integrated transport plan as required by the National Land Transport Act, Act no5 of 

2009. 

7.1.3.3 Transport Needs Assessment 

It needs to be acknowledged that the Mogalakwena Integrated Development plan public 

participation steering committee is in place, and could be used as means of getting to 

understand the transport needs of transport users around Mogalakwena. This public 
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participation process could further be used as a means of soliciting additional input from 

residents, communities and other stakeholders such as traditional leaders. These 

stakeholders‘roles and responsibilities are described as that of representing the interest of 
transport users in general. Based on the assessed transport needs, there are also no formal 

inter-modal facilities for taxis operating in this area. There is a criticalneed to establish such 

facilities in the municipal area. 

7.1.3.4 Transport Improvement Proposals 

The Mogalakwena Integrated Development plan 2010/11 is silent about making any 
transport infrastructural improvement within the municipal area. It is therefore proposed that 

a detailed local Integrated transport plan be prepared so as to explicitly identify transport 

infrastructures that should be considered for development. 

 

7.1.3.5 Implementation Budgets and Programmes 

A budget allocation can only be made based on a detailed local Integrated transport plans. 

The plan would make it possible to cost the establishment of specific infrastructural projects 

that have been planned for at Provincial level of government. For example the 2011/12 
financial year budget shows that R2 billion has been set aside for projects such as “traffic 
stations, inter-modal facilities, weighbridges, bridges, roads and roads maintenance” 
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7.1.4  Bela-Bela Local Municipality 

 
Local Integrated Transport Plan Schematic outline 

7.1.4.1  Introduction 

The vision of the Bela-Bela Local Municipality, as contained in its Integrated Development 

Plan 2010/11, is 

“to strive for the development of the municipality to be safe, prosperous and 
well maintained”. 

To archive this, the municipality needs: 

• The combined efforts of all the residents of the municipality regardless of race, age 

and gender; 

• The assistance of departments in the other two spheres of government; and 

• The municipality Council of Bela-Bela as the Diving force toward it all. 

7.1.4.2  Transport Status Quo 

The municipality sees integrated transport planning as the competency of the provincial and 

national government and therefore does not see any need to be engaged in planning. 

All roads that are classified as district roads are the responsibility of the district municipality 

to maintain, upgrade and control. Only those roads inside town and townships of Bela-Bela 

municipality are the responsibility of the Bela-Bela municipality to maintain, upgrade and 
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control. The Integrated Development Plan does not include a comprehensive Integrated 

Transport Plan. 

7.1.4.3  Transport Needs Assessment 

The area of Bela-Bela is a transit area for the movement of heavy traffic often carrying 

hazardous chemicals by road and rail in directions North and South and South and North 

through the area. Road transport is via the N1, the R010 and the rail network to the 

northern parts of the Province and beyond. The volumes and frequency of the traffic is very 

high and the risk is considered as very high. Authorities in the area have some control over 
the movement when they are informed of large shipments and peak traffic during some 

periods like Easter weekends. They have no control over the small shipments which is 

aggravated by higher frequency of movement on the N1 and R101 of vehicles that plan to 

evade the facilities at Mantsole Traffic Control Station. Hazchem spillage will affect 

agriculture with regard to the underground water should road or rail accidents happen in 

close proximity to the Pienaarsrivier on the N1 and R101. The biggest threat to people is a 

road accident in town and rail accidents in the industrial area due to the movement of the 

trucks and goods trains through the town. 

 

The Hazchem problem is further aggravated by the fact that the emergency services of 

Bela-Bela have no Hazchem equipment to deal with any accident. EMS staff is of the 

opinion that they have basic skills but lack the resource and equipment to support the skills. 
In case of an accident the nearest Hazchem response will be from Tshwane or Polokwane 

in the form of Tshwane EMS and Wastetech. The Municipality and other stakeholders are 

very worried about the response times should a major incident occur. The frequency and 

volume of Hazchem movement through the Bela-Bela Municipal area warrant the 

establishment of a Hazchem response facility that has the ability to operate and to support it 
Municipal neighbours of Tshwane and Polokwane. Bela-Bela is ideally situated to support 

the other Municipalities in the neighbourhood.  

7.1.4.4 Transport Improvement Proposal 

Regarding the road transport infrastructure, there is a need to rehabilitate access roads at 

Settlers, Radium and Bospoort. Provision should also be made to pave access roads 

stretching a distance of 6km in Bela-Bela. The Bela-Bela railway station could be 
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resuscitated by means of applying investment models proposed for the redevelopment of 

Modimolle Station. 

7.1.4.5  Implementation Budgets and Programmes 

There is a need to craft a Disaster Management Plan which should be based on a risk and 

vulnerability assessment or analysis which needs to incorporate the following key issues: 

• Incorporation of risk areas of Municipality; 

• Emergency Services required shall be identified and linked to the high risk areas; 

• Baseline data of relevant information in the municipal area and District shall be 

collected and collated and made available for disaster management planning; 

• An updated inventory of available equipment, vehicles and other resources shall be 

kept. 

• An Early Warning System shall be developed to ensure pre-warning and emergency 

preparedness of the local people in the event of any eventuality; 

• An Emergency Response Centre is necessary for co-odination of response to 

disaster; and 

• Standard Operating Procedures are needed and have to be revised and updated 

periodically to keep abreast with challenges emanating from threat of disaster. 
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7.1.5  Lephalale Local Municipality 

 
Local Integrated Transport Plan Schematic outline 

 

7.1.5.1 Introduction 

Lephalale is the economic hub of the municipal area and around the focus for development 

mainly around the Central Business District (CBD). The poor and previously disadvantaged 

communities in this region are scattered throughout the entire area, with the majority living 

in Marapong in a north-westerly direction. 

 

The Local Municipality acknowledges the fact that an Integrated Transport Plan must be in 

place to formulate the local authority`s official vision, policy and objectives relating to 

transport. The municipality further accepts that the plan must be compatible with the 
national and provincial policies. It is through an Integrated Transport plan that specific 

projects and their priorities can be identified and budgeted for. In terms of the new Act, 

Lephalale Local Municipality is responsible for the preparation of Local Integrated Transport 

Plans. If it lacks capacity, to carry out the function, the MEC is empowered in terms of 

section 9(c) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 which states that the MEC 

may “assist municipalities that lack the necessary staff or resources in meeting their 
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responsibilities and performing their functions and duties with regard to land transport 

planning” 

7.1.5.2 Transport Status Quo 

Spatial separations and disparities between towns and townships have caused inefficient 

provision of basic services, and transport costs are enormous. It further hinders the creation 

of a core urban complex that is essential for a healthy spatial pattern. In order to improve on 

the current transport status quo, a modal integration concept for Lephalale would be ideal. 

This would help to concentrate public transport amenities within a common geographical 
space. The advantage accruing out of this concept is that passengers would be enabled to 

access different public transport modes within close proximity of one another. 

7.1.5.3 Transport Needs Assessment 

Due to the limited land owned by the local authority, it is difficult to drive specific 

developmental aspects due to the limited land available that could be utilized as an 

attractive marketing strategy. It is therefore important to establish mechanisms that will 

ensure that thelocal authority is in a position to facilitate local development in all terrains of 

development and expansion of activities, infrastructure and facilities. Areas where there is a 

need for additional land are more specifically in the Lephalale area and rural areas with 

more specific reference to the Mokerong area. 

7.1.5.4 Transport Improvement Proposals 

The locality of the municipal area in relation to the rest of the country ensures that a number 
of important regional routes transverse the area. There is also a freight rail railway line from 

Gauteng that links Pretoria station, Madibeng, Rustenburg, Northam, Thabazimbi and 

Lephalale (Grootgeluk). The North West Department of Roads and Transport, had in the 

past, conducted a feasibility study with a view to resuscitating the same railway line from 

Sun City to Pretoria station. The Lephalale Local Municipality could, during the preparation 
of its Local Integrated Transport Plan explore market potential for the conveyance of 

passengers by rail from Lephalale to Pretoria via Thabazimbi. The rail network is in place 

and well maintained by Transnet Freight Rail. 
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7.1.5.5 Implementation Budgets and Programmes 

As a way forward, there has to be a Disaster Management Plan that would enhance the 

capacity of the Lephalale Municipality in preventing and dealing with different types of 
disaster. At this point in time, the Lephalale Municipality does not have a disaster 

management plan or a contingency plan, which should be followed during an emergency 

situation. The Protection Service Division of the Municipality is in process of establishing 

various “associations” within the local community to facilitate that the action groups are 

informed about their roles and responsibilities in the case of an emergency or a disaster. 

7.1.6 Thabazimbi Local Municipality 

 
Local Integrated Transport Plan Schematic outline 
 

7.1.6.1 Introduction 

The Vision of Thabazimbi Local Municipality is: 

“To be the leading Municipality that offers quality services to the broader 
community in the most economic, affordable, equitable and sustainable 

manner” 
The Mission is captured as: 
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“Thabazimbi Municipality is committed to the upliftment of the community through 

provision of services by ensuring: 

• Sensitiveness and Responsiveness to the needs of the people 

• By promoting participatory democracy and transparent governance 

• Facilitation of economic growth and eradication of poverty 

Thabazimbi`s Integrated Development Plan is silent about preparation of an Integrated 

Transport Plan to be incorporated as a sectoral plan. 

7.1.6.2 Transport Status Quo 

Although nothing is being said about the LITP during the Integrated Development Planning 

process, issues related to transport have been raised. The current state of intermodal 
facilities are said to be not acceptable. The emphasis raised was that some taxi ranks are 

still operated informally on-street or from vacant off-streets areas. Many facilities lack basic 

infrastructure such as toilets, shelter, paving or informal trading facilities.  

 

It is that the current bus subsidies budget makes little provision for learner transport. 

Despite the fact that more than 47% of the population within the Thabazimbi Local 
Municipality is 19 years or younger, no formal learner transport system is in place either 

within the urban or rural. 

 

The Transportation related issues that are of relevance to the taxi operators is that there is 

lack of formalization of the taxi industry. Most of the permits that were issued prior to 2001 

are radius based permits, and allow the permit holder to operate on any route within a 

specific radius of the origin. This results in duplication of services and contributes to 

violence on routes shared between taxi associations. Guidance with regards to the 

formalisation of the taxi industry through the proposed Permit Conversion Process and Taxi 

Recapitalisation Process is imperative within the public transport industry. 

 
The cost of Public Transport Services is said to be unaffordable, given the low levels of 

household income within the Thabazimbi Municipal Area, it is vital to keep fares to a 

minimum. However, only a few bus routes are being subsidized, hence the bulk of the 

population within the region is paying a premium for making use of public transport. 
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7.1.6.3 Transport Improvement Proposals 

It is stated that the Local Municipality has 12 wards and has a Public Participation structure 

in place. As a way forward in trying to explore the needs of the community during the 
preparation of the Local Integrated Transport Plan, the same structure could be organized 

to explore the possibility of resuscitating a rail passenger service from Thabazimbi to both 

Lephalale and Gauteng. 

7.1.6.4 Implementation Budgets and Programmes 

The International status of the Waterberg Biosphere, which includes the Marakele National 
Park, can create additional opportunities in the area. The possible extension of the 

Biosphere to include Madikwe, Atherstone, Thaba Tholo and Welgevonden Game Reserve 

should be explored. The GIS system can be utilised to assist the Tourism Association to 

update information on facilities and activities. 

7.2 Summary of Budgets and Programmes per Local Municipality 

During the district integrated transport planning process, neither of these local municipalities 

could provide an updated local integrated transport plan. There is therefore a need to 

capacitate the local municipalities so as to enable them to facilitate integrated transport 

planning. In as far as budgeting and project funding is concerned, no one of the local 

municipalities could provide a budget and programmes related to integrate transport 

planning. There is therefore a need to ensure that the funds that flow through the Division of 

Revenue Act from National Treasury, be linked with specific integrated transport planning 

programmes. A need to create awareness with respect to the budgeting process and the 

sources of funds for executing projects is extremely indispensable for all local 
municipalities. 
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CHAPTER 8 
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8 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter aims to list different strategies and projects as developed in the previous 
chapters of District Integrated Transport Plan. The identified and prioritised new 

infrastructure development and maintenance projects will be aligned with the budgetary 

programme of the municipality. A budget and programme for a five-year period must be 

detail than the following for years of this time horizon. Particular attention will be drawn to 

projects for which a budget has been allocated during the five-year planning period and for 

which there is a realistic chance of implementation. 
 

A strategic plan for the District Municipality is derived from the Integrated Development Plan 

and comprises key outcomes as derived from the mission statement. A time frame of three 

to five years is attached to the strategic plan. 

8.1 Budgeting 

A budget is essentially a framework linking specific spending objectives with their 

associated costs. The various objectives have been summarised in Chapter 6 and the 

associated costs have been outlined in Part C. 

8.1.1 Summary of Proposals 

The Division of Revenue Act, 2000 as articulated by Reddy, Singh and Moodley (2003:20) 

is a significant piece of legislation that impacts on local government funding. It gives effect 

to Section 214(1) of the Constitution, which requires the Act of Parliament to provide the 
equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the government. Schedule 3B of the 

Act focuses on grants allocated to local government, and the WDM would therefore form 

part of the beneficiaries. 

8.1.2 Funding Strategy (Sources of Income and Funding Constraints) 

The prerequisite for putting together a comprehensive funding strategy will be to establish 

the investment requirements and plans for the Waterberg District Municipality. This will 
require the analysis of what investment has been made to date, as well as what investment 

will need to be made in future. 
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Once the requirements have been established as explained above, the various sources of 

funding will have to be explored depending on the type of investment required. The 

provisions of the Municipal Finance Management Act, which empowers the Municipalities to 
source funding from sources other than the fiscal, will have to be explored. 

 

The following sources of income will also need to be taken into account: 

• The local Municipalities; 

• District Municipalities; 

• Provincial Government; and 

• National Government. 

8.1.3 Prioritisation of Projects 

In this final chapter the aim is to reduce the lists of prioritized projects as developed above, 

as well as projects identified during the preparation of the Operating Licence Strategy and 

Rationalisation Plan, to an implementation plan that is affordable given the available 

budgets and the different sources of funding available to the planning authority. 
 

The initial step would be to identify all possible sources of funding that will be available for 

transport over the next five-year implementation period. The costs for implementation the 

identified projects also need to be estimated. The available funding then needs to be 

matched with the costs of implementing the prioritized projects to determine the affordability 

cut-off line. (See Part C) 

8.1.4 Budget per Project and Programme 

It is recommended that the selected projects now be further described in terms of project 

plans, which should specify: 

• Project objectives and how these objectives will be achieved. (For example, should the 

project entail the upgrading of a public transport facility, one of the project objectives 

could be to provide a permanent surface for vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Minimum 

requirements could relate to the areas requiring paving, type of material to be used, 

etc.); 

• Project outputs, targets and locations. (For example, the project outputs could be the 

phased updating of the facility in terms of paving or any other element of the transport 
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facility. Targets should relate to the period of time in which the different phases of 

upgrading should take place); 

• Project tasks/activities, responsible agencies and timing. This will typically relate to the 

breakdown of the project into tasks including the implementation programme. 

Responsible agencies and their involvement in the project will be listed; 

• Project costs, including budget estimates and sources of finance; and 

• Any further information or remarks relating to the specific project. 

This draft project proposal will be submitted to the Integrated Development Plan Steering 

Committee for integration into the Integrated Development Plan process. Provision is made 

to revise the proposals so that they are in line with the Integrated Development Plan 

objectives or resources. 

8.2 Conclusion 

It is hereby concluded that all local municipalities under the jurisdiction of the Waterberg 
District Municipality should be made aware of the provision of section 17 of the National 

Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009. The Act empowers the municipalities to perform an 

operating licence function. Of critical importance for such municipalities is to ensure that 

there is a dedicated official appointed either on a full time or part time basis. It is 

recommended that such officials’ possess specialised knowledge, training or experience in 
public transport related matters. 
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(PART B) 

COMPREHENSIVE REPORT ON RAIL NETWORK, BUS 
OPERATIONS AND MODAL INTEGRATION STRATEGY 

 

1. Rail Network Report within the Waterberg District Municipality 

2. Bus Operations Report 
3. Modal Integration Strategy 
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1 RAIL NETWORK 

1.1 Introduction 

Rail transport remains a suitable mode of transport to convey passengers and freight in 

large volumes. This rail network report constitutes the supply side of the passenger rail 

transport industry within the jurisdiction of the Waterberg District Municipality. Occasionally, 
the report comments on freight transport as the infrastructure under analysis encompasses 

both freight and passenger transport. Of worth noting is that there are fewer rail passenger 

services today than they were in the past ie (1980s). The early rail system was developed 

to meet the economic and social needs of the growing nation. The population has grown 

tremendously along the rail corridor but the rail services have been terminated and a station 

such as Pienaarsrivier has been abandoned. 
 

In as far as freight transport is concerned, which is operated by Transnet Freight Rail, the 

carrier is suitable for bulky and heavy freight shipped in large volumes. Products that can 

be safely transported are chemicals, coal, petroleum, and other goods that have low per-

unit value. Transnet Freight Rail remains a suitable carrier to transport all classes of 

hazardous materials with safety taken as the first consideration. Of worth noting, rail rates 

are cost effective because of the economics of scale advantage over road based transport. 

As encapsulated in the National Development Plan (2013), the Waterberg District 

Municipality should recognise the rail transport system as the backbone for 

…Leading the provision of an integrated, sustainable, reliable and safe transport 

system through planning, developing, coordinating, promoting and implementing 

transport policies, regulations and strategies. 

1.2 Problem Statement Related to Passenger Rail Transport in Limpopo 

Within the Integrated Transport Planning setting, the purpose of rail transport is to facilitate 

and coordinate the development of sustainable rail transport policies, infrastructure 

development strategies, and economic and safety regulations. The rail division of the 

Department of Transport also support and monitor the oversight of rail entities and the 

implementation of integrated rail services. 
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Although the purpose of rail transport is well articulated as enunciated above, the problem 

that remains is that there is no operational plan in place in the whole Limpopo as evidenced 

by the National Household Survey (2013) in Table 1. 

Table 1.1 Problems related to the operations of passenger train services 

TRANSPORT RELATED 
PROBLEMS 

% 
Problems 
Limpopo 

% 
Problems 
RSA 

COMMENTS 

No trains available 0,3 1,2 Indeed trains are not 
available in LP 

Trains are not reliable 0,1 1,2 General perception 
nowadays 

Trains too far 0,1 0,8 Rail stations are far from 
residential area 

No trains at specific times 0,1 0,6 No trains when needed 
Trains too expensive 0,1 0,2 Expensive when not 

coordinated 
Source: Adapted from NHS (2013) 

 

For the mere fact that trains cannot be made available when needed, the travelling public 

perceive that as an unreliable service. The history of passenger rail in South Africa has 

always positioned stations at remote areas from residential areas. This phenomenon has 
precipitated additional generalised costs incurred by prospective transport users hence 

there is a perception that trains are too expensive. 

1.3 Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA) 

The Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa’s mandate is contained in the South African 

Transport Services Act (1989), as amended in November 2008. At the request of the 

Department of Transport, the Act requires the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa 

(PRASA) to provide rail commuter services within the suburban areas of South Africa. In 

consultation with the Department of Transport, PRASA also provide for long haul passenger 
rail and bus services within and without South Africa and is required to leverage off its 

assets to generate income, and to have due regard to key government social, economic 

and transport policy objectives. 
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1.4 PRASA’s strategic goals over the medium term 

• To ensure a rail transport system that is safe and secure 

• Transit orientated developments and new generation stations.  

• Unlock the value of assets, such as the telecommunications network and the 

property portfolio 

• Modernise operations in critical areas such as ticketing, cabling, booking systems 
and energy regeneration. 

• Improve the quality of services 

• Continue with its modernisation strategy, which entails acquiring new reliable trains 

and upgrading depots, stations, signalling and all other infrastructure 

• Enhance the efficiencies and reliability of the rail transport sector by: 

• Promulgating a Rail White Paper in 2014 

• Enacting legislation by 2015/16 which drives investment and reform in the rail 

industry 

• Increasing the passenger rail volumes by 2.5 per cent annually. 

• Ensure an efficient and integrated infrastructure network that serves as a catalyst for 
social and economic development 

• To improve access, infrastructure and mobility in rural areas 

• To improve the public transport systems 

• To increase the contribution of the transport sector to job creation 

• To enhance the contribution of the transport sector to environmental protection. 

• Ensure a safe railway environment by: 

• Developing rail safety policy and regulations and reducing the number of accidents 

and incidents due to unsafe infrastructure or equipment by 10 per cent by 2014/15 

• Increasing safety compliance through the introduction of a penalty regime by 2014 

• Reducing the total number of incidents and accidents by 10 per cent in 2014/15. 
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li. ROTTERDAM 

 

Figure 1.1  Rotterdam Halt 

Rotterdam is a Halt that is non-functional and also serves as a warning Board that the train 
is approaching the Opblaas Inter-loop (Crossing point). The most frequent rolling stock 

operating here are the Transnet Freight Rail’s General Freight Business. 

lii. Opblaas Halt / Inter-loop 

 

Figure 1.2 Oplaas Halt / Inter-loop 
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Oplaas Inter-loop or crossing point is situated 46km on the southern side of Polokwane 

Station and 19km on the Northern side of Potgietersrus (Mokopane) Station. The Inter-loop 

is operationally under the control of Potgietersrus (Mokopane Station) in the Waterberg 

District Municipality. 

liii. Oplaas Halt: Inter-loop (Crossing point) 

 

Figure 1.3  Oplaas Inter-loop (Crossing point) 

The rail network at the Inter-loop or Crossing point is well maintained with the hand 

operated point locked to ensure the safe operation of the rolling stock. The potential hazard 
prevalent at this Inter-loop is the uncontrollable germination of natural vegetation closer to 

the rail network. This has the potential to precipitate the fire risk particularly when the rolling 

stock is stationary at the Inter-loop. 
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Strategic goals 
• To ensure a rail transport system that is safe and secure 

• UPGRADING DEPOTS, STATIONS, SIGNALS AND ALL OTHER 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

Figure 1.4  Oplaas Inter-loop (Crossing point) 

Figure 1.4 portrays the Inter-loop (Crossing point) where provision is made for the parking 

of two trains and thus allowing a prioritised train in this section to move on the main running 

line. The Clearance Mark appears to be slightly obscured and needs some maintenance in 

terms of repainting.  
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Figure 1.5  Oplaas Inter-loop (Crossing point) Staff Room 

Figure 1.5 is a disserted staff room at the Oplaas Inter-loop (Crossing point). The structure 

is currently not in use and it will be crucial to determine as to whether it belongs to the 

Transnet Properties, Transnet Freight Rail or PRASA. The owner of the land in which this 

structure is situated needs to be determined so as to give strategic direction in terms of any 

potential future developments. 

1.5 Strategic goals as derived from National Development Plan 

The plan envisages the promotion of South Africa as a major tourist destination, with unique 
features, in order to boost tourist numbers and enable tourism to contribute to sustainable 

economic growth and poverty reduction. 

• To promote the development and growth of sustainable domestic tourism throughout 

South Africa. 
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Figure 1.6  Lunsklip Halt 

Lunsklip is situated 40km away from the Southern side of Polokwane Station. It used to 

serve the community of the Capricorn District Municipality, more specifically, Aganang 

Local Municipality. This Halt used to be classified as a Station that catered for an array of 

passengers who dis-embarked from the South-Northerly passenger train systems. Most of 

the passengers utilising this station used to board feeder services of various modes of 

transport ranging from Donkey Carts, LDVs, Buses, Taxis and private cars. The station is 

currently not in use and the Station Building is completely vandalised. 

 

Of fundamental importance is to ensure that PRASA outlines its long term strategic 
objectives regarding whether it wants to invest or divest in this strategic asset. If a 

divestiture strategy is adopted, then it should be determined whether a Public-Private 

Partnership strategy should be given attention where the private sector can be invited to 

Rehabilitate, Operate and then Transfer the station back to PRASA after a specific time 

period agreed upon between the two parties. This approach is often referred to as ROT and 

could be applied in the case of where there is still hope to rehabilitate the existing buildings. 
A BOT (Build Operate and Transfer) strategy can be applied where the existing buildings 

can be demolished and new structures are erected by the private sector.  
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1.6 Strategic goals 

To improve access, infrastructure and mobility in rural areas 

To improve the public transport systems 

To embark on a rigorous asset management system 

 

Figure 1.7  Lunsklip Halt Operational Area 

The operational area refers to the platform area where passengers are able to entrain and 

disembark. This also includes the waiting room shelters and ablution facility area. Based on 

the observation of this halt, everything appears to be dilapidated and non-functional at this 
point in time. This may not be used as a facility to enable passengers to entrain and dis-

embark. 

 

Some observations gathered during the data collection were that there is adequate space 

for making provision for feeder and distribution services should it be decided to resuscitate 

the station. The PRASA’s view and long term investment or divestment strategy is sought to 
ensure that the Local Economic Strategy of Aganang Local Municipality / Mogalakwena 

Local Municipalities are given attention. 
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Figure 1.8  Lunsklip Halt (Transnet Freight Rail Rolling Stock Operation in transit) 

Based on the observation from the Eastern side of the Halt, it is evident that the Transnet 

Freight Rail rolling stock is more operational in this rail network. This will therefor need the 

intervention of Transnet Freight Rail for the development of the area. If the Passenger Rail 
Agency of South Africa takes a strategic view with regard to the development of the area, it 

will be crucial to involve the Aganang Local Municipality, Mogalakwena Local Municipalities 

as well the respective Traditional Leaders as part of the public participation exercise. 

 

1.7 Strategic goals 

• The need to invest heavily in transport is recognised as is the need to carefully 

prioritise these investments. 

• Rail Infrastructure and Industry Development coordinates the development, 

maintenance of and investment in rail infrastructure. 

• To improve public transport planning and integrate it with spatial planning, 
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MOKOPANE 
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Figure 1.9  Western side of Mokopane Station 

The Mokopane Station is situated in the Mogalakwena Local Municipality and is 220 km 

away from Pretoria. This was one of the busiest Railway Stations in the Province of 

Limpopo during the 1980s. The station is currently owned and operated by the Passenger 

Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA). When the passenger rail transport service was at its 

growth phase during the 1980s, Mokopane Station served rural villages as a hub and spoke 

passenger logistics centre. The main drawback at this Station was that there was no 

provision made for the establishment of an Inter-Modal Facility to promote the concept of 

Modal Integration. Passengers walked more or less half a kilometre away to board their 

feeder and distribution services.  
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Figure 1.10  Mokopane / Shoprite Modal Facility Utilisation 

Mokopane / Shoprite Modal Facility 

As reflected in Table 1, the Mokopane / Shoprite Modal Facility serve remote destinations. 

These are Bakenberg, Ga-Molekane, Lebowa West (Lesodi), Mapela and Zebediela. The 

furthest of these destinations is Lebowa West, and is more or less Sixty five kilometres (65 
km) away from the town of Mokopane. 

Table 1.2  Taxi routes served by Mokopane / Shoprite 

FROM MOKOPANE / 
SHOPRITE TO KM OP VEHICLES 

P/D 
TOTAL 

PASSENGERS 
P/D 

Bakenberg 35 39 546 
Ga Molekane 25 34 476 
Lebowa West (Lesodi) 65 30 420 
Mapela 30 121 1694 
Zebediela 53 11 154 
TOTAL  235 3290 
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Figure 1.11  Mokopane / Caltex Modal Facility Utilisation 

 

Table 1.3  Mokopane / Caltex Local Operators 

FROM MOKOPANE / CALTEX TO OP VEHICLES 
TOTAL 

PASSENGERS 
P/D 

Extension 14 39 546 
Ga Madiba 21 294 
Hospital View 44 616 
Letsatsing 9 126 
Moshate 19 266 
Outline 31 434 
Phadula 13 182 
Sekgakgapeng 15 210 
Tshamahansi 24 336 
Mahwelereng Zone 1& 2 67 938 
TOTAL 282 3948 

 
Based on the presented statistics, it is apparent that this modal facility is extremely busy 

during the afternoon peak time. The total number of vehicles operating from this modal 
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facility from 06:00 to 18:00 was 282. This means the volume of passengers who have 

departed from this Facility on that specific day was 3948. A huge challenge observed here 

is that the facility is too small to accommodate all operating vehicles. 

1.8 Proposed Solution 

An alternative option would be to move this facility to a place where there will be adequate 

space to provide a complementary service with other modes such as buses and rail service. 
A feasibility study for the location of an inter-modal facility with adequate static capacity is 

needed. Mokopane PRASA Station is favourably located and has adequate space to 

accommodate both local and long distance taxi services. 

1.9 Summary of vehicles operating from Mogalakwena 

 

Figure 1.12  Mogalakwena Vehicle Distribution 

Based on the operating vehicles data collected in Mogalakwena, Figure 7 above depicts the 

total number of outbound vehicles for the two modal facilities surveyed, i.e. Mokopane / 
Caltex and Mokopane / Shoprite. Mokopane / Caltex registered 738 outbound vehicles 

while Mokopane / Shoprite registered 703 giving a total of 1441 vehicles during the time 

period 06h00-18h00. This high utilisation suggests the need for a well-structured intermodal 

facility in Mokopane. While the construction of an intermodal facility can be taken as a long 

term project, the existing modal facilities should be adequately maintained with adequate 

51%
49%

MOGALAKWENA VEHICLE DISTRIBUTION

CALTEX

SHOPRITE
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ablution amenities taking into consideration a huge number of passenger movement and 

bottlenecks experienced. 

 

DESTINATION TOURISM SIGNIFICANCE 
(RAIL HISTORY MOKOPANE STATION) 

 

Figure 1.13  Tourist attraction facility: Locomotive in Mokopane 

Figure 8 portrays a facility that has the opportunity to be seen by individuals who are out on 

transportation and tourism academic trips. The facility can also be visited by those who are 

out of home for visiting friends and relatives in the vicinity of Mokopane during their leisure 

time. Based on the observation, the facility’s surrounding area has not been getting periodic 

maintenance. Clarification is sought from the Mogalakwena Local Municipality’s Local 

Economic Development in terms of who should maintain the facility.  

1.10 Tourism strategic initiatives 

Promote and support the growth and development of an equitable, competitive and 

sustainable tourism sector enhancing its contribution to national priorities. 

Tourism in South Africa provides for the promotion of domestic and international tourism. 

Tourism is a national priority and has the potential to contribute significantly to economic 
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development. The national tourism sector strategy provides a blueprint for the tourism 

sector to meet the growth targets contained in the new growth path. 

1.10.1 Strategic goals 

• To enhance the contribution of the transport sector to environmental protection 

• expand tourist infrastructure 

• improve the range and quality of tourist services 

• increase the impact of tourism on the livelihood of all South Africans 

• improve the tourist experience and value for money 

• improve research and knowledge management 

 

The front and operational area of the Mokopane Station shows that it is fairly maintained 
as viewed from the Western side of the Station (See Figure 4). The platform or operational 

area is fairly clean with a waiting room as well as ablution facilities. The only rail passenger 

services noticeable here is the Johannesburg Musina service and this only serves principal 

stations such as Polokwane and Louis Trichardt en-route.  The Station is currently not 

being adequately utilised as seen from the operational area. However, for this station to be 

viable and ensuring that it becomes an efficient and integrated infrastructure network that 

serves as a catalyst for social and economic development, it requires various modes of 

transport such as Metered Taxis, buses and private vehicles.    

1.11  Metered taxi services 

In terms of Section 66(1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009, the entity 
granting operating licences may specify Mokopane Station as an area for picking up 

passengers. 

• If the operating licence or permit specifies such an area, the vehicle may leave that 

area if, on the return journey, it is to carry the same passengers that it carries on the 

outward journey or if the vehicle is to return empty. 

• The vehicle may pick up passengers outside of that area if the fare is pre-booked 

and the passengers will return to such area. 
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• Any particular journey may be operated at a fare not determined by the meter if the 

fare for that journey has been agreed upon before the journey begins, but the meter 

must be kept running for the information of passengers.   

1.12 Charter services 

Section 67(1) states that an operating licence may authorise the holder to undertake pre-

booked charter services in the areas or zones as specified by the entity granting the 

operating licence, which may or may not be in addition to other services authorised by that 

licence. If the operating licence specifies an area for picking up passengers, such a vehicle 

may: 

• Leave the area or zone described in the operating licence if, on the return journey, it 

is to carry the same passengers that it carries on the outward journey or if the 

vehicle is to return to that area empty. 

• Pick up passengers outside that area or zone if the fare is pre-booked and the 

passengers will return to such area. 

Where the application is made for an operating licence for vehicle hires with drivers as 

charter services, the entity granting the operating licence must evaluate whether the 

services should rather be provided as metered taxi services, and, if it grants the application 

for a charter service, should attach appropriate conditions. 

It can be concluded that car use and parking demand management IRPTN will form a 
viable, car competitive mobility option. 
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MOKOPANE STATION 

 

Figure 1.14  Mokopane Station: Transnet Freight Rail side 

Although this Station belongs to PRASA, the most frequent rolling stock operating in this 
network is the Transnet Freight Rolling Stock. Also noticeable from the station area is that 

there is static capacity to accommodate passenger train services. What appears to be 

critical at this point in time is to stimulate the demand side of the equation to ensure that the 

passenger rail services are given attention. There is therefore a need to conduct a 

feasibility study to ensure that the existing and potential rail passenger markets are given 

attention. There is a need to introduce new technological innovation in the rail industry and 
this should be incorporated within the Waterberg District Municipality’s District Integrated 

Transport Plan.  
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MOOKGOPHONG 

 
Mookgophong erstwhile Naboomspruit Town is one of the oldest towns which have 
celebrated its centenary in 2010. Despite the many administrative challenges which the 

Municipality faced, it was able to obtain third position in the cleanest town completion and 

its water quality surpasses most of the many Municipalities. 

 

MOOKGOPHONG STATION 

 

Figure 1.15  Mookgophong Station 
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Mookgophong Railway Station is situated 50 km South of Mokopane Station and serves the 

local community of Mookgophong Township.  During the 1980s, this Station was the 

junction for Zebediela branch line which is 84 km away located in the Lepelle-Nkumpi Local 

Municipality. The platform is currently so underutilised that the station buildings appear to 
be dilapidated throughout the entire operational area.  What appears to be good with this 

network is that it is being maintained more regularly. 

1.13 Buses and taxis 

Due to the small nature of the town it is not economic to run massive public transportation 

systems. There is therefore no internal bus system operating in this small town. Major 

public transportation systems operating here are long distance public transport vehicles 

such as buses and taxis that are passing through the area to other major destinations such 
as Polokwane to the north and Gauteng to the south. 

 

 

Figure 1.16  Mookgophong Modal Facility 
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Mookgophong Modal Facility Utilisation 

 

Figure 1.17  Mookgophong Modal Facility Utilisation 

 

1.14  MODAL INTEGRATION POSSIBILITIES 

1.14.1 Strategic goals 

• To ensure safe, reliable and affordable public transport and renew the rolling stock 

of rail fleet. 

• PRASA to continue with its modernisation strategy, which entails inter alia, 

upgrading stations, signalling and all other infrastructure. 

• The rehabilitation of the envisaged infrastructure should cater for persons with 

disability”.  This means that it should cater for all persons whose mobility is 

restricted by temporary or permanent physical or mental disability, and includes the 

very young, the blind or partially-sighted and the deaf or hard hearing.  

• The core rail network should therefore be 100% accessible to wheelchair users 

and others with special transport needs such as the blind and the deaf. 
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Table 1.4  Performance Indicators 

Selected Performance Indicator 2014 2015 2016 
Number of rural enterprises supported per year 969 969 969 
Number of individual members of historically 
disadvantaged enterprises supported per year 2 494 2 494 2 494 

Number of full time equivalent jobs created 
through the social responsibility implementation 
programme of the expanded public works 
programme per Year 

5 173 5 625 5 575 

Source: Adapted from Estimates of National Expenditure (2013) 

1.15 TOURISM SIGNIFICANCE 

The Mookgophong Local Municipalityis the smallest municipality in the Waterberg District 

Municipality in geographic extent and the smallest municipality in terms of population size. It 

is 4 270 square kilometres and contributes 9, 2% of the district population (IDP 2012). 

1.15.1 Rail History Mookgophong Station 

 

Figure 1.18  Tourist attraction facility: Historical rail wagon 

Tourism is a national priority and has the potential to contribute significantly to economic 

development. 

• Upgrade and expand the priority passenger rail corridors by: 
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• Ensuring increased service levels and improved system performance and reliability 

in 7 of the 21 priority passenger rail corridors in the country by 2014. 

• Ensuring that special categories of persons are subsidisedwhich means that 

passengers should be provided with financial assistance to be able to afford services 

that they could not otherwise afford or where services are subsidised for other 

reasons such as encouraging public transport usage. 

 

MODIMOLLE 

 
 

1.16 MODIMOLLE STATION 

 

Figure 1.19  Modimolle Station 
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Modimolle Station is in the town of Modimolle, erstwhile Nylstroom. The station is situated 

131 km away from Pretoria and 63 km from Pienaarsrivier. It used to be the junction for the 

Vaal Water (Mabatlane) branch line and for a considerable distance of time the branch line 

operated what was called by then a mixed train. That was a train service that catered for 
both freight and passengers. 

 
 

1.16.1 Rail History Modimolle 

 

Figure 1.20  Tourist attraction facility: Rail History Modimolle 
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1.17 BELA-BELA Local Municipality 

 
The Bela-Bela Municipality is located on the south – western region within the 

administrative boundaries of Waterberg District Municipality which forms part of the 

Limpopo Province. The municipality shares the boundaries with Modimolle Municipality to 

the North, Thabazimbi to the West. The municipality also shares the boundaries with 

Mpumalanga Province to the South East, Gauteng to the South and North – West province 

to the South West. 

 

The size of Bela-Bela Municipal Area is approximately 4000 km2 in extent. This local 

authority consists of eight municipal wards and it is considered to be a significant 
contributor to the economy of the district due to a number of positive factors that it entails, 

particularly its location and role in the regional economy brought by the cross boundary 

opportunities which includes the areas that fall outside of the Limpopo Province. 
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Figure 1.21  Bela-Bela: Hand Operated Points 

1.17.1 Tourism significance 

Bela-Bela remains the fast growing gateway to the tourism market of Gauteng that is mainly 

attracted to the natural environment that is less congested by human activity and the 

nature-based tourism products. Further to that Gauteng is the primary location for the major 

investments in the country and Bela-Bela’s location in close proximity to Gauteng has made 

it highly attractive for major private investments. 

 

The objectives pertinent for this Local Municipality in terms of promoting the tourism 

industry are as follows: 

• Targeting gaps in the tourism environment, particularly access to roads, air and rail 

infrastructure within the Bela-Bela Municipal area.. 

• To ensure that the rail policy and the rail plan strategy encompasses local tourism 

matters. 

• To promote the Bela-Bela Local Municipality as an investment and tourism 

destination 
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Municipalities are required to formulate an Integrated Environmental Programme to ensure 

that environmental considerations are truly integrated with the outcomes of the IDP 

process. It is imperative that the Municipality has access to sufficient environmental 

information to allow for strategic and project level development planning.  

1.18 Radium Halt 

 

Figure 1.22  Radium Halt 

Radium Halt is situated 81 km away from Pretoria and is within the Waterberg District 

Municipal area, more specifically in the Bela-Bela Local Municipality. The Halt used to serve 

the community of Cyferskuil, up to Rooiberg and was one of the busiest halts within the 

Bela-Bela Municipal area. At this point in time, the grass has germinated throughout the 

platform / operational area. The network shows that trains are still in operation even though 

there is no any sign of utilisation by passengers. 

 
While cognisance is given to the government’s good intentions about Rail Infrastructure and 

Industry Development, maintenance of and investment in rail infrastructure there should be 

visible actions taken to operationalise these programmes. What could be deduced from 

Figure 10 is that periodic maintenance of the station areas or rather the entire rail reserve is 

lacking as seen from the grass germinated on the platform. The potential risk as seen from 
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Figure 10 is that during winter the grass could easily catch fire and therefore cause a 

serious damage to any stationary train or entire Halt. It is very crucial that this aspect be 

given immediate attention before any hazardous situation can take place. The whole aspect 

of occupational health and safety should be given attention at this Halt. 

1.19 Pienaarsrivier Station 

 

Figure 1.23  Pienaarsrivier Station 

The objective of PRASA as quoted from the National Expenditure Estimate (2013) is that of 
”increasing the passenger rail volumes by 2.5 per cent annually”. For this objective to be 

realised, it needs a considerable improvement in the quality of service to be provided and 

the cleanliness of the environment together with proper intermodal facilities must be 

provided. 

 

Based on the author’s personal experience about the passenger traffic density on this 
corridor, there is a critical need to provide a rail passenger service linking the City of 

Tshwane and the Waterberg District Municipality. If the PRASA sticks to its commitment of 

increasing the passenger rail volume by 2.5 percent annually, it can be said with a high 

level of confidence that rail patronage will exceed the stipulated target. In a nutshell, there 
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is a critical need to conduct a feasibility study to validate a market potential 
scientifically.  

 

Section 19(1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 states 
…Where there are significant transport movements between two or more adjacent 
municipalities, they may establish an inter-municipality forum in terms of section 28 

of the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, 2005 (Act No,13 of 2005) to 

coordinate their functions in terms of this Act and to ensure that their integrated 

transport plans take account of such movements. 

 

Figure 1.24  Pienaarsrivier Station: Transnet Freight Rail Wagons 

1.20 Way Forward 

As seen from Figure 12, the station is favourably well positioned to link a Pienaarsrivier - 

Marble Hall branch line and also has a double line operated through a Centralised Traffic 
Control System. The major project here would be to adopt a radical Rehabilitate Operate 
and Manage (ROM) strategy which should give guidance to the sustainability of the station. 

There has to be a proposal for innovative and applicable technologies for improved and 
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environmentally sustainable transport systems through innovation, monitoring and 

evaluation on an on-going basis. 

 

Section 15(1) of the National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 2009 states that 
…Every Municipality that is establishing an integrated public transport network or 
has significant passenger rail services in its area must establish an Intermodal 
Planning Committee consisting of the prescribed technical officials and prescribed 

representatives of rail operators, other public transport modes, users and organised 

business. 

The function of an intermodal planning committee is to co-ordinate public transport 

between the modes in order to achieve the objects of the Act.  

 

The resuscitation of the rail transport network will undoubtedly reduce negative externalities 

such as road congestion and total logistics costs. The time is ideal for the establishment of 
Intermodal Facilities within the Waterberg District Municipality. The concept of Inter-
modalism or Modal Integration would enable companies in Limpopo to leverage the 

strengths of both road and rail transport.  

 

Figure 1.25  Non-Motorised Transport 
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Non-motorised transport or animal drawn transport remains an indispensable mode of 

transport within the Waterberg District Municipality. It is apparent that it is used for the 

conveyance of both freight and passengers as evidenced by a picture above. What is 

mainly critical is to draft a policy / legal framework or an enabling legislation that would 
guard against any potential cruelty imposed on the harnessing of such animals.  The policy 

could further stipulate the maximum permissible number of kilometres and hours to put 

such animals into operation. 

1.20.1 Tourism 

As part of a Modal Integration Strategy for the Waterberg District Municipality, there has to 
be a Provincial Tourism Information Centre within the vicinity of Mokopane Station and 

should be operational by 2015/16.  As South Africa is embarking on a tourism growth 

strategy, and thus aiming to make tourism the leading economic sector in South Africa, and 

promote sustainable economic and social empowerment of all South Africans, it is therefore 
important to exploit tourism opportunities along the Musina – Johannesburg rail corridor.  

1.20.2  Tourism Objectives 

• To facilitate development support for SMMEs through strategic partners in tourism. 

• To focus on supporting rural and historically disadvantaged enterprises, growing 

tourism enterprises. 

• To create revenue streams and jobs, and developing skills and capacity.  

• To Implement the rural tourism strategy; and supporting national tourism 

programmes in the region.  

The public transport infrastructure grant and the public transport network operations grant 

ensure that emphasis is placed on networks rather than modes and that planning is 

improved. 

• Partnerships with the public and private sectors will be a vital component in the 

realisation of tourism’s potential. 

1.21 Recommendations 

• As there are capital transfers to the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa from 

National government, this should in addition to the renewal of commuter fleet in other 
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Municipalities, be considered for the revitalisation of rail passenger services in 

Limpopo.  

• Signing service level agreements between capacitated Local Municipalities and the 

Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa. 

• The National Development Plan recognises tourism as one of the main drivers of the 

country’s economy and employment. The National Land Transport Act, Act No.5 of 

2009, provides that there has to be an integrated public transport network, which 
means that a station such as Mokopane, should  

…integrate public transport services between modes, with through-
ticketing and other appropriate mechanism to provide users of the system 

with the optimal solutions to be able to travel from their origins to destinations 

in a seamless manner.  
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2 BUS OPERATIONS 

2.1  Introduction 

The term “bus” refers to an increasingly diverse set of public transportation service types 

and vehicle technologies (Button et al, 2010:53). Section 1(1)(d) of the National Land 

Transport Act, Act No.9 of 2009 refers to a “bus” as a motor vehicle designed or modified to 
carry more than 35 persons, including the driver. Within the context of this definition, the 

bus service operating in the Lephalale and Thabazimbi Local Municipalities are 

predominantly executed by private sector companies.  

2.2  Need for Intermodal long distance public transport terminal 

There is a need although not yet expressed, to establish a long distance public transport 

terminal that need to ensure integration between the various modes of transport, including 

long distance taxis and rail. A feasible favourable location has not yet been determined and 

should be identified as a critical project that would harmonise existing modes as well as the 
newly proposed rapid rail transport system proposed by the Passenger Rail Agency of 

South Africa. The existing bus terminal in Rabi Street is located far from Mokopane PRASA 

Station and is isolated from other modes of transport. The location of the existing terminal is 

not ideal for the convenience of both rail and taxi passengers. There is therefore a need to 
establish a multi-modal facility that would accommodate all modes of transport. 

2.3  Usage of buses as a mode of transport in Limpopo 

The use patterns of public transport have changed significantly between 2003 and 2013 

with general increases in the percentage of households who used taxis from (62,7% to 

78,4%), buses (23,8% to 41,5%) and trains (0,3% to 1,1%). Based on Table 1.1, it is 

evident that buses are used in earnest in Limpopo and this encompasses the Waterberg 

District Municipality. 
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Table 2.1 Usage of public transport 

LIMPOPO:                      TAXIS BUSES TRAINS 
 2003 2013 2003 2013 2003 2013 
 62,7 78,4 23,8 41,5 0,3 1,1 

Source: Adapted from NHS 2013 

2.4 Bus Operations at each Local Municipality 

There are three operating Bus Companies in the Waterberg District Municipality. These are 

the Great North, Lowveld Bus Service and North West Star / Boja-Nala  

Table 2.2  Bus Service.in Waterberg District Municipality 

LOCAL MUNICIPALITY BUS COMPANY STATUS AREA OF 
OPERATION 

Mogalakwena Great North / City to 
City 

S Local & Long distance 

Mookgophong Transit City to City U Long distance 
Modimolle Transit City to City U Long distance 
Bela-Bela North West Star S Inter-municipal bus 

Service 
Lephalale Lowveld S&U Local Commuter 

Service 
Thabazimbi Lowveld & Bojanala U Local Commuter 

Service 
S Subsidised 
U Un-subsidised 
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Figure 2.1 Lowveld Busses 

 

 

Figure 2.2  Lephalale Bus Terminal (Lowveld Bus Services) 
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2.5 Travel pattern and network 

The dominant travel pattern of passengers is “home to work” in the morning and return trip 

in the evenings. On most routes the demand peaks during the morning forward trip and 

evening return trip.  

 

The current bus operations may be described as the conventional fixed route and fixed 
schedule systems. It is evident that commuter travel is the main travel pattern in WDM for 

the subsidised bus service. There are some very long routes (from 40km to 100km) and 

journey times are in excess of two hours. The road conditions are generally very poor, 

especially in the rural areas. Poor road conditions are a significant factor on the operating 

life of the rolling stock (buses), operating costs, and level of service to the passenger. 

2.6 Bus Shelters along the route 

The four bus companies operating within the jurisdiction of the Lephalale, Thabazimbi, 

Mogalakwena and Bela-Bela Local Municipalities are the Great North, Bojanala, Low Veld 
and North West Star bus services. Throughout the entire areas of operations of the three 

companies, passenger shelters along the operated routes are non-existent. It was observed 

that bus passengers just assembled at specific points without any signage showing that it is 

a bus modal facility. It is critical that the following items be given attention: 

• Public ablution facilities must be established and maintained at each bus modal 

facility. 

• Bus shelters should be erected with operating schedules affixed on the walls. 

• Bus stops should be illuminated and maintained. 

• Informal trading stores should be demarcated from bus shelters or bus operating 

area. 

• There has to be signage indicating the Company Logo operating each route. 

2.7 Availability of Modal Integration Facilities 

There is a need to identify a central point where a hub-and spoke network concept can be 

applied. This refers to identifying a specific geographical area that would enable various 

modes of transport to serve a range of geographically dispersed locations or villages. It 

would be ideal to ensure that transport operating companies are brought together to ensure 
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that this concept is introduced and promoted within the Waterberg District Municipality and 

beyond.  

Despite the fact that animal drawn mode of transport remain a critical mode of transport that 

should be promoted in the rural area to penetrate topographically challenging routes, the 
main challenge that arises is lack of road safety rules operating procedures. Based on the 

previous observation on the road it is apparent that within the Waterberg District 

Municipality, there is a critical need to develop a policy and by-laws pertaining to the 

operation of animal drawn carts on the public roads.   

2.8 Conclusion 

As a need has been identified in respect of promoting inter-modalism within the Waterberg 

District Municipality, there has to be an alignment with the objectives and strategies that 
were formulated during the previous phase and with resource frames (financial and 

institutional) and with legal requirements. The individual project proposals also have to be 

scheduled in terms of content, location and timing in order to arrive at consolidated 

integrated programmes for the WDM, as well as sector agencies or corporate services 

providers involved in the provision of services.  
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3 MODAL INTEGRATION STRATEGY FOR THE WDM 

 

3.1 Introduction to Modal Integration 

Modal integration refers to the integration of some or all of the different public transport 

modes (mainly trains, buses and taxis) into the public transport system, in such a way that 
these modes support and complement each other and that they operate as a coordinated 

public transport system, while providing an effective efficient and affordable service to the 

user. 

 

At the end, modal integration should support the transport vision in providing an integrated 

public transport system where taxis, buses and trains operate in a single seamless system 
within: 

• Intermodal transfer facilities 

• An integrated network 

• Integrated schedules 

• Common ticketing and fare system, including through ticketing 

• A combined information system, including Call Centres 

For the purposes of this District Integrated Transport Plan, Modal Integration will therefore 

mean an Integrated Public Transport System, consisting of various modes of transport that 

enables a person to move easily from any place in the Waterberg District Municipality to 

any other place with seamless transfers. 

3.2 Background status quo information 

While it is accepted that there are several local taxis modal facilities in the Mogalakwena 

Central Business District as well as a Bus Modal Facility, this cannot be referred to as an 
inter-modal facility. This is because accessibility to long distance or cross border buses and 

taxis is limited. Based on the observation of the current bus operations, it is noted that long 

distance buses operated by City-to-City, Translux and other operators, load, off-load 

passengers either at the railway station or elsewhere where there is no feeder or 

distribution transport service available. At this point in time, the Mokopane Railway Station 
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Location is isolated from any potential feeder and distribution transport system. This 
requires a detailed land use studies within the vicinity. 

3.3 Problem Statement 

In the entire Waterberg District Municipality very little evidence is available on seamless 

integrated public transport services that are operated in the best interest of the passenger. 

It is evident that the District Municipality is in need of a Multi-modal Facility that would 
cater for the transportation needs of the entire travelling public. The location of such a Multi-

modal Facility is critical to ensure integration between all existing modes as well as the 

newly proposed Rapid Rail Transport System.  

 

The purpose of this Modal Integration Strategy is to provide a seamless transport system 
for the Waterberg District Municipality. The “Project Implementation Action Plan” should 

encompass executable projects which have been identified as components of a Modal 

Integration Strategy. Of critical importance to take note of is that “Modal Integration” cannot 

be planned and implemented in isolation, but must be part of a holistic Waterberg District 

Integrated Transport Plan.  

 

Of worth noting is that there is no Transport Authority (TA) within the Waterberg District 

Municipality and Car ownership in the deep rural areas is low and commuters depend on 

public transport. Further, mobility of communities is a serious concern. The major public 

transport services in the Waterberg District Municipality are bus and taxi operations. Most 

roads in the Waterberg District Municipality are in a poor state of repair. The rural roads 

are poorly designed and have not been maintained with specific attention to storm 
water drainage. 
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3.4 Transport Vision and Objectives Related o Modal Integration 

 

Figure 3.1  Hierarchy of Transport Vision 

 

3.4.1.1 Transport Vision 

Provide safe, reliable, effective, efficient, and fully integrated transport operations and 

infrastructure which will best meet the needs of freight and passenger customers at 

improving levels of service and cost in a fashion which supports Government strategies for 

economic and social development whilst being environmentally and economically 

sustainable. 

3.4.1.2 Limpopo Provincial Vision 

Quality transport infrastructure for all 

 

3.4.1.3   Waterberg District Municipality Vision 

“To be a caring and responsive Municipality with excellent service delivery, 
sustainable development and prospering people” 
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3.5  Modal Integration Objectives 

• To develop and successfully implement an integrated, affordable and accessible 

public transport system for the Limpopo Province. 

• To ensure that provision is made for the financing of integrated public transport and 
thus modal integration, through a holistic funding strategy. 

• To promote and assist with the development of public transport plans which contain 

specific proposals for modal integration. 

• To provide the correct institutional structures at all levels of government to assist with 

the planning for and implementation of modal integration. 

• To ensure that proper consultation takes place on modal integration with all the role 

players and stakeholders. 

• To market modal integration. 

• To promote land development supportive of integrated public transport 

• To identify strategic networks, supporting networks and suitable nodes within the 

Waterberg District Municipality where modal transfers can take place. 

• To identify and support the development of suitable infrastructure that would be 

conducive for modal integration. 

• To utilise each mode in the circumstances for which they are technologically and 

economically best suited. 

• To integrate schedules and other operational aspects of the various modes so that 
travel time is reduced and service quality enhanced. 

• To introduce effective and efficient through-ticketing systems based on the cost of 

service provided by each mode. 

• To establish effective information systems for users of integrated services. 

• To monitor modal integration in the Waterberg District Municipality. 

• To identify and implement pilot/ demonstration projects in the Waterberg District 

Municipality where certain aspects can be further investigated and the advantages of 

modal integration be demonstrated to the public. 

3.6 Modal Integration Strategies 

The main point of departure needed to facilitate the implementation of a Modal Integration 

Strategy is the crafting of an enabling legislation or legal framework at both National and 
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Provincial levels of government. Based on the fact that government has the power of 

eminent domain, the identification and development of suitable areas for the development 

of intermodal facilities would require an appropriate legal framework to facilitate the 

process.  

3.6.1 Intermodal Transfer Facilities 

 

3.6.2 Non- Motorized transport needs 

Non-motorised transport can be categorized into ordinary walking, cycling and animal 

drawn transport projects.  

3.6.3 Encouraging walking as a mode of transport 

Button et al (2010) are of the view that walking is the most basic form of human locomotion, 

and in terms of numbers, pedestrians form the largest transport of ‘user group’ anywhere on 

earth. Even in industrialised countries, where motorised modes have the highest modal 

share in terms of distance travelled, virtually every trip begins and ends on foot. 

Comparatively speaking, in the Mogalakwena Local Municipality, walking predominantly 

play a much greater role than in industrialised areas such as Johannesburg.  

3.6.4 Cycling as a mode of transport 

Cycling is one of the non-motorised modes of transport that needs to be considered for 

implementation within the Waterberg District Municipality. It needs to be pointed out that a 

bicycle transport project “Namela Le Sechaba” had already been launched in the Capricorn 
District Municipality. A considerable number of learners must be identified from the needy 

community where learner transport is critically needed. During the stakeholder 
consultation process, Thabazimbi was identified as one of the area with unreliable learner 

transport and a bicycle project for this Municipality may serve as a positive intervention. 

3.6.5 Animal drawn transport project 

The implementation of an animal drawn transport project would require a policy outlining 
how animal drawn carts should respond to the rules of the road. There has to be explicit 
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policies, bylaws, regulations and procedures that would promote adherence to the safety 

culture when traveling on the public road.  

3.7 Implementation of Strategies 

3.7.1 Integrated Network 

Networks provide the infrastructure for the movement of people, goods and services 

(Button et al, 2010:287). Integrated public transport service networks forms a major 
component of creating dignified and liveable urban spaces. An identified public transport 

network in the heart of the Waterberg District Municipality would therefore serve as a basis 

for anchoring land use development in order to maximise network utilisation and to 

minimise travel distance and time. There is a need to establish a hub-and-spoke 
network within the Waterberg District Municipality. This would serve a range of 
geographically dispersed locations through its central hub.  

3.7.2 Integrating with Airport Infrastructure 

Within the context of Modal Integration, and looking at the growth potential of Lephalale as 

a fully-fledged City in 2030, it will be ideal to establish an airport in the Waterberg District 

Municipality so as to provide convenient transport service.  

Such an airport can play a significant role in shaping the economic and social landscape of 

the Waterberg District Municipality community. It has been further noted that there are no 

formal metered taxis in operation in the entire Waterberg District Municipal area.  

3.7.3  Establishment of Call Centres 

At the strategic stations such as Mokopane, a need to establish an Information Centre or 

Call Centre exists. The Call Centre would serve the needs of both transport and Tourism 

industries. This should be considered as a project for the 2014/15 Medium Term 
Expenditure Framework (MTEF).  

3.7.4 Through-ticketing 

Button et al (2013:207) states “integrated ticketing permits passengers to make journeys 

that involve transfers within or between different transport modes or transport operators 

with a single ticket that is valid for the complete journey”. In order to promote the concept of 
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seamless transport system within the Waterberg District Municipality, there has to be a 

project that promotes using one ticket that operates throughout various modes of transport. 

For example, the Great North Bus Company needs to consider working hand in hand 

with the Passenger Rail System such as PRASA, whereby the same ticket can be valid 
to enable an individual to change modes without any inconvenience.  

3.8 Policy guidelines for Strategy Implementation 

 

3.8.1 National Land Transport Strategic Framework (NLTSF) 

The NLTSF (2006) states that public transport services facilities and infrastructure should 

be designed and developed so as to promote inter-modalism. This would eventually bring 

about a seamless transport system. Despite many years of effort of achieving integration, 
the implementation of ITPs has proved to be problematic with many authorities planning 

and implementing independently of one another. Mechanisms and structures are needed to 

facilitate and ensure such integration. 

 

By borrowing some wisdom from International experience on the implementation of modal 

integration strategies, Hong Kong focused on the integrated fare collection system which 

was based on electronic smart cards that are widely used for all transport payments, 

including parking. Singapore introduced a magnetic strip, stored value fare card for bus and 

train travel. The country went on to form an entity that produced a transit travel guide that 

was meant to coordinate transit travel information such as routes, timetables and multi-

modal data at interchanges. 

 
Among the various elements of modal integration applied internationally, integrated 
ticketing appears to be a good starting point as evidenced by the progress made in 
Australia whereby trains were coordinated with bus services. This was followed by the 

introduction of complementary measures such as more bus and transit lanes and even 

congestion pricing.  
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3.8.2 Learner transport 

Provision should be made to provide learner transport and some sorts of economic support 

to learners to make transport affordable. This could be in the form of subsidising tickets 

when boarding public transport. In some areas children travel extra-ordinary long distances 
to school. This is made worse by lack of affordable public transport in the area. In such 

problematic situations, rural transport could be the solution. This refers to the movement of 

learners by any mode of travel which does not necessarily have to be motorised or 

conventional, but should be suitable, cost-effective. A bicycle project for the learners 

within this District Municipality could serve as a relief to the hardship faced by the poverty 
stricken learners. 

3.8.3 Walking as a Transport Project 

A non-motorised transport project such as walking needs to be considered for 

implementation. In concurring with Button et al (2010) as already stated 

…walking is the most basic form of human locomotion, and in terms of numbers, 
pedestrians form the largest transport ‘user group’ anywhere on earth. Even in 

Metropolitan Cities, where motorised modes have the highest modal share in terms 

of distance travelled, virtually every trip begins and ends on foot. Comparatively 

speaking, in the Waterberg District Municipality, walking predominantly play a much 

greater role than in Metropolitan areas such as Johannesburg. Walking and cycling 

as daily activities can promote health by providing physical activity, 
decreasing noise and air pollution.   

3.8.4  Special needs transportation services 

Special needs transportation services, which are referred by Button, Vega and Nijkamp 

(2010:294) as  

…Para-transit is an alternative mode of public transportation that is provided by 

private or public operators for a certain group of special needs users. This mode of 
public transport is adaptable in its routing and scheduling to individual users’ or 

operator’ desires in varying degrees. This mode of transport aims to fill the gaps left 

among private cars, taxis and buses. Typically converted LDVs are used to 
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provide special transport services particularly where a normal minibus taxi cannot 

penetrate due to topographical challenges.  

3.9 Recommendations 

• There has to be sound intermodal coordinating structures. 

• There has to be special care during the design of public transport facilities, including 

ablution facilities. 

• For the purposes of this District Integrated Transport Plan, Modal Integration will 

therefore mean an integrated public transport system, consisting of various modes of 
transport that enables a person to move easily from any place in the WDM to any 

other place with seamless transfers. 

From the global perspective, Modal Integration can be seen as a means for providing door 

to door transport services for both goods and passengers. The concept focuses on the 

quality and cost of the facilities and services it provides. For Modal Integration to be viable, 

it should be convenient, cost and time effective. The overarching objective of Modal 
Integration is to encourage passengers to use public transport instead of private car for all 

or part of their journeys, by transferring from one transit mode to another as smoothly as 

possible. 

When viewed from the South African perspective, Modal Integration would refer to the 

integration of some or all of the different public transport modes (mainly trains, buses and 
taxis) into the public transport system, in such a way that these modes support and 

complement each other and that they operate as a coordinated public transport system, 

while providing an effective efficient and affordable service to the user. 

At the end, Modal Integration should support the transport vision in providing an integrated 

public transport system where taxis, buses and trains operate in a single seamless system 

within: 

• Intermodal transfer facilities 

• An integrated network 

• Integrated schedules 

• Common ticketing and fare system, including through ticketing 

• A combined information system, including Call Centres 

For the purposes of crafting a District Integrated Transport Plan for the Waterberg District 

Municipality, Modal Integration will therefore mean an integrated public transport system, 
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consisting of various modes of transport that enables a person to move easily from any 

place in the Waterberg District Municipality to any other place with seamless transfers. 

3.9.1 Use of Para-transit 

Para-transit is an alternative mode of public transport that is provided by private or public 
operators for a certain group of users or to the general public. This mode of transport is 
adaptable in its routing and scheduling to individual users’ or operator’ desires in varying 

degrees. Whilst the implementation and the use of this mode differs in developed and 

developing countries, ultimately this mode aims to fill the gaps left among private cars, 

buses and other fixed-track systems. Typically vans or minibuses are used to provide para-
transit service. This is an ideal transport service provision for all users in areas of low 

density land use and low density demand. It can be used as a public transport system 

for users or commuters with special needs, such as disabled travellers, pregnant 
women and the elderly or senior citizens. 
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1. . Project Implementation Programme 

National Expenditure Estimates(2014) (MTEF) 

Indicator 
 

Programme 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

     
Lane kilometres of surfaced roads 
rehabilitated 

Road Transport 1 100 1 155 1 213 

Lane kilometres of roads resealed Road Transport 3 000 3 150 3 308 
Square metres of surfaced roads 
resealed 

Road Transport - - - 

Kilometres of roads re-gravelled Road Transport - - - 
Square kilometres of blacktop 
patching on roads (including 
pothole repairs) 

Road Transport 810 000 850 025 893 025 

Kilometres of gravel roads bladed Road Transport 350 000 367 500 385 875 
Length of network (kilometres) with 
active routine road maintenance 
contracts 

Road Transport 19 704 19 704 19 704 

Number of appeals processed in 
terms of the Transport Appeal 
Tribunal Act (1998) 

Public Transport 30 35 40 

Adapted from: National Expenditure Estimates (2014) 
 

Budget for Integrated Transport Plan Implementation 

PROGRAMME COST 
(R million) 

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Integrated Transport 
Planning 

356.8 382.9 399.8 423.5 

Adapted from: National Expenditure Estimates (2014) 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S): 1 Commission a feasibility study for the establishment of public transport 
facilities based on passenger demand taking into account the available infrastructure and 
considering both Provincial and National Guidelines for providing public transport facilities 
INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Have multi-modal public transport facility 
guidelines in place that are responsive to passenger demand.  
  
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS: Bus, Taxi industry and PRASA.   
LOCATIONS: Mokopane (Mogalakwena Local Municipality) 
MAJOR ACTIVITES: Determination of strategic and accessible geographical position within the 
Mogalakwena Local Municipal area. 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: Department of Roads and Transport, Waterberg District Municipality, 
Mogalakwena Local Municipality, PRASA, Taxi and Bus operators. 
TIMING: 12 months           
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
            
COST R2,000,000.00         
Crafting guidelines   

   
  

Workshop with stakeholders   
  

  
Finalise    

   
  

    
   

  
  

    
  

            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
  

    
  

Budget 
 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   
  

   
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
Total  R2,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE LDoT         
  WDM 

   
  

  MLM 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S):  2 Implement the DITP and ensure that integration and alignment with other 
statutory plans, land use planning and other relevant future developments are in place. 
INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Craft achievable implementation plan with time 
of commencement and completion of projects. 
PROJECT OUTPUTS: List of implemented and completed projects. 
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS: WDM Transportation division. 
LOCATIONS: Mogalakwena Local Municipal area 
MAJOR ACTIVITES: Project management of DITP projects. 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: WDM 
TIMING Ongoing           
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
            
COST R         
PROJECT MANAGEMENT R2,000,000.00 

   
  

    
  

  
    

   
  

   R2,000,000.00 
  

  
  

    
  

            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
  

    
  

Budget 
 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   
  

    
  

  
   

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
Total  R2,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE           
 LDoT 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S): 3 Facilitate and ensure the implementation of the operating license strategy 
developed by WDM to ensure a safe, reliable, effective and efficient  public transport service. 
INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Established Provincial Regulatory Entity at 
Municipal level of government.  
PROJECT OUTPUTS: Successful establishment of a Provincial Regulatory Entity in the Waterberg 
District Municipality.   
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS: Waterberg District Municipality 
LOCATIONS: Waterberg District Municipal area. 
MAJOR ACTIVITES: Facilitation of the establishment of a Provincial Regulatory Entity. 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: LDoT& WDM  
TIMING 2015/16 Financial year           
  

   
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
            
COST R         
Appoint Facilitator R2,000,000.00 

   
  

Establishment process   
   

  
recruitment & placement of staff   

   
  

    
   

  
  

    
  

            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
  

    
  

Budget 2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
   

  
Total R2,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE           
LDoT 

    
  

WDM 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S): 4 Agree on the scope and extent of truck stops feasibility studies required while 
improving and implementing the DITP 
INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Identification of additional studies to be 
implemented. 
PROJECT OUTPUTS: Successful identification and commissioning of truck stop projects. 
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS: All local municipalities within the jurisdiction of WDM. 
LOCATIONS: Bela-Bela (Pienaarsrivier), Mookgophong, Mogalakwena, Thabazimbi, Lephalale, 
Modimolle (Mabatlane), Northam 
MAJOR ACTIVITES: Constant research and development 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: WDM 
TIMING Ongoing           
  

    
  

  
   

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
            
COST         
Research & Development R7,000,000.00 

   
  

 
  

   
  

    
   

  

  
 R1,000,000.00 
per LM 

   
  

  
    

  
            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
  

    
  

Budget 
 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   
  

    
  

  
   

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
Total  R7,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE           
WDM 
LDoT 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S): 5 Ensure that modal and land use integration takes place in the planning of the public 
transport services and infrastructure. 
INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Establish Modal Committee and ensure the 
involvement of land use in the planning process. 
PROJECT OUTPUTS: Established and functioning of Modal Committee with explicit Terms of 
Reference 
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS: LDoT, WDM 
LOCATIONS: WDM 
MAJOR ACTIVITES: Drafting of bid documents for RFP (Establishment of Modal Committee) 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: WDM, LDoT 
TIMING2015/16 Financial year           
  

   
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
            
COST R         
Establish Modal Committee R3,000,000.00 

   
  

Facilitate Committee   
   

  
    

   
  

   R3,000,000.00 
   

  
  

    
  

            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
  

    
  

Budget 2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
   

  
Total  R3,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE           
WDM 

    
  

LDoT 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S): 6 Investigate the needs of special categories passengers and non-motorised transport 
options to make sure that their needs are addressed. 
INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Establish infrastructure for special categories of 
passengers 
PROJECT OUTPUTS: Successfully established infrastructure and appropriate mode for special 
categories of passengers. 
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS: Persons with special needs 
LOCATIONS: WDM 
MAJOR ACTIVITES: Constant Research and Development on transport for persons with special 
needs. 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: WDM, LDoT, Department of Social Development. 
TIMING:2015/16 Financial year           
  

    
  

    
  

    
  

  
    

  
            
COST R         
Research and Development R3,000,000.00   
    

   
  

    
   

  
   R3,000,000.00 

   
  

  
    

  
            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
  

    
  

Budget 
 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   
    
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

Total  R3,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE           
WDM 

    
  

LDoT 
    

  
Department of Social Development 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S): 7 Ensure continuous upgrading and maintenance of all road and Public Transport 
infrastructure to increase the accessibility to public transport service for all users in the Waterberg 
District Municipality 
INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Regular upgrading and maintenance of road and 
Public Transport Infrastructure in the WDM 
PROJECT OUTPUTS: Well upgraded, serviced and maintained road network within the WDM. 
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS: WDM, DoT, LDoT, RAL, All Local Municipalities.  
LOCATIONS: WDM 
MAJOR ACTIVITES:Upgrading and maintenance of road network. 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: WDM, DoT, LDoT, RAL, All Local Municipalities 
TIMING:2015/16/17/18 MTEF           
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

    
            
COST 

 
        

Design rural road masterplan  R6,000,000.00 
   

  

 
  

   
  

    
   R6,000,000.00   
  

    
  

            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
    
Budget 

 
2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   

  
    

  
  

    
  

    
  

    
  

Total  R6,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE           
WDM,  

    
  

DoT 
LDoT 

    
  

RAL   
All Local Municipalities 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S): 8 Promote proactive law enforcement and provincial at local government level to 
reduce illegal operations and improve road safety to all road users.  Encourage the upgrading and 
maintenance of public transport vehicles. 
INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Reduced road accidents 
PROJECT OUTPUTS: Visibility of Law Enforcement Agencies and effective patrolling of high traffic 
density routes. 
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS:RTMC, All Local Municipalities and LDoT, Cross Border Road Transport 
Agency  
LOCATIONS: WDM 
MAJOR ACTIVITES:Promotion of road safety 
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: RTMC 
2015/16 Financial year           
  

    
  

    
  

    
  

  
    

  
            
COST 

 
        

Road Safety Campaigns  R3,000,000.00   
    

   
  

    
   

  
   R3,000,000.00 

   
  

  
    

  
            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
  

    
  

Budget 
 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   
    
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

Total  R3,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE           
RTMC 

    
  

LDoT 
    

  
All Local Municipality   
Cross Border Road Transport Agency 
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PROJECT PLAN:  
PROJECTCT NUMBER:   
OBJECTIVE(S): 9 Re-investigate road user education and develop a policy and strategy to restart this 
process not only for public transport operators, but also for the non-motorised, animal-drawn 
transport in particular.  Such an initiative should be driven by the Limpopo Provincial Department of 
Roads and Transport and be implemented throughout the province. 

INDICATORS FOR ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES: Educate road users on road safety 
PROJECT OUTPUTS: Educated road users and a policy on non-motorised transport 
TARGETS/TARGET GROUPS: LDoT, All Local Municipalities 
LOCATIONS: WDM 
MAJOR ACTIVITES: Road user education and  drafting of non-motorised transport policy  
RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES:RTMC, LDoT, All Local Municipalities  
TIMING: Ongoing           
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
            
COST 

 
        

Crafting of policy R2,000,000.00 
   

  
Road user education   

   
  

    
   

  
   R2,000,000.00 

   
  

  
    

  
            
BUDGET ESTIMATES           
  

    
  

Budget 
 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/2017   
  

    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  

  
    

  
Total  R2,000,000.00         
            
SOURCES OF FINANCE           
RTMC   
LDoT 

    
  

All Local Municipalities 
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INFRASTRUCTURAL PROJECTS 

• Mokopane 

• Mookgophong 

• Modimolle 

• Bela-Bela 

• Pienaarsrivier 

• Thabazimbi 

• Northam  

• Lephalale 
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ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS (ROADS AGENCY LIMPOPO) 

EPWP ACCESS ROADS PROJECTS (2014 /16) 

ITEM NO DESCRIPTION DETAIL OF PROJECT STATUS 

1 Upgrading of 3.0 km access road 
from gravel to tar (Makobe - N11) 

Construction of 3.0 km 
(Makobe – N11) 

Work In Progress 
(WIP) 

2 Upgrading of 2.0 km access road 
from gravel to tar (Sefupulane – 
Sodoma) 

Construction of 2.0 km 
from D3578 (Sefupulane 
– Sodoma) 

Work In Progress 
(WIP) 

3 Upgrading of 1.2 km access road 
from gravel to tar from D3110 to 
Seleka Tribal Office 

Construction of 1.2 km 
from D3110 to Seleka 
Tribal Office 

P&P Appointed 

  Total: R38 245 000  

 

HOUSEHOLDS ROADS MAINTENANCE PROJECTS (2014 /16)  

ITEM NO DESCRIPTION DETAIL OF PROJECT STATUS 

1 Maintenance project for 
Thabazimbi  

600 beneficiaries employed Under 
implementation 

2 Maintenance project for 
Bela-Bela   

600 beneficiaries employed Under 
implementation 

3 Maintenance project for 
Lephalale 

600 beneficiaries employed Under 
implementation 

4 Maintenance project for 
Mogalakwena  

600 beneficiaries employed Under 
implementation 

5 Maintenance project for 
Modimolle 

600 beneficiaries employed Under 
implementation 

  Total: R85 040 000  
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HOUSEHOLDS ROADS MAINTENANCE PROJECTS (2014 /16) 

ITEM NO DESCRIPTION DETAIL OF PROJECT STATUS 

1 Maintenance project for 

Mookgophong 

Routine maintenance 

in Mookgophong 

Awaiting appointment 

of contractor 

  Total: R18 500 000  

 

Pothole PATCHING PROJECTS (2014 /16) 

ITEM NO DESCRIPTION DETAIL OF PROJECT STATUS 

1 Routine maintenance for 

Lephalale & Mookgophong 

Projects in Lephalale & 

Mookgophong 

Under 

implementation 

  Total: R7 000 000  

 

ACCESS ROADS PROJECTS TO BE IMPLEMENTED (2014 /15 /16) 

ITEM NO DESCRIPTION DETAILS OF 
PROJECT STATUS 

1 Upgrading access road 
from gravel to tar (Makobe 
- N11 Phase 2) 

Construction (Makobe 
– N11 Phase 2 
Project) 

Design completed 

2 Upgrading of access road 
from gravel to tar 
(Sefupulane – Sodoma 
Phase 3) 

Construction 
(Sefupulane – Sodoma 
Phase 3 Project) 

Design completed 

  Total: R29 540 000  
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ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS (SANRAL) 

APPROVED BUDGET 

PROJECT DISCRIPTION 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 TOTAL STAGE 

N11:MPRS1: Repair & 
Reseal Limburg to Witpan 

R113 310 746 R15 317 848   
 

 R128 628 594 Construction 

N1/24x25x: MPRS1: Repair 
& Reseal Nylstroom 1/c 
Mookgophong 

R56 020 174 R801 178    R56 821 352 construction 

N11: DSRGS: 
Rehabilitation 
Potgietersrus to KM 24 

R 25 375 000 R 67 396 000 R169 229 000 R51 500 000  R313 500 000 Design & land 
acquisition 

N11: DSCPR: 
Reconstruction 
Gamolekane to Limburg 

R126 648 258 R11 223 152    R137 871 410 Construction 

R510: DILPS: Improvement 
NW/ Limpopo border to 
Bierspruit 

R1 250 000 R1 666 000 R135 290 000 R158 800 000 R42 842 000 R339 848 000 Planning 

R510: DILPS: Improvement 
Bierspruit to Thabazimbi 

R1 375 000 R7 470 000 R135 290 000 R192 565 000 R35 342 000 R372 042 000 Planning 

N11: DNNS: N11 
Mokopane Ring Road 

R 937 500 R 21 165 000 R121 650 000 R1 532 175 
000 

R130 000 000 R1 805 927 
500 

Design 

 R324 916 678 R125 039 178  R561 459 000 R1 935 040 
000 

R208 184 000 R3 154 638 
856 
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Rail network revitalisation (TRANSNET FREIGHT RAIL) 
Potential opportunities for feasibility studies for the resuscitation of rail network in 

the Waterberg Municipal area.  
 

Pretoria – Thabazimbi – Lephalale 

Lephalale – Modimolle (Green field concept) 

Pienaarsrivier – Marble Hall 

Mookgophong – Zebediela 
Lephalale – Ermelo (Comprehensive feasibility study in place)  
Musina – Lephalale (Green field concept proposed by Blouberg Local Municipality) 

 

Transnet Freight Rail Projects (2015/19) 

LEPHALALE TO PYRAMID (1) 

Section  Intervention  2015/17 Completion 
Phase 1a:Lephalale- 
Matlabas Station 

2 new loops R180m 2017 

 

DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

Start 2015 = R3,000,000.00 

         2016 = R30,000,000.00 

End   2017 = R147,000,000.00 

Total = R180,000,000.00 
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QUESTIONNAIRES  
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ATTENDANCE REGISTER 

7 February 2014 Attendance Register 
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8 October 2014 Attendance Register 
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9 October Attendance Register 
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